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Moog Prices Slashed
For Details Tel: 387 7449 (Please reverse call charges if required).

TAURUS MOOG PEDALS

STOP PRESS

MOOG
Be sure to see this month's free Moog Demonstration and Film Show to be held on Thursday
7th December, 1978, at the Society Suite, New Ambassador Hotel, Upper Woburn Place,
London W.C.1. Guest demonstrators will be Val Polonski and Roy Goudie. Products will be on
show from 1 o'clock. Demonstration starts at 7.30, refreshments will be available.

CHECK THIS LIST FONCOMPLETE RANGE
Please tick appropriate box.
 Polymoog
E Minimoog
111 Micromoog
O Multimoog
E Taurus Moog Pedals

Enclosed is £1 for a T-shirt/
£3 for a sweat shirt.
T-shirt/sweat shirt
0 Small
0 Medium E Large

Other

7 Dear Chase Musicians
22 Chalton Street, off Euston Road, London NW?

Please send me details of items ticked

Name

Address

L _1

1

3



The London
Synthesiser

Centre

134 Diuet
Saw

Tee. 01.387.7449

4

KEYBOARD BARGAINS
HUGE DISCOUNTS ON KEYBOARDS -
SYNTHESISERS, ELECTRIC PIANOS

AND STRING MACHINES

LOOK AT THESE PRICES!
ARP

AXXE 430

SEQUENCER 530

PRO DGX 795

ODYSSEY 875

OMNI MK I 999

OMNI MK II 1150

AVATAR 1215

"2600" 1650

EMS
SYNTH! E 399

HI FLI 445

VCS 3 895

VOCODER 1799

ELKA
RHAPSODY 490 280

RHAPSODY 610 465

SOLOIST SYNTH 295

HOHNER
KI PIANO 240

PIANET T 245

K4 STRINGS 290

CLAVINET D6 399

K2 STRINGS Er PIANO 465

MISCELLANEOUS
ELVINS ELEC PIANO TS53 325

ELVINS ELEC PIANO TS55 345

PKP KITTEN 430

KORG
BASS SYNTH 299

770 SYNTH 360

700S SYNTH 375

900 PRESET 399

800 DV SYNTH 675

POLY I 675

POLY II 695

PS 3300 SYNTH 3995

ROLAND
SH 3A SYNTH 395

SYSTEM 100/101 SYNTH 399

SH 1000IS/S) 425

GUITAR SYNTH 1150

ALSO IN STOCK
KORG: MS10, MS20 Synthesizers, VC10 Vocoder and SQ10 Sequencer.

MOOG: Polymoog, Minimoog, Micromoog, Taurus pedals, the new Multimoog and Polymoog keyboard.
OBERHEIM: OBI, Two voice and four voice Synthesizers with programmers.

ROLAND: SHI &SH7 Synthesizers, RS 202 Strings EP30 Pianos, effects pedals, echo machines and combo amplifiers.
YAMAHA: CS80, CS60 and CS50 polyphonic Synths, CS10, CS30 and CS3OL monophonic Synths, SS30 String Machines,
CP20, CP30 pianos and CP7OB electric grand.

COMING SOON: PROPHET 10 VOICE SYNTH

The London Synthesiser Centre, 22 Chalton Street, off Euston Road, London NW1.
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YAMAHA'S
NEWEST SYNTH

THE CS 30 WITH
BUILT- IN SEQUENCER

THE NEW YAMAHA CS30 SYNTHESISER

ALSO IN STOCK YAMAHA: CS80, CS60 and CS50 polyphonic Synths,
CS10, CS30 and CS3OL monophonic Synths, SS30 String Machines,
CP20, CP30 and CP7OB electric grand.

On Monday 11th December, 1978 you are invited to a Yamaha
demonstration with guest demonstrator Dave Bristow at the Society
Suite, New Ambassadors Hotel, Upper Woburn Place, London W.C.1.
All equipment will be on display from 1 o'clock. The demonstration
commences at 7.30pm. Refreshments will be available.
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HUGE DISCOUNTS ON OUR VAST RANGE OF COMBOS!
UP TO 50 WATTS

ICARLSBRO1

WASP lOw
HORNET 35w
SCORPION 35w

CUSTOM SOUND

TRUCKER STD 45w

TRUCKER REVERB 45w

TRUCKER DUO 45w

TRUCKER BASS 45w

MARSHALL!
2 x 12 TRANS 30w
2 x 12 M/V VALVE 50w

PEAVEY

BACKSTAGE 17w
PACER 45w
CLASSIC 50w

TNT

ROLAND

GA30

60 TO 100 WATTS

CARLSBRO

STINGRAY
STINGRAY BASS

LAB SERIES

L5 2 x 12

L7 4 x 10

L9 1 x 15

MARSHALL

2 x 12 TRANS LEAD

4 x 12 BASS

4 x 12 LEAD

2 x 12 M/V VALVE

50w

30w

100w

100w

100w

100w

100w

100w

100w

100w

MUSIC MAN

2 x 10 65w
1 x 12 65w

2 x 12 65w

ORANGE

GRAPHIC 0/DRIVE 80w
GRAPHIC 0/D REVERB 80vv

ROLAND

JC60 60w
JC80 60w
GA60 60w

!YAMAHA
G100B 2 x 12

G100 2 x 12

G100 1 x 15

G1004 x 10

100m, B100 1 x 15

100w

100w

100w

100w

100w

OVER 100 WATTS

MUSIC MAN

2 x 10 130w
2 x 12 130w
4 x 10 130w

ORANGE

GRAPHIC 0/DRIVE 120w

GRAPHIC O/D REVERB 120w

PEAVEY

DEUCE 120w

ARTIST 120w

MACE 160w

LTD 200w

SESSION 200w

ROLAND

GA120 120w
JC120 120w
JC160 160w

PLUS: A COMPREHENSIVE
RANGE OF CABINETS AND HEADS

CARLSBRO! TRUCKER PA 150w SLAVE 100w PEAVEY

FULL RANGE FLARE CAB 120w 7215 BASS CAB 200w CAB 4 x 12 100w CENTURY HEAD 100w
FLARE CAB 2 x 12 120w 7412 4 x 12 200w ALL PURPOSE CAB 2 x 12 .. 100w MUSICIAN HEAD 200w
HORN PAIR 2 x 12 120w 7MPH HORN UNIT

412F 2 x 12 CAB 200wMUSIC MANM130 SLAVE
MARLIN HEAD
STINGRAY BASS HEAD
STINGRAY SUPERHEAD
CAB 4 x 12

130w

130w

150w

150w

200w

200w

200w

250w

200w

65w

130w

130w

130w

T 300 HIGH FREQ. PROJ
FREQ. PROS.

!LAB SERIES
REVERB HEAD

HEAD

212 RH CAB

412 B3 CAB

L4 HEAD

L4 CAB 2 x 15

L11 HEAD

L11 CAB 4 x 12
YAMAHA

G100 LEAD HEAD 100w
ORANGE B100 BASS HEAD 100w

CUSTOM SOUND MARSHALL GRAPHIC HEAD 120w EM 120 MIXER AMP 100w
CS700A MIXER AMP 150w M/V VALVE HEAD 50w GRAPHIC 0/D HEAD 120w A4115H SELF POWERED
GS700K KEYS AMP 150w M/V VALVE HEAD 100w CAB 4 x 12 120w CAB 100w
706 GRAPHIC BASS 150w LEAD/BASS HEAD 100w 2x 12 HORNS EM150 MIXER AMP 150w

Barclaycard, Access,

H.P. Facilities

and Mail Order

Available

PLUS: A WIDE RANGE OF MM MIXERS
-AND MANY MORE

The London Amplification Centre
88 Chalton Street
off Euston Road

London NW1
01-388 4094

OPEN MON-SAT
10am-6pm
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CGS

N -350D
Brown stained spruce (solid) top,
mahogany back & side, rosewood
fingerboard & bridge, fully adjust-
able mahogany neck, deluxe
machine head.

r STRINGS &
L THINGS LTD.

PROUDLY PRESENT
THEIR EXCLUSIVE
RANGE OF NEW
GUITARS FROM

N -40D
Solid spruce top, mahogany back/
side, rosewood fingerboard,
mahogany adjustable neck,
chrome plated deluxe machine
head, Guild M-450 strings.

N -40DS
`As N -40D with sunburst top.

N -500J
Solid spruce top, maple back/side,
mahogany adjustable neck,
chrome plated deluxe machine
head, black finish all way round.

20 CHARTWELL ROAD, CHURCHILL INDUSTRIAL ESTATE,
LANCING, WEST SUSSEX BN15 8TU.
SEND LARGE STAMPED ADDRESSED ENVELOPE FOR CATALOGUES.



LETTERS
Ord

QUERIES
Letters and Queries,
'BEAT INSTRUMENTAL'
1B Parkfield Street,
London
ET----

REME
to use
POST

A bridged
version

Dear Sir,
I would like to take advantage

of your magazine to express my
opinion in an open letter to Fen-
der (Dallas Arbiter, CBS or
whatever).

I recently answered an ad in a
well-known trade paper to swap
my 1971 Gibson SG Standard
left-hand for a 1976 Fender Strat
with maple neck and tremolo -
also left-hand. Being curious,
like most other stupid
musicians, I went ahead with
the swap after checking the
sound, the neck, etc. The oc-
taves were out, but I thought
(stupidly) that they just needed
adjusting, as did my Gibson
when I bought it.

When I got home I set about
changing the strings and putting
the octaves in with our Korg
tuner, only to find that there was
no way the A and E strings
would go in. Admittedly the axe
is second-hand, but the bridge
is in the wrong position and has
been since the guitar was new.
For a "name" (?) guitar this is

disgusting at getting on for £400
new. I can't take it back to the
guy and ask for my SG back. It's
not his fault - he never had a
Korg. Any suggestions please?
I'm a pro musician with few
gigs, and I'm having a hell of a
time tuning up whilst playing
with a sax, keyboard and two
other guitarists.

Gary Fitzsimmons,
Luton.

P.S. The tailpiece needs to
move forward, which is difficult
because of the spring holder -
and I'm no John Birch.
Much as we agree that the
quality of Fenders has - in
general - declined in recent years,
most of this is your fault, Gary.
To begin with, we'd never
recommend anyone buying a
guitar that was not playable to
the satisfaction of the pur-
chaser. You haven't lost money
- you've just lost a rather tasty
Gibson (what was wrong with
that, by the way?). Secondly,
are you sure that the Korg tuner
is as reliable as your own ears?
OK, you say it causes tuning
problems during rehearsal and
performance, but how is it that
four strings will go in tune whilst

the two bass strings won't?
Without seeing the instrument
for ourselves it's hard to say
what the problem is - surely
the bridge can't be in the wrong
position if some of the strings
are quite happily in tune. Maybe
the strings themselves are at
fault did you stretch them
manually before fitting them?
Before giving up altogether, buy
a couple of new bass strings and
see if they sound any better.

If all else fails, take the thing
back to the guy you got it from
and explain the problem. Maybe
he discovered the solution him-
self eventually (though if he's
sold it to you he may be giggling
up his sleeve by now, having got
a turkey off his hands in ex-
change for a nice old SG). The
fact that he never had a Korg
tuner to tell him it was out of
tune doesn't necessarily excuse
him passing the axe off as a
good swap. If a gutiar won't go
in tune, you don't need a
machine to tell you.

As a general rule, you should
check a) that you're adjusting
the bridge pieces correctly. The
guitar is out of alignment if the
12th fret harmonic note is higher
or lower than the note produced

by fretting the note there; if the
fretted note is higher than the
harmonic note, move the bridge
piece forward; if lower, move it
back. Then b) it could be the
neck which is wrongly spaced,
in which case there's not much
you can do short of getting a
new neck put on. Or c) it might
have something to do with the
tremolo arm - don't mess with
this, take it to a repairer.

Up frunt
Dear Sir,

Many thanks for Peter
Douglas's fair and unbiased
review of our Frunt 200L guitar
amp. We would like to clarify a
couple of points, however.

1) Due to tooling problems
this range of products is only
just into production and first
deliveries were made in early
November.

2) The cast aluminium heat -
sinks are coated by a synthetic
heat process, not painted.

We accept Peter's ob-
servations, and as he infers the
various faults are those of a pre-
production unit and have been
ironed out in production
models. Judging by forward or-
ders for the amp and
dealer/distributor patience in
respect of prolonged delivery
dates, this can only be a reflec-
tion of a) the styling, b) the tone
and c) the price - in other
words, value for money.

Perhaps at a later date we can
furnish you with a production
model, enabling you to satisfy
yourselves that the criticisms
made have been noted and
suitably rectified.

John F. Carroll,
Marketing Director,

Soundout Laboratories.

HEAR THE BEST BUY THE BEST!
TRY THE FULL RANGE OF BURMAN AMPLIFICATION AT:

MUSIC MARKET
MANCHESTER'S SOLE BURMAN DEALER

DEMOS ARRANGED DAY OR NIGHT

PLUS EXTENSIVE RANGE OF KORG SYNTHS;
GIBSON; MAXWIN; GHERSON; FENDER; SHURE;
A.K.G.; OVATION; CUSTOM Et TRUCKER; ETC.

MUSIC MARKET 9.00 a.m.-5.30 p.m. Mon -Sat

16 SHAWS ROAD, ALTRINCHAM. 061 941 1508
PART-EX./ACCESSIBARCLAY/H.P.



etectro~harmonix
"FROM THE SMALLEST POWER BOOSTER - AND
MEMORY MAN ECHO/ANALOG DELAY. A RANGE
FOR TODAY'S MUSIC".

WRITE TODAY FOR YOUR FULL CATALOGUE, PR
DEALER, TO

IT REALLY BOOSTS - TO THE EXCITING
OF 48 SUPERB EFFECTS UNITS AND PEDALS

ICE LIST, AND DETAILS OF YOUR NEAREST

EASTWOOD MUSIC CO. P.O. BOX 114A SURBITON SURREY KT6 7SN TELE: 01-330 4558

CONVERT YOUR AMP
INTO A STACK OF AMPS
The LINEAR POWER BOOSTERS 1 & 2
can increase the output of any electric
instrument such as guitar bass organ or
microphone Since all amplifiers are
overdesgned to more than handle the
most powerful pick-ups the LINEAR
POWER BOOSTERS will let you derive
optimum results from your amplifier And
its much cheaper than buying a high -
output pick-up  Maximum setting of the
volume control of one unit can make your
amplifier TEN TIMES LOUDER!  The
switch allows instant change from regular

instrument output to pre-set boosted output.  Increases guitar sustain  Vastly increases
the performance of all distortion devices wah wah pedals and other accessories  Using
two LINEAR POWER BOOSTERS will give you even more sustain Turning up the volume
level of the first one past the halfway point will shift the second one into overdrive Using the
first LINEAR POWER BOOSTER's control you can now develop the initial bare hint of
harmonic distortion to any desired degree The second LINEAR POWER BOOSTER can
control the volume of the combination.  Two models. LINEAR POWER BOOSTER -1 with a
double male plug will fit into into amp or instrument, LINEAR POWER BOOSTER -2 does the
same dynamite lob down on the floor.
LINEAR POWER BOOSTER -1 x 2' x 11/4"

BOOSTER -2 -- 51/4" x 334" x 21/4" x 11/2'

TASTE AND FEEL
EACH NOTE

THe SCREAMING BIRD and SCREAM-
ING TREE are treble boosters that will
give your instrument that razor sharp
edge that can cut through when you're
playing live The high end of your sound
spectrum will sparkle as you can taste
and feel each note
BIRD 3' x Z' x 11/4'
TREF -5i/" x 33,8' x2',, 1'2"

PUT SWAMP,-,..,---- IN YOUR BASS
The MOLE and HOGS FOOT Bast>
Boosters cut the highs and amplify the
subharmomcs giving your instrument thewatt4 depth authority and heavy penetration of

MSS 900STE* the foot pedals of a church pipe organ
The MOLE or HOG'S FOOT will give your

1-4111i, axe or amplifier that thick swamp -bottom

, kMIerwli,rtiits' V tenstto

blues sound of the Fender razz bass used
in coniuncton with the old Ampeg B-15

7".7.7*'i, 7 MOLE --3" x 2" x 114," HOG'S FOOT -
51/4" x 3343" x 21/4" x 1'

WELL DONE, DOCTOR Q
DOCTOR 0 is the most economical yet high
duality Envelope Follower available on the market
today. Effects ranging from Involuted mellow funk
lines to slashing thin chops can be instantaneously
and sensitively controlled through the players use
of attack and decay dynamics The range of the
filter can be preset. And as an added feature the
bass switch can be used to add a rich bass equali-
zation without losing the thin whipping Envelope

Follower sound on top This makes the unit excellent for getting potent new sounds from the
electric bass as well as guitar and clavinet
51/4" x 33/8" x 21/4" x 11/2"

NEW ELECTRONIC DEVICE
FOR SELF -MULTIPLICATION
,4 THE CLONE THEORY Chorus Elleca double
,ur live vocals or instruments with the fullness of
iudio overdubbing and the natural intermodula-

'q-m of large orchestral groups Makes voice
guitar and horn sections in fact any
instrument sound bigger and richer This new

device utilizes a highly sophisticated voltage -
controlled analog delay line which generates both

j the -! «, it e result is a moving chorus otherwise obtainable only
with an expensive combination of delay and flanging equipment Multiple controls can
produce a delightful true vibrato and other variations. AC
8" x 63/4" x 6" x 11/2"

TRY HENDRIX' SWEET
SUSTAIN
Jim, Hendrix relied on the BIG MUFF PI for
ohs smooth. mellow, supple electric -lady
sound. Now Santana uses this finest dis-
tortion device, high on sustain and low on
distortion Whole chords can be played
with minimum distortion It is designed for
the guitarist who wants his axe to sing like
a hummingbird with a sweet violin -like
sustaining sound The sustain control al-
lows the player to optimize long sustain
with a hint of harmonic distortion. The
tone control allows you to control the

harmonic content. from a sweet silvery liquid to azor sharp AC'DC 63/4" x 51/2" x 21/4" xl,,,W
THE LITTLE BIG MUFF PI is a compact version of the famous Big Muff Pi favored by Jimi

Hendrix and Carlos Santana Preset maximum sustain AC,DC 51/4" x 3 ab x 21/4" x 11/2"
MUFF FUZZ This funkiest distortion device will give the player that dirty sound which

cannot be gotten from today's popular solid slate amps. It gives the player that natural
distortion of tube -amps used by the Rhythm 'n Blues bands of yesteryear. And now it comes
with a double male plug that lets you plug info amp or instrument x x 11/8"

ELECTRO-HARMONIX
PRESIDENT KEEPS
TWO MISTRESSES!
Our internationally popular ELECTRIC
MISTRESS FlangeuEilter Matrix was
much too good to discontinue lust be-
cause the brand new DELUXE model has
been designed with improved noise and
distortion specifications, greater reliabil-
ity. and convenient AC power Rick Der-
ringer. for example. has honored the
standard MISTRESS as "the best sound-
ing of the flanging devices Both units
have a sweet. shimmering flange Both

gently sweep the sound spectrum to create a prismatic array of absolutely fascinating and
ethereal sounds. Both are made on earth for rising stars!
DELUXE (AC). 8" x 63/4" x 6" x 1 Y2"

STANDARD (DC or Adaptor). 63/4" x 51/2" x 21/4" xis/+e"

ON Mi371114

5x
tivtt4i

MIXXXXX
i(;TION MIXER is designed as an

input-output mixer and accessory blender As
input mixer 4 mikes or instruments can be attached
as inputs to obtain one output As output mixer
amps connected to external speaker combina-
tions can go directly to the 5/ with up to four
external speaker cabinets being connected to one
5X This eliminates sloppy wire hookups and de-
creases set-up time As accessory blender in -

t' al car. ;/- to the 5/ Lin to tour different accessories can he !wed with
another 54 with one line then going to the amp This facility allows the blending of any
combination of distortion devices wah wah pedals echo effects etc An infinite number of
connecting problems can be solved with this very functional accessory 3" x 2" x 11/2"

3" x 2" x 11/18"



own in his native Wales,
John Weathers is better
known as Pugwash. So

what? you might ask, and quite
rightly. Well, I first came across
the name Pugwash long before I
realized that he is the very same
geezer who appeared so fre-
quently on the inner sleeve of an
album by Man called Be Good
To Yourself At Least Once A
Day. This Pugwash chappie
seemed to crop up in just about
every band that ever played the
pubs and dance -halls of Wales.

So what? you might repeat,
with just an edge of exaspera-
tion beginning to creep into your
voice. OK, the fact is that
Weathers, or Pugwash, is cur-
rently behind the traps with
Gentle Giant. And it was he who
transformed that band from an
introverted, somewhat artsy-
fartsy classical -rock combo,
replete with cellos and finger -
cymbals, into the driving
rock'n'roll outfit which produc-
ed the live album Playing The
Fool and the magnificant studio
waxing - The Missing Piece.

But how did all this start?
"It was '58 or '59, I think,"

Pugwash mused, his eyes roving
the ceiling, as if hoping to find
the answer there. "I remember it
was when Littlewoods started
selling decent records - Elvis
Presley records and Jerry Lee
Lewis records. In those days it
was 78s. There was a particular-
ly Elvis record, and I just picked
up on the drummer. I realized he
was doing different things with
the right hand and the left hand.
So I sat down and worked it out
with a pair of knitting needles
and a wooden chair. And the in-
terest stemmed from there and
just grew."

The inevitable happened. Mr
Weathers was browbeaten into
purchasing a kit for his per-
cussive offspring (for £12).
Since there was only one group
in Carmarthen at that time, it
was a case of practising at
home. The family moved to
Liverpool around the end of
1961. This was the time when
everybody in Liverpool between
the ages of 16 and 25 was in a
group, and long before anyone
even knew where the city was,
let alone who John, Paul,
George and Ringer were. The
Merseybeat newspaper was
already going strong, however,
and of course by 1963 every
young person from Gateshead
to Yeovil was claiming Liver-
pudlian ancestry and calling his
mates "wack".

When Weathers returned to
Wales in '63 he was immediately
drafted into the band his friends
had put together - a genuine
Liverpool drummer was gold -
dust, and one who had actually
12
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been playing in the pubs and
clubs up there was a prize in-
deed.

"We were almost immediately
semi -pro, had a manager, play-
ing down in West Wales in
ballrooms in all the seaside
places - Tenby, Haverford-
west, places like that. We used
to get fourteen guineas a night.
We had a good manager, a great
guy, and he always used to
quote the money in guineas
because he thought it sounded
better..."

"This group was called Peter
Shane and the Vikings, and the
big break came when we played
a gig in Swansea. It was tremen-
dous to even get a gig in
Swansea, and we went up there
Saturday night and absolutely
wiped the floor with the third -
best band in Swansea! We
didn't realize how good we
were, you see. It was a tight out-
fit. The top group in Swansea at
that time was called the
Meteorites - a classic group,
really great. Our manager went
up to the drummer with his note
book, and asked him where
they'd been playing recently. So
the guy reeled off all the dance -
halls where they'd been playing,
and our man quietly jotted them
all down and sent letters off to
them. And consequently we
became very very popular in the
Swansea area. In '63, '64 it was
amazing. There were gigs all
over the place. A band who
were popular could play five
nights a week, and getting fif-
teen quid a night then, well, you
could turn pro. Which is what
we did." He paused. A cloud
passed over his features.
"...unfortunately."

What happened was that
good old rock and roll had by
then been eclipsed by r&b. A

number of other factors intruded
- having given up their day jobs
the band were left without a
regular income. Several
members left. In short, John
was faced with his first ex-
perience of starvation, and soon
decided to return to civvy street.
This period of inactivity was
followed by a long stint with the
famous Welsh band Eyes of
Blue. By now rEztb was being
replaced by soul, and Eyes of
Blue were very much a soul
band. The line-up featured Phil
Ryan on keyboards (later with
Man) and in 1966 they reached
the giddy heights of winning the
Melody Maker Folk -Rock Con-
test.

"We got a recording contract
with Decca as part of the prize.
We carried on for five years after
that, tried pretty well everything
- package tour with Georgie
Fame, Eric Burdon, the Butter-
field Blues Band. It was one of
the last of the major tours play-
ing the ABC's." This period also
included backing a youthful
(yes, he was once) Tony
Blackburn in the hope that
"Tone" would subsequently
"plug" the band on his illegal
priate radio show. He didn't.

"We'd moved out of soul then
and were writing our own stuff.
But Decca came up with stuff
that was totally unsuited to the
band, these terribel pop things.
If you heard me your hair would
fall out. The first record we
made was called Up And Down
and the second one was called
Supermarket Full Of Cans,
which got absolutely nowhere.
Decca were certainly the reocrd
company who turned down the
Beatles."

The band puttered miserably
along; everybody starved.
Pugwash and Phil Ryan joined

Peter Brown Piblokto. That
didn't work too well either. The
next venture was with Glen Cor-
nick in Wild Turkey, which also
didn't work. It was obviously
time to starve with an entirely
different outfit. Weathers had
known Graham Bond for quite a
while, and for about nine mon-
ths they played gigs ("All the
money we made would be drunk
at the gig"), then Bond joined
Tony Williams' Lifetime Mk.11
and John got the offer of a gig
with the Grease Band.

"It was the first time I'd
played with a whole band of that
calibre. Those guys played their
arses off. They'd seen and done
it all. They did eighteen months
solid on their first tour of
America with Joe Cocker. I

totally shit myself at the whole
concept of it. It was way above
my head - I couldn't unders-
tand it, couldn't fathom it out.
Henry McCullogh told me,
'You'll be all right - you'll be
great. What we need to do is
take you to America and then
you'll understand what we're
talking about! But I couldn't
understand, y'see. I was totally



wrapped up in what / was play-
ing, on a purely personal level,
and if people couldn't play with
me, that was their fault. They
knew I had it, but they couldn't
get it out of me, because I was
so frightened of them as players.
Alan Spenner put it in a nut-

shell. He said, 'The first two
days you were great. But you've
just stayed exactly the same as
you were for those two days.' I

was just playing a set pattern,
not deviating at all."

This reminded me of
something Weathers had said in
the pub earlier on, that Buddy
Rich is the world's best drum-
mer because his sense of time is
almost inhumanly perfect. This
is something which only musi-
cians can really appreciate, a

matter of micro -seconds, less
than micro -seconds, a dif-
ference so fine that most people
couldn't even detect it. In

John's case, although he can
hear perfect time in his head, the
flesh is weak. Or to put it
another way, he's too modest
for his own good. "It's not a
question of missing a beat.
There are times - say, leading

up to a break, you just slow
down. It's hardly noticeable."

The Grease Band split up in
'72, and with a feeling of quiet
resignation, Pugwash and his
wife dug in for another season
of hunger. Eventually the phone
rang and it was Gentle Giant of-
fering him £20 a week, which he
accepted. The drummers which
Giant had previously used had
been fine in their way, but a little
too feather -fingered and tinkley.
The sort of drummer who
prefers to stroke the wind -
chimes than hammer the snare.

"I've never seen why there
can't be a good strong back-seat
to anything, whether it be in
4:4, 5:4, 9:8 - whatever. If you
can lay down something really
solid, people will find it easier to
listen to because they've got the
key to what's going on on top,
instead of the drummer phrasing
every little thing. The audience
don't know exactly what's going
on when the drums are chang-
ing. I felt pretty strongly about
that at the time - playing
straight. I won Giant over to my
way of thinking. I didn't know
whether I was going to like the

band when I joined them.
Anyway, we did a tour with a
Jimi Hendrix film. We were sup-
porting the film."

John Weathers' first good kit
was a Carlton. "I've only ever
bought two drum kits. Carlton
used to be what Hayman are -
same drums, tarted up a bit.
When I joined Eyes Of Blue in
'65, they were used to a Ludwig
kit, so I got a brand new Ludwig
kit, which I'm still using. It's
what used to be called a Super
Classic kit. 22" bass drum,
13"x9", 16"x16". At that time I

bought a Supersensitive snare,
14"x5 1/2". I didn't like that
because I used to hit it so hard
all the snares used to fall off. So
I swapped it with Terry Williams
of Man for an old 404. When I
joined Giant I added a 12"x8"
Slignerland tom-tom which I

bought in Manny's for $11. At
the same time I bought a 6'/2"
snare. I do have 6", 8" and 10"
Roto-toms which I use on stage.
But they're very limited. Some
people use them as a kit. They're
just not very nice, sound rather
thin. The kit I've had all along,
the time I've had it, I know ex-

actly what heads suit each
drum, how to tune it. It's great,
it's a lovely old kit.

These guys I see with seven-
teen tom-toms, I know what
they're going to be like before
they even start. When I first got
behind a kit like that, when they
first came out, al I couldn't af-
ford them, and bl I sat down
and played one and I couldn't
stop playing. I couldn't play time

I had to be hitting everything
in sight because it was there. I

couldn't afford two bass drums
anyway when Ginger Baker was
in vogue, so I learnt to play on
one bass drum what he was
playing on two. He was my idol
for about two years."

The cymbals are all Zildjian: a
20" ride, 19" crash, 20" pang
and a 16", which is half of a hi -
hat, on top of the pang
mounted on the same stand, for
the double crash effect. The hi -
hat itself consists of a pair of
15"s. John is a great fan of
Sound Eagle cymbals, but finds
them too thin for livework,
preferring to keep them for
recording.

The drum heads are changed,
on tour, about every eight or ten
gigs to ensure that there are no
breakages. The snare is used
with Ludwig 215D heads, and
the toms are fitted with Remo.
The bottom heads are the thin-
nest and clearest plastic type he
can find, so the sound
penetrates right through. What
was wrong with playing, as
most drummers seem to these
days, with just a single head,
which allows a microphone to
be poked up inside?

"You're not getting the same
amount of resonance off the
drum as you are when there's a
bottom head on it. And if you
use a clear plastic head on the
bottom, the note is able to
penetrate the top head, create a
note inside the drum, and the
note is able to escape both ends
equally. With a single head they
also go out of tune very quickly.
Ideally I'd like to have on all the
drums to sound as loud as possi-
ble on the stands. And that's the
best way as far as I'm concern-
ed."

Pugwash has an anecdote for
every occasion, and it's a shame
that we don't have room for
them all here. In some ways
maybe it's just as well, however,
since most of the leading
characters would probably have
the lawyers on us. As a drum-
mer, he thinks his best work is to
be found on Giant's In A Glass
House. I'd say listen to The
Missing Piece. Solid stuff from a
very solid fellow.
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A Merry Christmas
and a Happy New Year io
all ORANGE musicians
-present and future!
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AKG
Today, AKG microphones are the natural first
choice of "top flight" professional enter-
tainers, recording studios, radio and TV
networks all over the world.
Use an AKG microphone. Together you will
make an unbeatable team!

000 S I C S

The microphone:
The most important component of your sound
system! Impossible? Not at all!
Whether you are a P.A. installer, studio, vocalist
or an instrumentalist, it is vital that your
talents are projected to their best advantage.
It could be the difference between success
or failure. Your success or failure!
To invest in an AKG microphone ensures
complete freedom from worries about inferior
microphone installations when "on tour"
and means that you can always give your
audience the benefit of a consistently fine per-
formance.

AKG Acoustics Ltd. 191 The Vale, London W3 70S, Telephone 01-749 2042 (5 lines), Telex 289 38 (akgmic g)



JOHN"GYPIE"MAYO
Any sneakin' suspicion that
people might have had about
John "Gypie" Mayo when he

was first brought into Dr. Feelgood
to replace the legendary Wilko
Johnson has by now been surely
banished. Mayo can play the balls off
a pawnbroker's sign. He is a true
stylist in the r&b tradition; in terms
of pure technique - it has to be said
- he's even got Wilko beat.

But we're not here to draw
comparisons. It should be enough for
us that Mayo has filled the slot
admirably, and is by now as much a
part of the band as Monsieur
Brilleaux himself.

Trifle
The first time I saw Gypie in action

with the band, however, I wasn't
quite so sure. He seemed then, a few
months after joining, to be trying too
hard to impress with speed -of -light
licks and Wilko-style dashing around.
The sound from his guitar was thin
and trebly, and I left the
Hammersmith Odeon with earache, it
was a different story at Reading Top
Rank, where they were playing two-
thirds of the way through the 'Down
At The Doctor's' Tour. Despite
looking a little tense for the first
numbers, the band soon shifted into
gear; Mayo had become more sparing
in his solos, more concise in his
choice of notes, and more sensitive to
the rest of the band's playing. The
number that lit the fuse was
`Stupidity' - the title track of the
Feelgoods' No. 1 album from 1976;
from then on the gig was set on a
course that ran through 'Thought I
Had It Made', 'Back In The Night',
`Milk And Alcohol', 'Baby Jane',
`She's A Windup' and `Roxette' and
finally exploded with 'Great Balls Of
Fire', during which The Big Figure
was enveloped in billows of smoke.
Good grief, they even got away with
`Johnny B. Goode' before lurching (a
trifle unsteadily) from the stage. A
great night.

Beforehand, in the wine bar next
door, I was able to talk to this greatly
improved guitarist and gain a few
insights into his personal history. (Set
the man up with a glass of Lieb-
fraumilch and he'll talk to anybody.)

Before joining Dr. Feelgood he had
been a sort of on -and -off professional
guitar player since the age of 17, in
16

soul bands, blues bands, r&b bands
- even a bit of country. At one time
he was backing Joe Brown in cabaret.
"Just prior to joining the Feelgoods I
was trying to get a band together in
Harlow (Essex), which is where I
come from, and due to money hassles
and that it didn't really come
together, but we did a lot of gigs
locally. We hardly ever used to

rehearse, just jam, and it was
great . . . " But can you still do that in
the current "professional" climate,
where both bands and audiences seem
frightened of anything spontaneous
happening within a hundred yards of
the podium?

"I think you still can, I think if
you've got good chemistry there on
stage you can do that. I'm not saying



you can do that and make a career of
it, but you can certainly have a good
like to put tags on everything -
you've got to identify with some sort
of image these days. Record
companies aren't interested if you
don't."

Axemen
Mayo was recommended for the

job by George Hatcher after Wilko
left. Henry McCullough did a few
stop -gap gigs with the band in order
to fulfill contractual obligations, but
what the Feelgoods really needed was
someone who could be identified as a
member of the band rather than
simply employ a star to take over the
show. They also needed someone who
could write material. On the new
album, Gypie is credited with at least
half of it, some in collaboration with
Lee, some on his own.

"I'm not like, say, Nick Lowe,
who can write in any style he wants.
Wilko had a highly stylized approach
to writing, especially with his lyrics -
I think his lyrics are really good. Now
I could do an imitation, but it
wouldn't be me.. .

"I'm not a big writer, never have
been. I'm much more of a player, I
get my kicks out of playing the
guitar. Writing doesn't come that
easy. I get loads of riffs coming out
of my head when I'm tuning up in
the dressing room, and I've forgotten
it the next day."

You have to ask that corrj, old
question about influences; I disguised
it, or attempted to, by wondering
which guitarists he likes to listen to.
The list was a long one because, like
so many players, Mayo has created
his own sound out of a pool of many
previous axemen: Hendrix, Jerry
Reed, Django, the three Kings, Zap-
pa"I could go on all night," he
shrugs.

Guitar time, and he's given up
using the Gibson 335 I saw him with
at Hammersmith. "That's a guitar
I've 'had for years, it's me favourite
guitar, but I found it didn't really
stand up to life on the road too well,
or the life I lead on the road anyway.
I found the body was breaking up -
the top f -hole was being hammered
night after night with my right hand,
and the wood started to give. It
didn't need repairing, but it would
have done if I'd kept on like that.
Anyway, I didn't want to mess
around with it because it might have
spoiled the sound, so I switched to
Fender recently. I've got a
Stratocaster, and that's better for
rhythm . . . "

Dodgy
Had he completely given up on the

Gibson? "I used it most of the time
on the 'Be Seeing You' album, but
not on the last one - I used the
Strat. I love that Gibson for its solo-
ing sound, but for a hectic sort of
rhythm I think the Fender's better.
And it'll also take a beating. I've got
two of them, one of which is a spare.
The main guitar is about a 1960. The
newish one is nothing like as good.
I've never been in the position before
where I had a new guitar and an old
guitar and could compare them night
after night on stage. I mean, if the
old guitar goes too far out of tune I'll
give it to the roadie, who'll tune it
up, and give it back. And meanwhile
I'll play the new one, but the dif-
ference is amazing - nothing like as
good. The action doesn't feel as
good, the strings seem to slip about,
you can't get to grips with it. The
neck doesn't feel the same, and the
fingerboard. . . I dunno, I just can't
explain it."

Everyone, or nearly everyone, has
the same story to tell about the dif-
ference in quality between the guitars
made before CBS took over Fender,
and those made after. But is it really
that radical a difference? "I think so.
I used to disregard all that as elitist
bullshit, but in my case it ain't, it's
perfectly well-founded. Maybe it's a
matter of taste. But, on the other
hand, for certain numbers that we
do, the new guitar has got a better
sound, but only on one or two."

John uses a Marshall 100 valve top
with a 4x12" cabinet. There's a
specially modified circuit in the amp
which brings up the distortion earlier.

"Stan Webb uses the same
modification, and we did some gigs
with Chicken Shack in Europe
recently. We had an arrangement with

Chicken Shack that we wouldn't take
our back line out - we'd use theirs.
It was just for a quicker change -over.
We thought, Dodgy, don't like the
sound of that, but as it 'appens, I
plugged straight into Stan's amp and
whacked away, and thought, Fuckin'
'ell, this is all right! I'll have some of
this. So I asked him - What's yer
amp? And he said, Well, it's a
customized job, but if you want one
get in touch with Marshall and tell
them that I put you on to it, and
they'll do it for you. So now I've got
one, and it's amazingly powerful. I
only have the volume on two! I've on-
ly had this set-up a couple of months,
but when I get the chance I'll put one
of my Gibsons through it, see what
that sounds like. There's so much
treble on there that I have the treble
control turned right off and it's still
really toppy, but with a lot of body
as well. Now the Gibson's got a more
mellow sound, and that's another
reason I stopped using them, because
I found it was a little too mellow on
the chords. It came out sounding like
heavy metal, which is not really what
I'm trying to do - it wasn't much of
an r&b sound. But I'm thinking now
that I might go back to using the
Gibson. There's so much treble in
reserve on the amp that if the Gib -
son's lacking in treble I can whack it
up on the amp, because it's all there
from 1 to 10."

Ugly
He would like to try a number of

other guitars, but considers Music
Man too ugly to be seen with on
stage; the Yamaha SG series also in-
terests him. "But the hardest thing is
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JOHN MAYO

to get that compromise. If you've got
a rhythm guitarist or a keyboard
player in the band, which leaves you
free to go off on long sustained -type
solos, all well and good. But I'm
playing a dual role in this band -
I'm doing lead and rhythm. There's
just as much challenge in playing
good rhythm as there is in playing
good lead. And I'm afraid it is a bit
of a compromise: when I'm soloing
I'd quite often like to get a bit more
sustain than I do get, but it's
adequate. It makes you work that bit
harder as well."

How about a booster? "I tried
that. I didn't like it. I don't like
switching things on and off. The only
pedal I've ever used on stage is a
phaser, but I've gone right off
phasers. And it's not the sound of the
band either. There are so many
machines on the market these days -
Talent Boosters I call 'em - you can
sound like anyone superficially. I used
to go and see Jeff Beck, in the old
days when he had Rod Stewart with
him, and he used to go straight into
two Marshalls linked up. The sounds
he got were completely spontaneous

and natural, and it all depended on
the acoustics of the club he was play-
ing in. He had an old Les Paul and
he really knew how to handle it -
he'd move it about in the air to get
sustain - it was just pure dynamics.
That's the sort of player I like."

In the studio Gypie allows himself
to use an old Watkins Copicat, which
he bought a while back, being an old-
time Hank Marvin fan. Live he feels
that the natural echo of a hall is
usually enough.

Since he obviously had no qualms
about discussing the minutiae of his
personal guitar armoury, I moved on
to the question of strings; many
players are contemptuous of claims
that one type of string is any better
than another ("I dunno, man, my
roadie buys 'em by the gross" was
one such curt dismissal).

"They're the Picato ultra-lite
gauge, used to come in the green
plastic tin. I think now they colour
the packets green too. I think it starts
with a .010 - I don't take any notice
of that sort of thing, I've been buying
'em for so long. I don't like strings to
be too light, but you need them fairly
light if you're doing a lot of string
bending. I remember reading in Beat
Instrumental a long time ago an
interview with Eric Clapton, and this

was before light gauge strings were
actually manufactured. What he used
to do was use the A as a 6th, the D
as a 5th, and so on, and when he
came down to the first he'd use a
banjo string. . . "

Dr. Feelgood form a bridge bet-
ween the old and the new in many
ways; Gypie's heroes are a mixture of
first -generation electric players like
B.B. King and rock players like Beck
who took it a stage further. But r&b
is pretty timeless stuff. There will
always be mean -hearted women,
booze, parties and fist fights, and
hence the old songs never become
irrelevant. What the Stones are doing
now isn't far removed from the kind
of songs which appeared on their first
album in '63.

"A criticism we sometimes get in
the Feelgoods is, Oh they go on and
on, they never change. I can under-
stand what they mean, but I think
they're missing the point. The ap-
proach to recording and the choice of
material is a lot different on the new
album. But basically the r&b thing is
the only way we can work together as
a unit. I think that if you take r&b
too far away from its roots, start
playing about, you ain't got r&b any
more, you got something else. It may
be good, it may be bad, but it ain't r&b."

MUSIC STOP
106 School Street Wolverhampton

Tel: (0902) 29352

The professionals' shop for the finest PA gear by MM, Allen and Heath, Mega,
RCF, Gauss, ATC, Altec, RSD, Vitavox, JBL, Shure, AKG, Sennheiser.

We also supply ex stock, the important accessories - DI boxes, multicores,
stage boxes, cannons, flight cases, cabinet fittings.

PA hire, high quality rigs from 3000 to 10,000 watts available for 1979.

Instruments and amplification - always a huge range of quality new and
secondhand gear in stock.

Open six days a week.
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In the light
of experience The Clavinet and the Pianet

are two of the legends of the
keyboard world.

Now Hohner have used all their experience with these
instruments to put them together as a single instrument with a 'split personality:

The new Clavinet-Pianet Duo.
The Duo gives a range of five full octaves and, incredibly, you can play
Clavinet with Pianet bass, Pianet with Clavinet bass or a combination

of Clavinet and Pianet with Pianet bass. You can play Clavinet and Pianet at the
same time over the whole length of the keyboard, or use damper sound on the

Clay. whilst playing Pianet. You can even switch back and forth between
Clavinet and Pianet by a simple touch of a foot pedal!

The combinations are almost endless, the sound is sensational.
That's why in the light of THEIR experience both Jan Schellhaas of Camel and

Brian Chatton of John Miles Band have chosen the Duo, and Duncan Mackay has
already taken the Duo to the USA with 10cc.

Give the Clavinet-Pianet Duo the benefit of your experience.
Contact your Hohner dealer for a demonstration of this unique new keyboard.

THE NEW
CLAVINET-PIANET

/ 1 I II t 1 1111111

3FIHOFINER
M. Hohner Ltd., 39/45 Coldharbour Lane, London SE5 9NR. Telephone: 01-733 4411/4
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"B.B. King
this is your
life." CHRIS
SIMMONDS
confronted the
legendary
bluesman with
the magic words,
and emerged
with a full
career and
equipment
dossier

Gather up all the threads of
current and past rock'n'roll,
make a whistle stop for most

rhythm'n'blues of the past two
decades, and trace them back to their
origin. I transformed this
metaphorical activity into a physical
one a few weeks ago and ended up an
hour later in a hotel room sitting op-
posite Mr B. B. King.

His surname has nothing to do
with the fact that he is universally
known as The King Of The Blues
and, coming face to face with a living
legend, I quickly decided that the
least hysterical course of action would
be to scoop up as much information
on the man - and the equally well
known and loved Lucille - and leave
the legend part to look after itself as

 the interview progressed.
I suppose the story begins in 1925

20

. B. K

when Albert and Nora King had a
medium -weight baby and called it
Riley - but it doesn't begin seriously
until about fourteen years after that
when Riley decided that he just had
to have a guitar. The King household
was religious and hardworking; no
place for a boy to be sitting around
working out infant blues licks. But
the influences were all around him,
deep in the heart of ghetto blues
country, and the young King absorb-
ed it all; primitive blues, Gospel and
Soul.

However, his first break was to
take him into radio, not onto the
concert platform. "I used to hear
King Biscuit Time during my lunch
break on the plantation," he recalled.
"They came on around noon, just for
fifteen minutes. King Biscuit Time
was a flour company that advertised

ING

on KFFA, a radio station in Arkan-
sas, and during that fifteen minutes
Sonny Boy Williamson and his group
were there on behalf of the product,"
Sonny Boy (Rice Miller) took King
under his wing and helped him to get
an unsalaried ten minute slot on the
Memphis -based WDIA radio station,
with a chance to plug where he was
playing.

He was there as WDIA expanded
from being an obscure country and
western station into a major outlet
for the blues run by blacks and it was
there, inevitably, that Riley King was
nicknamed Blues Boy. "What they
succeeded in doing was directing the
music to a much, much wider au-
dience. At the time there was no
radio station featuring more than
fifteen or thirty minutes of black
music," he explained, "- they went



The first thirty years...

on for twelve hours." Johnny Ace,
shortly to form a band with King
(and later to die in 1953 playing Rus-
sian roulette) also worked for WDIA,
and when B.B. departed his pro-
gramme was taken over by Rufus
"Funky Chicken" Thomas - so you
get an idea of the barriers the station
was breaking.

He left WDIA and began his career
in earnest, alone to start with and
quickly building up to a trio with Ace
before forming the four -piece Beale
Streeters with a young singer called
Bobby Bland. Twenty-eight years
later he teamed up with Bland again
and cut two great albums. Recordings
of King at that time show that his
distinctive style was already forming;
his backing bands still had cotton
growing out of their ears and provided
great but total bread and butter city

blues rhythm while King made up
his own rules about singing and play-
ing guitar.

On the singing side (and the man's
a great singer, never mind Lucille) he
hit the high notes clearly like an
opera singer and opened his throat
for the punch lines. He also
pioneered the technique of singing
one word over many more than one
of the melody's notes. The Gospel
connection was and is strong.

As for his guitar playing, it became
unique for several reasons. To begin
with, unlike his blues -playing contem-
poraries, he soaked up everything,
not just the blues. Secondly, he
couldn't and can't sing and play at
the same time, hence his style of sing-
ing a line and then underlining it with
a savage burst of guitar from Lucille.
Thirdly, he had a very developed im-
agination about the way a full
-blooded electric guitar could fit into
a blues number. His technique, it
seems, was quite some way ahead of
the equipment available then.

Distribution
"The very first guitar I ever had

was a Stella," he remembered, "a
pretty, little red acoustic. Then I had
one I don't recall; it was an off
brand. It was only after them that I
got my first Gibson, and we had to
put a pickup on it to amplify it. That
was my first amplified guitar."

He gave the first of many throaty
chuckles as he discussed the develop-
ment of the 'sing first than solo'
technique: "My head wouldn't allow
it. When I'm playing it sounds to me
like I'm singing. I really concentrate
always on each of them; when I'm
singing everything I've got goes into
it. I can't seem to divide them." It
became such an important part of his
style that he didn't cover up by over-
dubbing on his records either. Funny,
eh? The King of the Blues can't sing
and play at the same time.

Well, there's more: "I'm not a very
good rhythm guitarist either. Since
the early part of my career I've been
out front. I never played in a rhythm
section and I only do it now if I'm
sitting in my room playing with a
record."

His career reached its first peak
when Ike Turner introduced him to
Kent Records. "At that time they
were a small, independent company;

they were good for that period. Even-
tually they started to go into cheap
albums while the pressing and
distribution became worse. It was just
albums andalbums, no singles, so the
radio stations weren't playing it, and
I had to leave when that started to
hurt me. I must say, though, that as
far as the blues were concerned, their
knowledge was good." klis time with
Kent produced a hatful of hits, many
still in his live act today: Three
O'Clock Blues, Sweet Little Angel,
Sweet Sixteen and Woke Up This
Morning among them.

At the same time, he was now in a
much more comfortable era as far as
guitars and amplifiers were concern-
ed.

Fender
"When the first Fender came out I

had one of those," he added, "and
that pretty well takes me on to the
start of my long associations with
Gibson." On the amp side, he was
past using any old fart box somebody
could knock together, and his first
classic era coincided with the first
classic era of the Fender Twin. "They
tell me that when Fender went into
CBS they changed a little," com-
mented B.B., "but prior to that you
couldn't get a better amp. Leastways,
/couldn't. I tried lots of stuff; I used
to have a Les Paul Piggyback but it
was too big for me. It would work
for a rock group or something like
that."

S.
In fact, beyond a certain point B.B.
is not obsessive about his equipment;
he is a knowledgeable and loving
owner of any guitar that suits him (ie.
a Gibson) and this largely accounts
for his current use of Gibson both on
the guitar and amp front, and the
fact that he endorses their products.

"Right now I'm using a Gibson
355," he said, starting the guitar trail
in the present and working back.
"This one was specially made for me.
The nect is a little wider, the nut is
steel instead of wood. The bridge
hasn't got the tremolo handle they
normally put on there. Other than
that it is standard. I didn't choose it,
they did. They provided it as a trial
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guitar but I liked it so that was fine.
Going back, they're all Gibsons; in
fact, I call this one Lucille the
fifteenth."

On amps: "Right now I'm
representing the Gibson company so I
use the Gibson SG system. Yes, I
know they're not as popular as a lot
of the other amps, but I wouldn't use
and recommend something unless I
liked it."

Blues pay, even for artists of the
stature of B. B. King, still lags behind
that of the major rock bands, and he
finds that he has to keep the size of
his backing band down to a
minimum: drums, bass, keyboards,
second guitar plus three or four
brass. At the same time, however, he
continues to use the slightly more
expensive method of hiring nearly
everything as he travels rather than
transporting his own system. If the
SG system is not available, the band
generally play through Fender gear;
his contract even goes so far as to
state that individual instrumemt amps
should be available.

Basically, you could give B.B. any
guitar and amp, and he would sound
just like B.B. King, a fact underlined
by a few revelations in the stringing
department. "Right now I'm using
Gibson 740 extra light. But for many,
many years I didn't know about dif-
ferent guitar strings. Believe it or not,
for most of my early career until I
began to work with Gibson, I used
Black Diamond Regulars. I had read
about flatwound strings, but the only
strings I had tried prior to Gibson
were Fender Rock & Roll. That was
the first time I realised there was a
lighter guage string and when I
played it - man, it was like eating
candy. My action's very low, " he
added with a laugh.

Crisp
These days light strings and a low

action imply a lazy speed -freak rip
-off merchant, but that's not B.B.'s
reason. He can play the clever stuff,
but that wouldn't be B.B. King. 'I
just don't like to hurt me," he ex-
plained with another chuckle. "Look
at my hands," he offered, "no cor-
ns." So the crisp, heavy part of his
sound comes from the way he uses
both hands, and his style with a pick.
"I use a heavy pick to go with the

light strings," he said pointing to a
bag of them on the table between us,
"and I pick down most of the time;
22

in other words, I'm not very good as
an up and down picker. I can get a
stronger sound picking down quite
firmly. I used to practise with a
medium going up and down, but I
don't do that now."

Equally familiar, and equally im-
portant in getting his licks to ring out
in the prescribed fashion, is his use of
an exaggerated vibrato movement
with his left hand. B.B. has big
hands, and they still wrap very com-
fortably around the wider neck of his
newest Lucille. For those high notes,
generally at the end of a lick, he just
reaches out with his little finger and
gently strokes the string with his pick.
For the meat of the run, his index
finger does the lion's share of the
work - most of the notes in his
blues scales are near each other on
the neck, and as the index finger
holds the note the other three fingers
leave the guitar altogether and -
well, vibrate.

What has changed over his thirty
-year career isn't his guitar playing,
but the musicians and producers
around him, and they have played an
important part in keeping B.B.'s
crown as the first ambassador of the
blues intact. Remember his guiding
ambition, right from the word go, to
broaden the appeal of the blues, and
after the Kent period he embarked
upon a series of liaisons with pro-
ducers and musicians who were keen
to treat the blues as never before.

Liaisons
Producers Johny Pate took the

revolutionary step of incorporating
strings to underline the feeling of
B.B.'s blues; the purists immediately
alienated themselves and his audience
trebled. Later on, with producer Bill
Szymczyk, this was taken a step fur-
ther as B.B. recorded with the young
musicians of the day - Carole King,



Joe Walsh, Stevie Wonder - but
from him and Lucille there was no
compromise. "It's all the blues," he
chuckled, "that's my whole message.
Blues is no different from any other
kind of music. I've been working all
these years to prove that you can do
the same thing to blues music as you
can to pop, soul or any other kind. I
mean, if I do the U.S. National An-
them, it'll be the blues."

Message
In 1964 he came out with the

album generally considered his best:
Live At the Regal, and if anything
was needed after that to spread the
King message it came in the form of
frequent and open acknowledgement
of his influence by such bluesmen as
Eric Clapton, Elvin Bishop and Mike
Bloomfield. In the States, it was also
pretty easy to see where Otis Rush
and Buddy Guy had copped their
style and licks too. Later on, the
famous B.B. King in London sessions
took place when Ringo Starr, Jim
Price, Bobby Keys, Duster Bennett,
Jim Keltner and Klaus Voorman were
among the musicians fighting to get
onto a B.B. King album.

But B.B. himself won't pick his
own golden years. "I have had a
great deal of respect for all the musi-
cians I've ever worked with, and the
only reason I now want to limit the
number of popular musicians I work
with is because I don't really want
people listening to a record because
somebody else is on it. There have
been changes, but I'm a master of my
own fate. Whatever I've done, I've
approved it. When you get to be fifty

three years old and you've played for
thirty three years you should be able
to handle your music. The manager
handles the business, the record com-
pany handles the distribution, and I
handle the music. There have been
albums where there were tunes that I
would hesitate to do until it was
pointed out to me that we could do it
this way or that way. There are dif-
ferent producers and different musi-
cians, but it's all in my own lap."

Cry Baby
A recent example of his desire to

try out new ideas is the album Lucille
Talks Back, woefully short and not
very successful here, but recorded
almost entirely with a Cry Baby, his
first venture into the magical world

"I never played
in a rhythm
section and I
only do it now
if I'm sitting in
my room
playing with a
record"

of effects. "I had not used electronic
equipment prior to that other than an
electric guitar and an amplifier," he
asserted, "and I didn't take a lot of
time with it before the album. A lot
of people nowadays - young and old
- seem to just rely on that, using
volume and effects in place of techni-
que. You can't forget the scales and
what have you."

His current album, Midnight
Believer, was another experiment.
This time he teamed up with the hot
Crusaders. "My conditions to them
producing for me were that they
didn't try to change me and they
worked on the session. That was iron-
ed out - and here we are. This had
been the best one sales -wise since In-
dianola Mississippi Seeds six years
ago."

Catalogue
Through all his albums, there are

obviously a few duffers. Some of his
Philadelphia -sound material, for ex-
ample, came close to compromising
his sound, but one feature of his
catalogue is the great proportion of
truly impressive live albums. "Yes,
they are easier," he smiled, as the
clock ticked on to cheat us of more
time. "I've never had more than two
weeks to do an album. Live ones
you've had a chance to turn the
material inside out and upside
down over two or three years. Let's
put it this way - any time my fans
or critics say something good about
me, I agree."

He chuckled again, and the clock
struck twelve. So he was the King of
the Blues and the legend did take care
of itself, but more than that even, I
was able to confirm that the man is a
real Gentleman too.
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JOHN BUNDRICK
john 'Rabbit' Bundrick is a

man with two unconnected
reputations. He's pleased

and proud that there are many
people who regard him as one of
the very best piano and organ
players currently working the
rock scene. He's very much a
musician's musician, frequently
guesting on albums of varying
natures (although at present
he's hassling over the MU's at-
titude to foreign session players)
while holding down the piano
stool in Crawler.

The second reputation con-
cerns his rumoured drinking
habits and it is with this that he
takes issue: "Ah ain't sayin'
ah'm a teetotaller or anything
like that" he told me angrily,
"but ah ain't never bin so pissed
that ah couldn't play ma music."

It's 'ma music' which seems
to be the raison d'etre for Rab-
bit. His curious career to date
has taken him from one extreme
end of the musical spectrum
right to the other without ap-
pearing to have harmed him, his
music, or his integrity. He
remains an enthusiastic,
talkative man, willing to try his
hand at anything, and seeing few
barriers between the different
styles of music he's been re-
quired to play both in bands and
during sessions.

Snorting
There may be many of you

who are wondering about the
word foreign when applied to
Rabbit, and the manner of his
speech. It may seem incredible
to some that the guy who sup-
plied the honking, snorting
Hammond to the last breaths of
the legendary Free, and who has
continued extracting billows of
smoke in Back Street Crawler
and its latest incarnation Crawler
- all three being bands which
were/are described as being
very B:ritish - is, in fact, an
American. More than that, he's
from Houston, Texas, and spent
his formative years studying and
playing country music, imitating
Floyd Kramer, and then touring
for some time with Johnny Nash
before securing his first gig with
a 'proper' blues rock band -
and that was with Free
themselves!

Rabbit started playing when
he was seven years old. His
parents bought him a piano
literally to keep him off the
streets, and he suffered the

Crawler's
keyboard
player
has a

little
Rabbit
with Tom
Stock
mandatory classical piano
lessons for three years, playing
recitals in the local churches.
After three years, however, his
father (a bass player in a country
and Western band) asked him
why he was copying the music
of geezers that had been dead
for centuries, and so young Rab-
bit changed tack and drank
heavily on the more local in-
fluences around him.

At ten years old he started
writing his own songs, but he
accepts that he learned the
techniques and emotions of
classical music. The only person
he could think of to help him
develop his style was Floyd
Kramer and Rabbit then spent
the next couple of years copying
Kramer until he was literally note
perfect, even buying all his
records and playing them until
he knew the lot.

Then, of course, dad came
back into it. "He said, 'why
d'you have to copy Floyd
Kramer now, why don't you
learn your own style?' That
meant that ah had to go deeper
into ma own music and ma own
songwriting." He kept much of
the Kramer style, however, and
began concentrating on lyric
writing - at the time he was
heavily into what perhaps would
now be described as 'cosmic'
ego trips. His first band gig
came after playing a solo set on
a talent show: one of the other
'competitors' needed a keyboard
player and Rabbit got the gig.

The history from there on is
strange: already he had jacked
his primary interest in classical
music, then Country Et Western,
and now had his baptism in rock
with a small outfit playing the

likes of Buddy Holly's music. The
career developed by becoming
known as a session player in
Houston Et Fort Worth until
eventually Johnny Nash offered
him a permanent gig in Canada
which, by the time the whole
deal came together, turned out
to be in Sweden!

The time he spent in Sweden
turned out to be a little
frustrating - almost a year was
spent working on a film which
never came together - but he
got heavily into writing and
developing his style. Then a for-
tuitous meeting came about: he
became friendly with Rebop
who had just gone to join Traffic
who left for England saying 'if
there's a gig, I'll let you know'.
At roughly the same time, Free
played Stockholm, and Rabbit
had a premonition that one day
he'd play with them. But why?, I
asked, surely his own roots and
Free's were simply miles apart.

Substitute
"That's where ah am," came

the reply, "worlds apart. If ah
stayed with myself ah'd get
nowhere, ah had t' follow."
Rebop 'phoned to tip him off
that there was a gig going with
Free, but as it turned out it
became Kossoff, Kirke, Tetsu
and Rabbit. He felt he was being
used as a substitute to simply fill
a vacant place.

"Ah was only expected to
make do" is the way he puts it
now, "which is basically why it
didn't work." Free's internal
hassles had by this stage
become enormous, and Rabbit
tried to stay away from that side

of the band. "Musically though
it freaked them out! They had
had keyboards on their records
but so subtlely you hardly no-
ticed. Ah went stormin' in; by that
time ah was into the Hammond,
and liked Leslies turned up
vibrating the walls because
that's what they did when they
was in Sweden... it upset
Rodgers a bit, but he tried hard.
But then all the problems came
up - he's a funny character,
he's great, but you can't put five
people together who think
they're all great and expect them
to play music. Ah didn't know
that ah was supposed to
underplay, so ah overplayed
it... the problems were over-
whelming; all the energy ah put
into that album (Heartbreaker)
couldn't overcome their family
problems."

Geezers
After Free's break-up, Richard

Digby-Smith (Free's engineer)
and Rabbit got together in the
'off -hours' in the studio and
eventually put a solo album for
Rabbit together which had
clandestine help from Muff Win -
wood. A fine solo debut it was
too - Broken Arrows, but
following that Johnny Nash
came back and Rabbit picked up
with him again until Eric Burden
phoned him from L.A., expressed
interest in his 'Indian -love'
(from Broken Arrows) and Rab-
bit went off to spend six months
in the States with Burden before
Kossoff got Back Street Crawler
together. Koss tragically died
after one album. Crawler con-
tinued, and incidentally includes
two geezers with whom Rabbit
played in that first band back in
Texas - Terry Wilson and Tony
Braunagel.

Crawler released one album
last year, headlined a tour in this
country, and then set themselves
the daunting task of heading
Atlantic -wards to crack
America. Now, they've returned
with a new album recorded in
Colorado which brings Rabbit's
life history up to date, because
it's this album which is the real
matter in hand.

"Gary Lyons can take full
credit for the production of this
album as far as ah'm concerned.
He's put so much space and
width on it. There was a lot of
playing on the album before, but
yet there wasn't nobody saying
you play here or there. Gary
mixed the last album, but we'd
recorded it without him so he
had to work with the mess of
music we gave him." The choice
of studio was important - Gary
had spent some time touring the
Bahamas and the States before

0 0 0
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RABBIT
deciding on Caribou Studios,
Colorado as the place he could
work the best. The band
followed enthusiastically.

The album, Snake, Rattle and
Roll, was not only recorded in a
new environment but, for the
band at least, in a new manner.
"We did al' the basic tracks first
with no overdubs at the same
time which we would have
done in New York or anywhere
else where we'd have been
under pressure; after that it was
a case of who's next? Everyone
else would have to move out the
studio to let whoever was over-
dubbing get on with his stuff.
That way you don't have the rest
of the band bouncing in with
ideas all the time an' stuff.
Everybody had their chance, and
their time, instead of the whole
band arguing about which bit
where should be put in or left
out. We couldn't get in each
others way -- Gary really did a
great job."

Crawler's album also taught
Rabbit a bit more about his own
ego - "There was a problem
and Gary said 'well, Rabbit,
don't play on this basic track'. I

just said 'O.K.' but any other

time ah'd have been real rattled,
you know? In a relaxed at-
mosphere, ah could see it; in
New York or London ah'd have
been really egoed about it all. As
it turns out, there's more
keyboards on the album than
there would have been if we'd
worked in a conventional high-
pressure atmosphere. It did
more for my ego to overdub on
that track than to play on the
basic track." The extent of
Lyons' influence is hard to
under -estimate. The band had a
number of songs ready to go but
they allowed, with reservations,
Lyons to choose the numbers
that he felt he would be happiest
producing, and working with.
As it turned out Rabbit ended up
with perhaps more than his fair
share of representation!

Rabbit's a volatile and talkative
character, and the conversation
drifted along many parallel lines.
It transpired that he's much
more interested in playing than
he is in what he plays it on: sur-
prisingly, that turned out to be
genuine rather than an excuse
for being disinterested, or just
ignorant about his equipment.
Having heard him play a solo
barroom piano last year the rule
would appear to be 'if it's got a
keyboard he'll play it, provided
it's not a synthesizer'.

"Ah wish ah was a synthesizer
player," he told me, "but ah jus'
can't grasp all that. Ah want
t' know all that, but ah'm not the
most intellectual person in the
word, an' it seems to me that
there are just some people who
can play synths and some who
can't - an ah'm one of them!
Ah've tried, but for me to learn
how to play complicated elec-
tronic instruments would be like
me learning how to play lead
guitar; ah just don't understand
it. Ah try, but it just doesn't
work. It might be because ah
don't own one. The only time ah
gets to play one is on a session
when they wheel one in and say
'you're a keyboard player aren't
you?' Yeah, but it doesn't mean
ah have to be a synthesizer as
well!'

"A keyboard player plays
keyboards, not electronics;
that's what the difference is. Ah
feel that ah'm not adequate
because ah can't play syn-
thesizers; ah feel like ah must
have missed something
somewhere; ah can use them on
ma own music, in ma own time,
but ah can't play them on de-
mand - you understand what
ah'm saying? Ah tell you what,
the person who would under-
stant what ah'm saying is Pete
Townshend: he uses synths,

but as a real instrument."
Rabbit's main armoury at pre-

sent consists of a Yamaha CP70
electric grand - "that's great"
and, quote, "a Hammond with
draw bars and stuff", and "ah'm
a pedal merchant" and "ah got a
Yamaha organ - ah don't know
the number - which has got yer
astral sound, birds sound,
squawk and that kind of stuff;
on yer tabs it's got yer zylaphone
kind of deal and banjo stuff, and
you run that through flangers, or
an Echoplex, or a phaser, or
whatever, ah can get all the
sounds ah need which are a little
bit out there without having to
go complete synth, yer know?
That serves ma purpose without
having to sit down and work out
some complex synth setting.
That's ma synthesizer, if you
like. It sounds ignorant; it
sounds like 'well, dis guy don't
know what he's talking about,
he doesn't know how to use a
synthesizer - but who gives a
fuck; ah don't want to use
them."

Well, I for one couldn't care
less; as long as Rabbit can con-
tinue to extract more power
from his Hammond than most
big metal bands have their col-
lective dandruffed bodies that's
O.K. for me and the British blues
and rock.
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GETTING
A GIG
You must have gigs
before you can tread the
road to stardom: Gary
Cooper tells you how to
get them . . .

Amusician's life is a hard
one. Having spent three

year's income on a

guitar/keyboard/drum/PA/amp
setup, spent countless unpaid
hours learning how to play your
gear and then going through all
the hassles of putting a band
together, finding places to
rehearse, overcoming per-
sonality conflicts or whatever,
nine bands out of ten find it im-
possible to find themselves
enough gigs.

For the most part local
musicians are often content to
stick with their regular rota of
three gigs a month (if they're
lucky) but, and here you'll
possibly disagree with me, it is
possible to get more work than
that admittedly rather arbitrary
figure.

Certainly, if you have any
pretensions to stardom, you're
going to have to get more work
than that. Competition these
days is intense and AEtR men
want to see bands working live
and be convinced that any in-
vestment they put into a recor-
ding contract will be repaid by a
good live presentation. Let's put
it this way, if you're no bloody
good at the local church hall you
ain't gonna look too clever at the
Empire Pool!

So, not only because you
have to convince the record
companies that you can put over
a live show, you need live work.
There's a good argument in fact
for going right back to the early
sixties here and considering
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launching your career on a

strong local following. Bands
these days (as the weekly Press
seems to be increasingly provin-
cially orientated) can easily get
Press in the weeklies even if
they've never been closer to
London than a weekend in Wat-
ford! Apart from any other con-
siderations, you need to perfect
your playing, learn how to han-
dle a crowd, generally work your
band in and the only way of
doing that is in front of live
audiences.

Impossible
'But,' you may object, 'that's

all very well for you to say, but I
can't get my band any work at
all locally.' Well, there are areas
of Britain where it's almost im-
possible and I guess the only ad-
vice one can give you there is to
say move, and move quick!

All you really have to consider
is population. If you live in a
reasonably densely populated
area then there are bound to be
not only plenty of aspiring musi-
cians near you but maybe a hun-
dred or a thousand times that
many potential listeners. Quite
often the problem is social or
economic. Local pubs and clubs
might be unwilling to put Rock
bands on and the local kids have
just never gotten into the habit
of going to live music events.
They'll stick to the Disco, quite
often because it may be the only
place to go.

But bands can always start

their own clubs and gigs, can't
they? Van Halen, recent Califor-
nian imports to Britain (and a
huge success over here) started
that way back home. Finding
that there were next to no gigs
for a small local band in an area
where you can see a dozen
superstars any night of the
week, they hired their own halls
and promoted their own gigs.
The result for them was a strong
local following, Press reviews
and then a recording contract.
Even over here it's still possible
to promote yourselves. Hire a
hall, blag publicity from your
local newspaper or even the
local radio station. If you're at
school put up a poster telling
people where you're playing.
Even if you're not, try and get
your name around the schools
- they're a big reservoir of
potential customers for your
band.

With the help of friends to
man the door, publicise you
locally, put the word around and
generally help you organise
things, you can quite easily get
your own gigs together and gain
some experience that way. But
suppose you've already done
that and now want to move out
of your area, maybe start playing
bigger clubs or just can't get hir-
ing your own halls together.
Here we start having to face
facts. Be honest with
yourselves. Go along to the
clubs where you want to play
and answer the following ques-
tion truthfully. 'Do I believe that
my band is as good or better
than this lot?' If the answer's
'yes' then start attacking the
promoter.

Your first line of approach
should be tactful. Don't bluster
up to the man in the back room
('that's him son, the one coun-
ting all the money') and try tell-
ing him that, on the average
night, you can make mincemeat
of Zeppelin. He'll know you're
bullshitting and that's a bad way
to start off with anyone. A bet-
ter way is to ask if he'd come
along and see you play
somewhere else. If you don't
have any other gigs then ask him
to a rehearsal. If that fails then
tell him that you'll send him a
tape and do it. If you tell him
there's a tape coming on a Fri-
day and he gets it three weeks
later then you're going to look
pretty inefficient and he doesn't
want to take risks with messers.
Nine times out of ten you can
get onto the club this way. Most
big bands did at one time or
another.

Mind you, don't imagine that
club work will make you rich.
While most big names moan like
hell about how hard it is to make
money on tour in Britain it's ac-

tually a thousand times worse
for small bands doing the club
circuit. Recent stories in the
weeklies have exposed several
areas where support bands were
doing very badly. The most
famous case has been that of
London's Marquee Club. For
years the policy there had been
to pay the headliner and for
them to pay the support band.
Needless to say this often
resulted in bands coming from
out of London to support a fairly
big name and actually losing
money for the privilege of play-
ing a support set.

Minimum
Bearing it's newly re -vamped

image, the Musician's Union
stepped in and threatened to
black the club for its members
unless the union minimum was
paid. For the record that -
minimum is £8.25 per musician,
per three hour set. Hardly a for-
tune! In fact the M.U., under its
Rock organiser Mike Evans, has
been slowly getting stuck into
the Rock business over the past
year or so. Having taken on the
Marquee (and, you'll be pleased
to hear, having won), Evans
now plans to start hitting other
clubs.

Jurisdiction
Does that mean you should

join the Union? Well, that's a
decision for you and you only
BUT land I speak as a cold
blooded capitalist here!) there is
no doubt that clubs under-
paying bands will continue to
proliferate unless someone steps
in and makes them stop. Mike
Evans reckons that, as soon as
bands complain about a gig, his
boys will be onto it. That plus
the invaluable free legal aid you
get from them must make the
M.U. value for money at a

lowest subscription level of a
mere 21p a week. In fact the
M.U. can help in many ways. To
start with they will examine the
contracts of bands who are be-
ing sent overseas to work the
clubs. Mike reasonably points
out that, once you're out there,
there's not an awful lot they can
do for you as their jurisdiction
ends at Calais!

Nevertheless, bands can get
their contracts from agencies
and clubs checked out -first, and
action will be taken by the M.U.
if these are broken. At 21p a
week it's pretty cheap, bearing
in mind the costs of even a local
solicitor (who may well know
even less about music business
contracts than you do!). To join,
all you have to do is get an ap-
plication form from a local
branch which'll be listed in the
'phone book.



Right, that's the advertising
spot over. Back to business!
One of the things that has
caused more fears among local
bands in the past five years has
been the contraction of the live
market and a corresponding
growth of the hated 'Disco'.
Even if you hate it, though, you
have to thank the Punk and New
Wave movements for one thing.
During the past two years more
clubs have opened than at any
time since the late sixties.

One case in point is Eric's in
Liverpool opened by Roger
Eagle, the man once responsible
for the famous Magic Village
club in Manchester. I spoke with
Peter Fulwell who runs Eric's
along with Roger and tried to
find out how this fairly typical
(although highly thought of)
club sees the scene from its van-
tage point in the North West.
Eric's, in Liverpool's Matthew St,
is mainly known as a New Wave
gig, but they tackle outfits rang-
ing from Folk to out and out
Punk. As Pete explains, "We've
had a lot of different bands here,
ranging from Stanley Clarke to
the Clash. Basically we'll take on
any band that we think are
good."

Talent
How Eric's works like this: if

you're a major band you go
through an agent. If you're just
starting out then you can ap-
proach them for a Thursday
night spot. On Thursdays Eric's
drop their entrance fee lit
becomes free to members) and
charges just 50p to strangers.
Figuring that what the punters
don't pay for they can't grumble
too much about, they use
Thursdays as a new talent night.
If a band does well on a Thurs-
day night (usually unpaid but it's
a Liverpool gig worth doing as it
gives you a chance for better
things) then you'll be asked back
as support to a major headliner.

In fact it's the headliners who
cause the financial problem, ac-
cording to Pete. I pointed out to
him that, back in the dim and
distant days of 1970 (when I was
last in a local band myself) we
could get f30-£35 almost
anywhere as a support act.
Nowadays the fee is still the
same. Why?

"Well, and this is really only a
guess as I can't speak for other
clubs, we've watched major
bands prices rising steadily and
it just doesn't leave much for a
support band. These days even
a club gets charged £400 to £500
for a fairly big band." Frighten-
ing to think that he doesn't
mean bands that have been
around years but fairly recent

'new wave' acts, isn't it?
This, of course, makes it even

more difficult for newer bands to
get going. While you're being
paid what you would have got
for the same gig ten years ago,
equipment, transport, fags,
beer, food and other necessities
of life have escalated by
somewhere in the region of
several hundred per cent (at
least, that's what it fee/s like!).

To be honest with you, no-
one with whom I spoke could
see what can be done about low
fees. Mike Evans at the M.U. ad-
mits that to raise pub and club
prices would also increase the
chances of discos being hired in-
stead of live bands, and that's
the last thing we want to see

hustling as many clubs around
the country as they could. The
18 -year -old organiser of the tour
just pulled the 'phone numbers
of most of the British clubs out
of the weekly music press and
set about blagging his band. He
reckons that only one in about
thirty-five clubs said yes, but he
managed to get his band on the
road in a most impressive way.
For those of you who have day
jobs or educational com-
mitments this might not be
viable land you're unlikely to
make money out of it anyway)
but it may be possible on a local
basis.

So, hustling local clubs, pro-
moting yourselves, there are
many ways of getting bookings,

AY BOY! To BE PAID
30 SOON? DO yOu
\AJRNT THE .,.RT
OFF MY
BACK? '!

You'll have to accept the low rates
of pay and try to make up for it by
working harder
happening, especially now that
the live scene has opened up
again for the first time in years.
Maybe you'll just have to accept
the low rates of pay and try to
make up for it by working more
and making a break for stardom
that much harder and faster.

Anyway, for those of you who
reckon that you still can't get
work, well, maybe you're just
not trying hard enough. One
young Liverpool band, Spider,
have recently fixed themselves a
35 -date British tour, just by

it's mostly down to hard work
plugging yourselves. Secure
with a big local following you're

likely to be of more interest to
record companies (many of
whom have regional AEtR men
who look out for this sort of
grass roots reaction) and will im-
prove your band no end.

There are, of course, other
aspects to getting work. You
may consider doing what all the
old-timers, from the Beatles to
Ritchie Blackmore did, and try to
get a lot of Continental work.
My advice is don't even consider
it unless you've got the physical
and mental constitution of an ox
and your contract is checked by
a competent solicitor.

Mind you, working abroad
can only really be got through
agencies and that opens up a
whole new area. Are agencies
worth it? Well, when you're a
major band yes, they're probably
essential. At a local level though
they have to be watched. The
M.U. point out that all agencies
are now required by law to be
registered with the Department
of Employment and cannot
operate without a license. Ob-
viously there's a safeguard here
because rogues are starting to
get weeded out. The Union will
oppose a re -licensing application
if they've heard bad stories
about clients of particular agen-
cies, but you can still get
caught.

Pete Fulwell points out that
agencies can even restrict the
places you play at. "They may
help you in the short term but
you often end -up by becoming
over -priced in your own area and
you should never get tangled up
with a long term agency deal
with a small local outfit. When
you start to outgrow them
things can get silly."

Sound advice. For my part I'd
echo Pete's words exactly and
suggest that, unless you find a
good reliable local agent with a
good reputation amongst local
bands then don't bother. If you
do decide to go with an agency
then suggest a non-exclusive
deal and try to see if you can do
it without any long-term obliga-
tions on either part. Agents can
be helpful but they can also prove
to be a long-term hazard. Pro-
bably a better bet than an agent
is an aggressive manager, but
that's the basis of another article
isn't it?

Coming next month -
2001 KEYBOARD A

POLYPHONIC ODYSSEY
STARING PATRICK MORAZ
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KA WAI KS 12XL
Price: £299.95 inc. VAT

Reviewed by: Peter Douglas

jhl
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Britain's music shops are groaning
under the weight of all this Japanese
merchandise. First there were all those

copy guitars, and now, with inexorable
logic, they have begun to flood the market
with excellent original -design instruments.
Kawai join a list which grows daily -
Yamaha, Ibanez, Aria, Westbury, An-
toria ...good grief, they're taking over the
entire world. Is there no stopping them?
Where is the Dunkirk spirit?

Patriots will be further plunged into
misery to hear that the Kawai is good. At
this price it ought to be.

In shape the guitar resembles some of
the Ibanez originals of the last couple of
years, but then there isn't much you can do
with the shape of a guitar which a) hasn't
been thought of already and b) looks all
right. The Kawai looks tasty and classy,
and no-one has any right to say it doesn't
look like a rock and roll guitar.

This is a double cutaway model allowing
easy access to the top frets; there are 22 of
these - the wide, flat variety which I per-
sonally like - very easy to get to grips with.
The fingerboard is rosewood and inlaid
with plastic Maltese crosses - very attrac-
tive. The neck as a whole is eminently
playable and easy to get to know. As we've
come to expect with Japanese guitars
these days, it arrived perfectly set-up with a
nice batch of light strings.

The neck is constructed from three
pieces of mahogany and is glued on to the
body. The join is smooth - in other words,
the contours of the neck flow evently into
the body, making it comfortable to hold
and to play. The body is also mahogany,
and this model had a superb natural finish.
The grain gives it that pleasing "woody"
appearance, but the whole thing is quite
heavily varnished in order to minimize scrat-
ching, gouging, chipping, etc. All around
the edge is a dotted binding, and the
pickguard, being of clear plastic, does not
interrupt the symmetry of the design.

The head of the guitar is unusual. The
machine heads jut backwards rather than
sideways, and the capstans (the bit that the
end of the string actually winds around) are
located within two hollowed out strips that
run right through the head. Editor Stock
was unimpressed with the idea of the
machines' positioning, on the grounds
that, with the guitar leaning against a wall,
the machines would be knocked and hence
send the guitar out of tune. The solution, of
course, if you must lean your Kawai against
a wall, is to turn it round the other way. The
action of the heads (which I thought were
Grovers, but which are actually just
"inspired" by Grovers) is magnificent.
Super smooth, like everything else on the
axe.

The rest of the hardware consists of the
usual four rotary controls for tone and
volume per pick-up, plus a selector toggle
located exactly where it should be - below
the bridge, plus two little switches for
achieving a) a split coil sound and b) an out
of phase sound. These switches should not
be where they are, since they crowd the
area. A better position would be to the left
(looking down from the playing position) of
the selector toggle. The lead socket,
however, is in the front, which is always the
best place for it. Curiously, it seems that
other models in the same range have their

sockets under the bottom edge. Why this
should be I have no idea, since otherwise
the designs are almost identical.

The bridge is either a Badass or else a
"Badass-inspired" type. Perhaps in order to
prevent strings breaking at the bridge, they
pass over the rounded back of it, double
back through a hole, and are held in place
by the ball -ends, which end up facing the
head of the guitar rather than the bottom
end. I was unsure about the usefulness of
this design. There is not room to insert the
width of a finger between bridge and treble
pick-up, which implies that the removal of a
string could cause problems. I did not, ad-
mittedly, take a string off to try it, because I
had been assured by Rosetti Ltd., the
British distributor for Kawai, that strings
could be removed as easily as from any
other bridge; the Badass is a very popular
design, after all, and there's no way it could
have so fundamental a defect. Small point,
I think.

The bridge is adjustable every which way
- up or down by means of the large retain-
ing screws at either end, back and forth
with the aid of two smaller screws sticking
out at the back, and each string is ad-
justable in the normal way with the in-
dividual bridge pieces.

Lastly, the pick-ups are Mighty Mite Vin-
tage humbuckers. It's these which con-
tribute considerably to the mighty roar of
the Kawai when all is cranked up and ready
to detach eardrum from skull. Boy are they
powerful. The characteristic sound they
give the guitar is a sharp, meaty, attacking
treble. Like most guitars with high output
pick-ups the Kawai is very much a lead
player's delight. For rhythm guitar you
want something that doesn't put out too
much signal, since then you can get that
nice percussive effect derived from having
to hit the strings hard. This one is for those
who like plenty of sustain, a lot of guts
behind the sound.

Here endeth the description. What's the
overall impression? Well, as I've already
made plain, the Kawai is a noble creature
and certainly of a sufficiently high quality to
justify its price tag. I still have reservations
about those little phase and coil switches,
however. Not only do they get in the way in
amongst the rotary knobs, the difference th
ey make to the sound is subtle, to say the
least. The lads at Rosetti pointed out that
the number of tonal combinations is poten-
tially immense (bass p/u out -of -phase, tre-
ble p/u single coil, both together straight,
both together out -of -phase, etc. etc.) but
I've long believed that the more knobs there
are on anything, be it a guitar, amp or
keyboard, the more time you spend fiddling
with them and the less time you spend just
playing the thing.

Still, that's a personal preference.
Everything else about the guitar makes
sense, works as it's supposed to, and con-
tributes toward giving it a professional feel.
There are plenty of nice touches which I

haven't even bothered to mention so far -
the snugly contoured back, the accurate
balance of the guitar as it sits on the
shoulder, and so on. The overall ap-
pearance is modern and purposeful. I've
tried desperately to find something nasty to
say - anything, but it's got me beat. I sub-
mit, give it the old thumbs up. Curse these
damned Orientals!



LORD BALL
Wants you to have a free copy of eagletoons
number one with your next purchase of Ernie
Ball/Ernesto Palla/Earthwood strings to meet eagle
k'neagle and friends and read the epic "Homemade
Jam" cartoon story which features the Ball Eagle
family. Get a copy today!

SELF-STYLED SUPER -STUD
SALESBIRD, STUDENT OF

SCREW -UPS Et SILLY STUNTS

AT YOUR LOCAL STORE NOW!
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HAMMOND B-200
Price: £1675.00

Reviewed by: Tom Stock

Isuppose everybody has a favourite
musical sound - a particular noise which
gets them right between the eyes. It

might be a Telecaster in full flight, treble
wound up full, top E shattering the glass; it
could be the full roundness of a Mark One
Mellotron a phased Guild 12 string. For me
it was the Hammond B3, a glorious beast
of a machine, the world's one and only
smoking organ. The older the particular
model the better for as the contacts
became grubbier and grubbier the key click
got louder and dirtier, giving a real hard at-
tack to every note.

Hankered
There's not been one like it since,

although each model has been "better",
more refined and technically more complex
and mechanically more reliable. Still players
of the Emerson - Jon Lord type must have
hankered after that old sound and now
Hammond have brought it back in the
shape of the new 8200 portable organ. Yes,
it is more sophisticated and has more
voices, more technology but it has been
designed deliberately to re-create that in -
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tangible 'Hammond' sound. The number of
manufacturers who regard this 'Hammond'
sound as indispensible is almost frighten-
ing. When designing new instruments it
seems essential to approximate the Ham-
mond as close as possible - even synths
nowadays can be set up to imitate it. Ham-
mond must have regard this imitation as
flattery!

Anyway, enough of that. The 8200 is
very similar to the X-5 its immediate
predecessor and has a basic concept and
layout along similar lines. There are,
however, some important differences. The
lower manual on this model is a 49 note.
and there's an additional 16' lower manual
drawbar. All functions are now lit by LEDs;
the upper manual has a variable sustain
control, and the piano controls are dif-
ferent. It's now possible to have piano with
drawbars, or simply solo piano. The lower
manual now couples to the bass pedals
land their controls) on the bottom 25 notes
of the keyboard and the other innovations
concern the new Leslie HL -822 which I

understand has been developed to comple-
ment this organ in particular. There is one
control which I've not mentioned, and it is
this, coupled with the basic drawbaw
voices, which allows such a close imitation
of those early smokin', snortin' Ham-
monds. It's a variable 'Key Click' control
which electronically can reproduce the
sound of dirty contacts!

Percussion
Basic specification is as follows: 44 note

upper manual and 49 note lower manual
with a 13 note pedal board. There are 9
drawbars for each manual, 20 pushbutton
controls plus 7 rotary; pre-sets handle 8'
string, Tibias (16'), Theatre brass, tonebars
and percussion on the upper manual. 8'
Ensemble and Tonebars for the lower
manual; bass guitar, bass guitar accent,
bass to lower manual and bass sustain for
the pedals. Percussion buttons are for 2nd
and 3rd harmonic, decay, fast, piano, piano
solo, repeat, and variable repeat rate.

The organ is attractively finished in black
leatherette and black anodised aluminium (I

presume) with wooden end pieces bearing
the Hammond Logo. Graham Sutton
(Hammond's amiable service manager who
kindly took time off to show me around the
instrument) reckons that one guy could
assemble it on his own and carry it away -
there's a sturdy looking chrome carrying
handle.

Response

The new Leslie HL -822 is the recom-
mended speaker. It's a two -channel system
driving bass and treble independently. Four
amplifiers give a total rating of 215 watts,
and I must admit to being very impressed
with it - even with a price tag closely
resembling £1000. So, back to the organ.
I'm not going to try to describe the sound
- if you know what a Hammond should
sound like, then the B-200 sounds like that.
It also plays like a Hammond. The keyboard
response is unlike any other electronic
keyboard. It's pure 'Hammond'.

An instrument like this is almost beyond
criticism, not because it's perfect, but more
because it sets out to be primarily a Ham-
mond, and only an organ second. If you're
used to others it might not be your cup of
tea, but then again, if you're a Bristol driver
a Rolls Royce might not be 'you' - but you
could still appreciate it.

Straight
So, there you have it, the B-200, a new

generation of Hammond organs. It's too
easy nowadays to miss out on organs and
listen to salesmen rapping on interminably
about polyphonic synthesisers being able to
reproduce organ sounds while offering
loads of other features as well. That's true
to a certain extent, and it's certainly true
that straight organs are not that popular on
the road. But, and the few purists among
you will know what I mean, if you want a
Hammond sound the only real way to get it
is to buy one. The Hammond B-200 would
now appear to be the one to buy.
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Tama Mati

Billy Cobham...the state of the playing art in drumming. Tama...the state of the art in percussion products Billy
and Tama together...the magical combination.

"Before I found Tama, most of my equipment was custom made. I was amazed to find that there was really a drum
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INSTRUMENT REVIEW
Amplifie

BURMAN PRO -2000
Price: £385 ex. VAT

Reviewed by: Peter Douglas

It seems like only yesterday that the
Burman PRO -501 was let out of its cage
long enough to prove to us that it was as

fearsome a combo as ever stalked the
streets of North London. At that time (May)
its designer Gregg Burman had just three
dealers for his new line of four amps. As I
write, he has built this dealer list up to
twenty-five, and more join by the week. A
testimony, in other words, to the rapid
word -of-mouth reputation that the range
has acquired in seven short months.

The monster of that range is the
Pro -2000. It was actually the first to be
developed, and represents an important
step in the history of amplifier manufactur-
ing in this country since it is entirely valve
powered, and yet incorporates the
sophisticated technology of the tran-
sistorized age: There are many other British
companies making combo amps -
possibly too many. But those still produc-
ing valve models are few and far between,
and those designing new ones can be
counted on one hand.

Without wishing to risk charges of over
-reacting to a product, I feel bound to say
that not since the days of the mighty
Fender and Marshall boom has there been
anything on the market quite so striking as
the subject of this review. Even as C.S. and
myself wrestled with the monster in an at-
tempt to drag it into the editorial office (and
this is before it had even emerged from its
box), we were predicting that here was
something liable to blow the roof off.

But before the whole thing gets com-
pletely out of proportion, let us get down,
in the time -honoured fashion, to the
technicalities of the brute. The amp delivers
(nominally) 100 watts into a pair of 12" Bur-
man speakers (XP5012's). These are the
type used by Burman on previous models
since 1969. Gregg tells us that he gets re-
quests from musicians to substitute JBL's,
but will not guarantee them if this is done.
In short, he believes the XP5012's to the
superior. The cabinet is pressurized, i.e.
closed back, and there is a socket on the
back panel for connecting further speakers
as required. It is also possible to link up to
four PRO -2000's together - a prospect of
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quite horrifying power in the hands of one
man.

The cabinet construction need not detain
us for long: heavy-duty plywood that
would probably put a dent in the front
wheel of a steamroller. The grille cloth is
also exceptionally tough, and all corners are
protected. There are no castors on any of
the models in the range; instead each stands
on a pair of "drag skids" (I think that's what
they're called), and transportation is by
means of the two snap -down handles at
either end. These are designed so that they
neither raise bruises on the back of your
hand nor pull your arm out of its socket. It
should be pointed out, however, that one
man attempting to lift a 100 watt valve
combo is in danger of giving himself a her-
nia. Two people can carry it with relative
ease.

Valves
In case you missed the PRO -501 review,

the output valves are KT77's (four of them)
and the input valves are six ECC83's and
one ECC81. Front panel facilities are as
follows: channel one - input socket, cut
switch, gain, bass and treble; channel two
- input socket, cut switch, gain 1, gain 2,
gain 3, bass, middle, treble, presence
reverb and on/off button. There are a
number of sockets on the back panel: one
for a reverb footswitch (not yet available -
but soon), direct inject, link in and link out
(for connecting further PRO -2000's), exten-
sion speaker and alternative speaker.

The three gain controls are the most ob-
viously "different" feature of this amplifier.
In fact, as far as channel two is concerned
what you've actually got is a master volume
(gain 3) and two channel gain controls.

Gain 3 also acts as a master volume for
channel one, which may appear not to
work unless you are aware of this. But why
so much gain? The answer is that they pro-
vide you with absolutely any type of sound
from clean to infinitely sustained, with the
entire spectrum of subtle clipping, blues
bite and heavy metal thunder between. The
brochure that comes with every Burman
amp (and if it doesn't, get one) shows
seven different settings for the control
panel, with which you can achieve such
varied sounds as flat response, full sound,
bright sound, compression, reverse com-
pression, sustain and "touch -sensitive pick-
up response".

It is possible to spend literally hours toy-
ing with these settings and, of course, in-
venting your own. As far as pure tonal
response goes, there are few limitations. I

fail to see how any style of guitarist could
fail to achieve "his" sound with the PRO -
2000.

Some of the operations are not im-
mediately obvious. The cut switches, for
example, function as modifiers for the
presence circuit; they cut off the very top
end of the presence with the intention of
reducing hiss. Or to look at it another way,
when switched in they give extra bite to the
presence. The reverb is made by Ac-
cutronics, and works perfectly, with a par-
ticularly sonorous deep echo in the latter
stages of its travel. Since this is a

professional -quality amp, anyone using it
will require a footswitch for the reverb. You
can't keep rushing over to turn the reverb
up and down as required in the middle of a
gig.

There we are then. This amplifier is one
of the two best I have ever reviewed in the
pages of Beat. The other was a Music Man
costing £650. I think that tells its own story.



String
Orchestra

£570

Already famous
throughout the
Music World for
their reproduction of
String Orchestral
effects, Logan have
created a range of
professional
keyboards designed
by specialists for
use by the most
discerning of musicians.

Just look at the
specification of the
fabulous Caravelle T 249
Portable with its
built-in String Melody,
host of flute and
orchestral voices,
comprehensive Synthesis,
Piano & Percussion
section, intermixable rhythm
patterns - to name only a few
basic features - Unbeatable Value
at £1,490 R.R.P.

Why not ask your local Dealer NOW
about the Logan Professionals
or write to us for more information.

T 242
RAM
£690

Caravelle
T 249

£1,490

Recommended
retail prices

including VAT

Logan Electronics (UK) Ltd
Unit 3, Queensway Industrial Estate, New Milton, Hants BH25 5NN Tel:10425) 618220
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SCORPION
STAGE SYNTHESIZER

Price: 1595 inc. VAT
Reviewed by: Dave Stewart

Keynote Musical Instruments Ltd. are
proud to offer you their new 'Scorpion

Stage Synthesizer'; it's one of the few
British -made synths around, which stirred
my patriotic imagination sufficiently to
send me shambling round to Keynote's
Chiswick branch for an inspection. There I
met the designer, Jeremy Symons, who
explained the 'philosophy' behind the in-
strument while I gingerly poked and prod-
ded it. Once a gigging musician himself, J.
feels that many synthesizers on the market
today tend, through their complicated
layout and multiplicity of controls, to con-
fuse the 'average person'.

Probably because of this desire for sim-
plicity of design and the low price, the
Scorpion offers no really revolutionary
features. The keyboard is 3'h octaves (44
notes) from F to C: there are two
oscillators, each with 4 wave -forms
(triangle, sawtooth, square Et narrow
pulse) Oscillator 1 can be set at 4', 8', 16',
and 32', and Oscillator 2 is set higher at 2',
4', 8', and 16'. Each oscillator has a tuning
control; there is no master tune control and
once in tune, they stay there. (A good
point, this; some more expensive synths
are very bad at staying in tune) There is a
horizontal fader which serves as a mixing
control; hard right gives Oscillator 2 only,
hard left gives Oscillator I only. In the cen-
tre position both oscillators are thrillingly
blended.

The signal from the oscillators passes in-
to the filter, which has 5 vertical faders
controlling cutoff, resonance, amount, at-
tack and decay. (If 'resonance' is set at
maximum, the filter will not oscillate, unlike
the filter on some synths - although this
oscillation can be a fairly unmusical noise,
it is useful in some instances for certain
sound effects and I think it might have
been a useful extra. A two-day switch un-
derneath the filter section determines the
type of filter decay; in the right hand
position, the decay is automatic, but in the
left hand position the decay occurs only
when the note is released.

Next comes the 'Envelope' section
which has 2 faders, attack and decay.
These affect the dynamic contour of the
notes. The Envelope has a similar decay
switch to the filter; in right hand position,
notes will be short and percussive even if
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the key is held down, whereas in the left
hand position the note will sound till the
key is released. In other words, use the En-
velope switch on the right for harpsichord
and guitar type sounds, and on the left for
sustained sounds like organ.

After the filter comes the 'Modulation'
section. This is an LFO with delay, speed Et
depth faders; the voltage output of the LFO
is used to modulate either the pitch of the
two oscillators, (for vibrato) the cutoff of
the filter, (for wah-wah) or the level of the
envelope. (for tremelo) All three effects
can be used together if one is in a daring
mood. The LFO has two wave -forms (sine
or sawtooth) for different types of
modulation.

The Scorpion has a glide control and a
pitch bend facility, both of which are con-
trolled by faders. The pitch bend is ac-
tivated by applying extra pressure to the
note being played, which bends the note
up in pitch. (The interval through which the
note bends is determined by the fader).
When this extra pressure is applied, the
whole keyboard bends down rather alar-
mingly, but this is in fact a deliberate
feature; the idea is for the action of pitch -
bending to take on some of the physical ef-
fort needed to bend a guitar string. The
pressure -sensitive facility of the keyboard
can also be used to switch in the
'modulation' controls, so a note can be
bent and 'vibrated' by pressing down hard.

Recognisable
One other extra feature is a 'FILTER

MOD by OSC 2' switch (wot?) which gives
ring -modulated, metallic sort of effects.
The exact nature of these is determined by
the pitch and wave -form of Oscillator 2.

The instrument has 8 preset sounds
which are activated by touch -sensitive but-
tons accompanied by little LED's which
shine when the preset is selected. (I love
LED's) These presets are synth I, synth 2,
synth 3, flute, oboe, clarinet, trumpet Er
violin. The first three are conventional,
familiar synthesizer sounds. The others ap-
proximate the instrument of their heading,
some more successfully than others.
'Oboe' Et 'Clarinet' are recognizable, but
'Violin' isn't - but then again, the violin
sound is practically impossible to syn-
thesize well and these presets are only
there to suggest an instrument, not exactly
simulate it. If you don't like any of the 8
preset voices, you may press the ninth but-
ton, marked 'Variable'; this gives you full
use of the controls.

This, plus a couple of extras on the back
panel (briefly: headphone output 8- volume

control/output level control/jack input for
filter control pedal) is what you get for your
£595. There are no noise generators, and
the number of sound effects is quite
limited. The oscillators are quite good, with
a good choice of wave -forms, and are as I
mentioned, stable in their tuning. One
thing that did upset me slightly was a faint
but discernable noise behind all the notes,
only audible when a note was played.
Being a pedant, I felt constrained to point
this out to Jeremy. A more truculent fellow
might have flown into an ungovernable
rage at my audacious suggestion that his
instrument was less than perfection, but
J.'s cheerful acknowledgment of this
minor fault seemed to indicate that it would
soon be righted.

I can't really say whether the Scorpion
will appeal to the semi -pro musician or not.
For myself, I don't agree with the basic
idea of 'making it simple for the layman' -
I know that when I first played synths like
the Minimoog Et ARP Odyssey I was a bit
confused by all the controls; but rather
than putting me off, this encouraged me to
go and get one and experiment with it until
I knew how the controls worked. (But
then, I do have the sort of brain that revels
in complexity. My mother often comments
on the ease with which I'd assemble Et
dismantle thermonuclear devices and par-
ticle accelerators in my play room at the
age of eighteen months). Keynote's
argument is that people won't buy what
they don't understand. They may be right,
but for me the instrument lacks
sophistication and a certain quality of
sound that a Minimoog and ARP Odyssey
do have. However, the Scorpion is
cheaper!

Good features: It's compact, light Et flat-
bottomed. (So will sit comfortably on other
keyboards). It comes in a tough case which
protects all projecting features. It's very
easy to service; the whole front panel lifts
out after undoing just three connectors,
and the serviceable bits are then extremely
easy to reach. The controls are easy to
reach and adjust while playing ... will it
sell? Only the Gods of Commerce know,
but I phoned them and they'd all either
gone to lunch or were in a meeting. (It's no
good asking me whether it'll sell or not.
Richard Branson asked me the same
question once about 'Tubular Bells' just
before its release. After we listened to a
tape, he asked "Think it'll sell then?"
"Nah" I replied, "It's too unoriginal").

Anyway, well done Jeremy and Keynote
for a British synthesizer! (Ta-ra 2
choruses of 'Cool Brittania' at 78r.p.m. and
fade).



Richie Furay picks v,ith the best of 'em:

D'Angelico s Guitar Strings.

When you're a top, professional folk rock guitarist like
Richie Furay, you've got one thing in mind: making
good music. For over ten years, Richie has insisted
on the consistent quality of D'Angelico Guitar
Strings. He just won't accept substitutes.
In his book, D'Angelico Guitar Strings are
the tops. And he ought to know.

Hear Richie Furay on Asylum Records.

The Ultimate in Strings and Picks, none finer... perfect for pickin:
DISTRIBUTED IN THE U.K. AND EIRE BY STRINGS AND THINGS LTD, 20 CHARTWELL ROAD, LANCING, SUSSEX BN158TU

Most delay units can't
match the performance of the
£229.95 Morley Electrostatic

Delay Line. Here's proof:

And, in its own price
range this patented
Morley EDL is indisputably
the finest delay line available - bar none:
tape, digital or analog. But then, you really
wouldn't expect less than the best from Morley.

MORLEY° We built it failsafe because your
career depends on it...and so does ours.

Distortion free - meets recording levels
for frequency response and noise.
 Shortest delay time on the market -
as short as 10ms for rich, full
doubling effects.

 Continuously variable delay control
for precision setting from 10ms up
to 330ms.

Delay only output for mixing.
Infinity of repeats from single

response to runaway.
For live use by vocalists, amplified -

instrument or P.A. Mono or Stereo.

COMPLETE COUPON AND SEND WITH LARGE STAMPED,
ADDRESSED ENVELOPE TO U.K. AND EIRE DISTRIBUTORS,
STRINGS AND THINGS LTD, 20 CHARTWELL ROAD, LANCING,
SUSSEX BN158TU FOR BROCHURE.

Name

Address

Town Postcode

I County Dept B1
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INSTRUMENT REVIEW
Amp!Hie

INTERMUSIC IMP
Price: £53 exc. VAT

Reviewed by: Peter Douglas

If you're hard up and looking for a small
but respectable combo amp there are
many worse courses you could take than

to go straight for this one. Intermusic amps
are mode by i'A:CL, the wine people as
make MM and Redmere gear. But I'm sure
you knew that already. Regulars may also
recall that I tested the 100 watt Intermusic
something over a year ago, and came to the
conclusion that it would be impossible to
build an amp of such high quality for a pen-
ny less than the asking price. This has
.11w,tys been the arse with l'A CL products.
The appearance of the Imp therefore only
reinforces their reputation.

Actually, the similarities between this
amp and the 100 watt version are slight. In
their determination to keep the price low
they have provided the plain goods. The lit-
tle extras have been kept to a minimum
whilst ensuring that the quality of the
essentials is maintained. But enough of this
wattle. Let us proceed to examine the
boost in detail

It's not large. One might venture to
describe it as small, in fact. Its height is a
mere 15", its width just under 17", and its
depth less than 8". Its weight is no more
formidable than that of a heavy bag of
groceries. The box is tough though. The
materials are the same as those on the big
amps - 3/4" plywood covered with heavy
plastic cloth and full corner protection. The
handle at the top is the same size as the
ones you are expected to lift much larger
amps with. The cabinet is open -backed,
but not so open that it offers scope for
damage to the back of the speaker. The lat-
ter can easily be removed for repair by tak-
ing off the speaker grille. This is held in
place by four short strips of adhesive tape.
It doesn't come off all that easily, mind, but
I discovered that the insertion of a penknife
between grille and case would work it free.

The speaker can hardly be described as
cheap'n'nasty - it's a Celestion G10-20
(10"), which is presumably able to handle a
20 watt peak with ease, though the
amplifier's rating is 15 watts. It is always a
surprise to discover how loud 15 watts can
be; we tend to forget that double the watts
doesn't give you double the volume. The
Imp is described as a rehearsal amp, and I
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think they mean that it isn't intended for
performance. This is fair enough. You
couldn't use it in any situation where
there's a drum kit, unless the drummer
doesn't mind draping his skins to dampen
the volume and playing quietly after that.
There again, there's no reason why it
shouldn't be used to amplify an electric in-
strument in an otherwise acoustic line-up. I

wouldn't recommend anyone to use a bass
or keyboard with it, since the speaker
hasn't really got the range to handle low
frequencies. But guitar, vocals - anything
of that order - come out sounding just
fine.

Zero
The front panel has two inputs, input one
being more sensitive than input two. The
rotary controls, reading from left to right,
are for volume, treble, middle and bass.
Next is the loudness switch, followed by
the headphone socket, fuse holder and
on/off rocker switch.

Yes, with a smallish speaker you are
bound to have to fight a little for the bass
end. It is necessary to make adjustments to
the controls on your guitar to ensure that
changing over to the bass pick-up doesn't
reduce the volume too drastically. If your
guitar is a cheap one you may find that suf-
ficient bass can only be achieved by whack-
ing the bass pick-up's tone control right
down to zero. Let me make it clear at the
same time that this isn't a criticism of the
amp; this is simply what you would find
yourself doing with any combo of this size.
The tone circuitry is admirable. The same
technology has been used on the 100 watt
Intermusic - in other words, within the
context of a small amp, the tonal variation
is considerable.

With everything wound up full the signal-
to-noise ratio becomes somewhat
noticeable, and in particular there is a dry
buzzing in the works - not treble hiss, but
emanating from the amplifier as a whole. I

don't seriously consider this a problem,
however. If you're simply practising on
your own it doesn't matter two hoots, and
few people will be practising with
everything on toll unless they are In sortie
garage trying to compete with a drum kit
and two 100 watt valve stacks).

Another of the many advantages with
the Imp is that loudness switch mentioned
earlier. What this does is to cut the volume
to a very quiet level whilst retaining the
tonal characteristics. If you wish to get an
overloaded sound all that's necessary is to
wind all three tone controls right up, and
then the volume, until the desired amount
of distortion is achieved. Gadzooks! You
won't have to buy a distortion unit now.

The headphone socket is another ex-
cellent notion, bearing in mind that this is
supposed to be a "rehearsal amp". The act
of plugging a set of 'phones into the socket
automatically cuts out the main speaker.
This means that you can damage your hear-
ing (and your headphones) without waking
up the baby!

I liked the Imp as soon as I clapped eyes
on it. It's possible to see immediately that
the thing is well built, but it also looks nice
- attractively, logically and simply design-
ed. The whole concept behind the amp is
very sound indeed, and it deserves to do
well - better, in fact, than its big brother,
which is competing at a far more crowded
end of the market. Readers continually ask
us to review cheaper gear, since not all of
them have a fortune to fling around. Well,
readers, here you are: I can only repeat my
opening remarks.



HET
HAMMOND B-200
When the show is you -
show off with the Hammond B-200

The B-200 . . . Another reason why most pros won't settle for anything
less than a Hammond. It features the famous 'Hammond Sound', copied
by many but achieved by none. The B-200 is devoted to professionals
who depend on superior performance and great sound. It's portable with
no sacrifice in features or tone of traditional Hammond Tonebar organs.
There's also a new, custom high powered Leslie Speaker, the model
HL 822, specially created for the B-200. The blending of the best,
Hammond and Leslie.

You know what Hammond have done for electronic organs .. play the
B-200 to know what Hammond can do for you.

See your Hammond Dealer - NOW.

HAMMOND ORGAN (UK) LIMITED
19 Denbigh Hall, Bletchley, Milton Keynes MK3 7QT
Telephone: Milton Keynes (STD 0908) 79561 39



CRUMAR
ORGANIZER T-1
Price: £599 inc. VAT

Reviewed by: Tom Stock

There aren't that many road organs
around at the moment (pause to duck as
manufacturers' letters to the contrary

come flying in!). The keyboard revolution
which saw the advent and acceptance by
gigging musicians of electric pianos,
clavinets, synthesisers, brass ensembles
and string machines somehow managed to
push the traditional organ to one side as
manufacturers tended to go overboard for
the synthesised sounds. Indeed, I know of
a couple of specialist 'keyboard' shops
which don't include organs amongst their
black and white ivoried stocks.

The reasons are pretty easy to unders-
tand, especially now that polyphonic syn-
ths seem with us to stay. Any polyphonic
synth worth its salt can synthesise an elec-
tronic organ accurately while offering a
whole pile of other effects all in the same
box - making the organ redundant. Some
players, however (viz. Rabbit Bundrick,
Keith Emerson and Jon Lord for example),
are as much organ freaks as anything else,
and as long as the peers of rock dictate
styles and sounds, budding musicians will
demand instruments with which to do the
same; which, somewhat tortuously, bring
me to the subject of this review, The
Crumar Organizer.

Starting therefore with the way the thing
looks, and points are high in the cosmetic
department. The organ is housed in a black
neo-flight case with its corners well pro-
tected and the top emblazoned with a
large, stenciled Crumar logo. The carrying
handle seems sturdy enough - and it has
to be for the Crumar is no lightweight brief-
case model. The top is secured by two dull
metal catches which do their job admirably.
Inside the picture continues to be painted
rosily. All the controls are placed on the
anodised black aluminium(?) front panel
and are therefore easy to reach.

From left to right the controls are: pitch
bending bar; volume, and then, in the
modulation section, controls marked Rate,
Vibrato and Tremolo. Next comes the
'sound' section. Push buttons with LEDs
are marked, under a preset general
heading, Drawbars, Preset 2, 3 and 4.
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Beneath them are the drawbars from 16' to
1'. The Percussion section is pretty com-
prehensive unlike many organs which only
offer 2nd and 3rd. harmonics for example.
The Crumar has Percussion controls for
each of the drawbar footages allowing for
very specific accentuation. Two drawbars
control the percussion volume and decay
time.

The final section deals with the Crumar's
speciality, the bass. The first four position
switch is labelled Off, Percussion, Sustain
and a second Off position. Alongside is a
three position switch controlling bass fot-
tages at 16', 8' and 4'. Four further rotary
control complete the picture: Decay,
Range, Resonance and Volume.

So the aesthetics over, what about the
organ itself? Generally it's excellent, allow-
ing Hammond like sounds to flow freely
through the speakers, admittedly without
the Hammond touch (mind you, also
without the Hammond price tag!) I found
the Modulation section rather over -
complex in that very few combinations are
actually usable. Admittedly the provision
of a facility to obtain a myriad of different
effects should not arbitrarily be dismissed,
but I suspect that the vast majority of users
will settle into a pattern of using just a cou-
ple of combinations. Below '3' on the Rate
control it sounds laboured and the best
combination seemed to be 4 on Rate and 4
on Vibrato - any faster and it starts to
sound very mechanical. The mentioned
combination does approximate to a Leslie,
but obviously cannot begin to imitate the
physical movement of sound. Rate and
Tremolo appear to work better together,
and I found that 'all the 4s' produced a very
effect.

The drawbars all worked smoothly with
just enough resistance to allow manual feel
of positions; the voices all sounded good
and well balanced. I must admit to finding
the Preset voices over simple. Preset 2, for
example, appears to be full 16', 51/3', and
8' which are the end three drawbars and
therefore extremely easy to obtain manual-
ly; similarly, Preset 3 seems to be full 16'

plus 1' on three or four - again a very easy
setting to arrive at manually. I couldn't find
Preset 4 but it is very close to maximum
drawbars, again a simple hand operation. I

would have liked to have seen the Preset
option being used to arrive at combinations
which both offer a satisfying voice and
which would be awkward to find manually in
the middle of a gig.

The Percussion section is exemplary
allowing for some extremely subtle effects
to be arrived at; my only complaint in this
section refers to the buttons themselves.
They're of the push in, push out variety and
the travel is so short that it's a problem,
especially in normal low lighting, to see ex-
actly which drawbars have percussion
working. LEDs are presumaly expensive,
but they would improve visual recognition
immeasurably. A final point is that the per-
cussion only works on an initial note; so if
you're holding a chord with the left hand,
you can only get percussive lead lines if you
remove the chord. This, of course, is com-
mon to virtually all organs, and not just the
Crumar, but all the same I think it would in-
crease the instrument's versatility.

Lastly, there's the special bass section
which, on balance, makes the Crumar a
particularly attractive proposition. The
keyboard splits from middle C downwards
and becomes a keyboard bass - the 16'
selection especially produces really deep
and crisp sounds, and with judicious use of
the range and resonance controls you can
finnd some neo-synthesised effects with
ringing decay and squashed attack. My on-
ly disappointment here lies in the fact it's
only monophonic.

So, overall, a good, versatile organ
which appears to be reliable and sturdy and
capable of withstanding some pretty hard
abuse (keyboard players by tradition aren't
the lightest -handed of human beings).
Criticism not withstanding, the Organizer is
highly recommended (it's the only pure
organ sold by the Birmingham Synthesiser
Centre where ex -Black Sabbath keyboard
player Gerald Woodroffe is in control)
especially at this price.



BUILT FOR THE
PROFESSIONAL MUSICIAN

PRO SERIES
VALVE AMPLIFICATION

HAND BUILT

MANSFIELD
Carlsbro Sound Centre, 182-4
Chesterfield North

SHEFFIELD
Carlsbro Sound Centre, 13 Birkley
Precinct.

* Valves throughout
* Hand wired tag boards
* A tone range that must surpass any other amplifier

Three gain controls allowing touch sensitive
sustain and distortion at any volume

* And they are powerful
LIVERPOOL
Spider Sound 1, 51 Whitechapei,
Liverpool 1.

WORTH ING
Broadway Music, 9 The Broadway,
Brighton Rd.

BRISTOL
Biggles Music, 85
Market

SWINDON
Swindon Music
Victoria Rd.

West St., Old

House, 22-23

Available from

LONDON
Chappell Er Co., 15 New Bond St.,
W1
Macari's, 102 Charing Cross Rd.,
WC2.

City of London Music, 17 Eldon St.,
E.C.2.

BIRMINGHAM
George Clay Music, 285-6 Broad
St.,

DONCASTER
Music Ground, 245 Station Road,
Dunscroft

LEICESTER
Supermouse Music, 233 Melton
Rd.

HEMEL HEMPSTEAD
Free Er Easy Music, 57 High St.

LEIGH -ON -SEA
Tim Gentle Music, 1420a London
Rd.

OXFORD
Free Et Easy Music, Chapel Way,
Botley Precinct

GUILDFORD
Anderson's Musical Instruments,
Stoke Fields

SOUTH WALES
Peter Noble Ltd., 11 Station Rd.,
Llanishen, Cardiff
Soundwave Music Centre, 51

Gwent Square, Cwmbran

BOURNEMOUTH
Coast Music Co., 296
Charminster Rd.

DUBLIN
Sound Gear, 24 South Richmond
St., Dublin 2

BELFAST
Baird Sound Systems, 10 Canning
St.

MANCHESTER
Music Market, 16 Shaws Rd.,
Altrincham

GLASGOW
William Thompson Et Sons, 97-103
West George St.

CARLISLE
J. P. Dias, 149-153 Botcher Gate

EASTBOURNE
Cass Music, 29 South St.

U.K. & European Enquiries to: BURMAN (Amplification)
Handyside Arcade, Percy Street, Newcastle-upon-Tyne NE1 4PZ (0632 610765)
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HOHNER CLA V/NET
PIANO DUO

Price: £772
Reviewed by:

Duncan Mackay

This is the best keyboard Hohner have
brought out since the introduction of
the original Clavinet nine years ago.

Having started with such a sweeping state-
ment, let me explain the machine. It is
basically the new Clavinet and Pianet T
combined on one keyboard, with infinite
variation on your choice of sounds. Hohner
have integrated them by installing the metal
reeds of the pianet behind the strings of the
clay and extending the lever of each key to
make contact with them.

Suction
This has changed the action slightly to

that of the original clay but if anything it's
an improvement as the keyboard now has
more bounce. I won't go into too much
detail about the mechanics of either instru-
ment, as the majority of players are aware
of the workings of these long-standing
classics. Let it suffice that the clavinet is
strung and the sound produced by striking
the strings, whilst the planet has metal

reeds with suction pads which release the
reed when the note is depressed.

Rocker
The machine itself looks very roadwor-

thy, all in black vinyl and metal. At each
end there's a foam rubber buffer which is
good protection and also stops it from
sliding off other keyboards etc. The metal
plate on the top is very heavy duty, designed
to prevent interference from anything
stacked on top of it. The controls of the
Duo are to the left of the keyboard, and as
follows: first, of course, the on/off Rocker
switch which has retained the tone and
pickup switches of the original clay. There
are separate slider volume controls for clay
and pianet which are recessed - just as
well as they seemed a little fragile.

The four -position keyboard selection
knob needs some explaining. You
can split the keyboard into bottom end
clavinet and top end pianet, vice versa, or
the bottom end pianet with both pianet and
clavinet at the top. Finally, on 'present',
you can mix your own combination of the
two over the entire keyboard.

Complaint
There are two other switches which work

in conjunction with a footswitch and alter
the tones of the instrument. These require
some experimentation, but are a good idea
for instant changes in live work when
you've got both hands on the keyboard.

That leaves the damper slider on the right
hand side as on the original clay. I got some
great effects by having the clay fully
damped together with the ringing tones of
the planet. My only complaint concerns the
layout of the switches; they should have
been in line with the keyboard to facilitate
sticking another keyboard on top, and
some of them aren't.

Input
On the back are separate outputs for

pianet, clavinet, and both together, so that
you can stereo the sound. There's an input
for the footswitch, and also for a 9 -volt
mains adaptor, although the battery is
easily accessible on the top of the Duo,
under a small flap. Even with all the extra
electronics involved the Duo was actually
quieter than my old clavinet - a great im-
provement as they've always been a little
noisy. With the lid on it's quite a heavy
keyboard to lug around - thank God for
the roadcrew!

Punchy
To sum up, Hohner have manufactured a

great new keyboard. It has given the clay
sound a lot more thickness, and the bottom
end with clay and pianet together is in-
credibly punchy. I'm definitely taking my
one on the road with me, and I don't doubt
that I'll only be one of many players to
utilise this keyboard as soon as they are in
the shops.

MAACK

WHAT'S HAPPENIN'?
BLACK MUSIC-THAT'S WHAT

SOUL/REGGAE/ NORTHERN /DISCO

BLUES/JAZZ. CHECK IT WEEKLY
IN THIS YAH MAG. 15p

ILK(
14-41-41(i)
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Pdweit Pacaed-

S !NG LSS
RANGE OF GAUGE SELECTION SETS

Reflecting today's taste in guitar strings
and available from your local music store.

SOLE MANUFACTURERS. JAMES HOW INDUSTRIES LIMITED 20 UPLAND ROAD, BEXLEYHEATH,
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LEMMY
OUT
"We were in
this dressing room" ...
Rock's definitive,
answer to Cadbury's
fruit and nut
case kept them
coming for GARY
COOPER.
Eventually they
got onto gear
as well ...

Despite his ferocious image Lemmy,
onetime stalwart of Hawkwind and
now singer, bass player and leader of

Motorhead, is a fabulous interview subject.
What was scheduled to be a half hour chat
about bass playing stretched over an hour
and a half as he unfolded his life -history,
telling stories with the wit and panache of a
Victorian big game hunter in a St. James
club.

Self-confessed speed -freak, and 'general
wild nutter', Lemmy has been around this
mad -house called the music business rather
longer than many would care to admit to.
Simply because it is such a nut -house it's
little short of a miracle that he's still here,
but he is and his presence in the music
business is all the more welcome because
he is one of the few genuine characters in a
field where contrived characters are ten a
penny. Lemmy is a legend already and, as
Motorhead rise inexorably in the public's
estimation, the stories about him continue
to grow. With a refreshing candour he ad-
mits that most of them are true but, for the
hell of it, let's hear what the man himself
says about his own origins.

"I started playing around 1959 in
Anglesey. I wasn't born there, I come from
Stoke but we moved to Wales when I was
about nine, so I suppose that makes me as
much Welsh as anything. What got me
started was good old Rock 'n Roll. As you
can imagine there was f*** all on the radio
in those days except for bloody Emile Ford
and the Checkmates, Rosemary Clooney
and Matt Monroe! Still, we had this local
cafe and I don't know who was responsible
for putting the records on the juke box but
he was some Rock 'n Roller. He had
everything, as soon as it was out. Of
course, once you've heard Chuck Berry
you're out there in the shop ordering his
records, and that's how I got started.
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"There was Carl Perkins, Ronnie
Hawkins, who was great, and I'm even old
enough" (he's 32, actually, hardly ancient!)
"to remember Charlie Gracie. He was really
great, the first guitar player to be recognis-
ed for his guitar playing. Mind you, he
wasn't very good, nobody was then! I

never got into Scotty Moore and his crowd.
I mean he was just part of the backing on
Elvis records and I didn't rate that much at
all. Did like James Burton though. That
break on 'Hello, Mary Lou' is incredible.

"A good thing about that period was the
weird instrumentals that were coming out
all the time. You had things like 'Teen -
Scene' by the Hunters, then there was
'Orange Blossom Special' which was
recorded in a front room! That was amaz-
ing, still one of the fastest things I've ever
heard. Then there was Little Richard, he
was always a big hero of mine, the first of
the wild nutters. That's what I've always
been, a wild nutter. It's a great tradition in
Rock 'n Roll!"

Having thoroughly absorbed his Rock

roots, Lemmy progressed his guitar playing
to a pitch where he felt capable of getting
his early bands together. At the time he still
hadn't cottoned -on to bass playing and was
stuck on rhythm guitar.

"Well, who thought of playing bass in
those days? I mean I wanted to be up there
at the front of the stage, posing. The bass
player was always second on the bill then I
wanted to pose ... I've always been a good
poser!" The famous Lemmy leer follows...

"The first band of any note that I was
ever in was the Rockin' Vicars but how I got
into that group was a bit of a f*****g funny
story. I'd been playing in this Manchester
band called the Motown Sect. I mean it
was around '65 at the time and you had to
play all this soul crap to survive. It was utter
shit and it wasn't what I wanted to do with
my life. Also at the time there were all these
really good bands coming up like the Action
and the Birds and that was what I wanted
to be playing. I mean those first three Birds
records are still my favourite three songs I
reckon. 'Leavin' Here' and 'No Good



Without You' are simply f*****g fantastic.
If they released them now nobody would
believe them they're so good.

"Anyway, as you can imagine, the
Motown Sect were a no-hopers band for
me. It was one of those scenes where we
were in and out of the back of a bloody
Dormobile and earning f*** -all, it was horri-
ble! Then I was down at the Oasis Club in
Manchester one night when the Vicars
were on and that was it, absolutely fan-
tastic, and I just had to get into that band!
You know what it was like then. This was
when the Mods were really in their hey -day,
all walking around in their three piece suits
with that carefully studied walk of theirs. I

mean I really fitted in well didn't I, with my
hair down to my arsehole and a filthy com-
bat jacket!" (At this juncture Lemmy does a
splendid impersonation of the Mod pose,
it's worth seeing!)

"Christ, they reckon Johnny Rotten in-
vented spitting. I was spitting on Mods
back in '64! So there were the Rockin'
Vicars and they were absolutely f*****g
huge up in Manchester and around there,
although they never sold any records and
never meant a bloody things down South.
It was crazy, we'd have 2,000 screaming
girls mobbing us every night, chasing you
with bloody pairs of scissors after locks of
your hair. If you haven't seen it you'd never
believe how mad all that scene really was. I
mean if you had your head together after a
gig you could guarantee picking up three or
four 'phone numbers scrawled in lipstick on
the van afterwards!

"I thought, 'right, this looks like fun' and
got talking to their roadie, telling him that I
was a guitar player and trying to worm my
way into the band: About two weeks later
I'm back in Wales and I get this call saying
that their lead guitarist had left and could I
play lead guitar. Could I f***! I hadn't a clue
but I wanted to be in the band so off I went.
They picked me up at the station in a car,
took me back to this huge great flat they
had with a garden and where everyone had
their own room. I mean I was f******g star-
ving at the time and this was luxury! We
rehearsed for about half an hour in the front
room and somehow I managed to blag
them into believing that I could play lead.
So, that night, we're off to a gig.

"Well, in those days, it was still the bit
where bands smashed their gear up on
stage and they gave me this Fender and
told me to lay into my gear with it at the end
of the set. I went f*****g mad! Rammed
the bloody thing through my speakers,
picked up another guitar, did the same with
that, got up on the piano at the side of the
stage, feedback everywhere! They were too
busy watching me go beserk to bother
listening to see whether I could play or not,
and I was in!

"All through that period I could never
really play. I had this old Marshall or WEM,
can't remember which and I'd just whack
my fuzz box up full and fly about all over
the neck. I'd have these little groups of peo-
ple at the front of the stage thinking I was
bloody fantastic. It was crazy really. Mind
you've I've never been a technician, I mean
Steve Howe's got a bloody lot to teach
me!"

Finally though, Lemmy left the Rockin'
Vicars and didn't re -appear in the public
gaze till he joined Sam Gopal and then,

some good while later, Hawkwind. In the
meantime he worked as a roadie/ humper
- for one James Marshall Hendrix!

"When I first came down to London I

knew just three people. One was Jon Lord
who was away at the time - I think he was
still with the Artwoods. Another was Ron
Wood who, by that time, had left the Birds
and was with Jeff Beck touring America.
The other guy I knew was a bloke called
Neville who was a roadie. I called him up
from The Ship in Wardour St. because I

didn't have anywhere else to go. Asked him
if he knew any cheap boarding houses and
he said that I should come round and stay
with him in his place in the Gloucester Rd.

"I managed to
blag them into
believing I could
play lead"

"I got there and found that he was shar-
ing the place with Noel Redding. Before
that he'd been roading with the Who but
now he was with Hendrix and I got a job
humping for him. All that time I was able to
watch Hendrix doing two shows a night
and it didn't cost me a penny! As far as I
was concerned he was it. I mean I'd always
admired the nutters and he was the syn-
thesis of it all. He had the wildness of Little
Richard and people like that but he could
also play. He was so bloody slinky with it.
There was a guy who could do summer-
saults, set fire to his hair and play guitar -
he was it!

"Shortly after I joined the crew we got on
this tour. You know what tours were like in
those days, loads of really big bands all
playing two sets a night up and down the
country in really weird places. This tour had
Jimi Hendrix co-starring with The original
Move and the Pink Floyd, while Syd Barrett
was still with them, just before he went
right over the top, then Amen Corner and a
few others. You just couldn't get a bill like
that these days, it was f*****g fantastic!

"Another thing was that people were
really mad then. I mean everyone was do-
ing really f*****g mad things. Like one
night we had to use the girl's cloakroom or
something to change in and blank blank"
(Lemmy names the guilty party here)
"found all these handbags that were left
there. He opened it up and laid this great
big turd in it. Can you imagine that girl on
the way home on the bus, fishing inside for
her purse, I mean, it was f*****g horrible!

"This tour was really crucial in that it was
about the time when everyone was chang-
ing over from being Mods to the whole
Flower Power thing. Like at the start of the
tour the Move were going on doing their
gangster bit in white suits, and halfway
through things started to get a bit weird
and they ended -up with all the frizzy hair.
then you had Floyd in their Granny Takes a
Trip trousers.

"As far as I could see most of the tour
was living on Acid by the end. Hendrix had
been given 100,000 tabs of Acid and they
were handing them round the road crew
like f*****g confetti. If you trip two days

running you don't do any work the second
day so we all thought right, if you can't trip
the second day we'll take two of those. So,
of course, it works, and by the end of the
tour we're doing ten tabs at a time! I mean
we were really flaming on Acid then! I've
got all these memories of running up stairs
and slamming the door and then being in
the room with three other people and see-
ing the door jump right out of the wall!"

In case this is beginning to sound like an
advertisement for living on dope, let me
add that Lemmy's appetite is renowned for
being prodigious, although he has long
since eschewed Acid. I asked him whether
or not he felt that whole scene caused too
many dope casualties.

"There were a lot, yeah. Syd Barrett was
the worst of them, a bloody fruit cake."

Again I voice the often aired opinion that
Syd was on the way in any case and that
maybe he was merely helped by the
chemicals.

"Yeah, I really believe that. But there
were a lot of non -casualties as well you
know. People just don't realise how many
people were overdoing it on drugs then.
People have climbed back out of really hor-
rible holes. Look at Clapton, he's o.k. now,
although I reckon his guitar playing has
been the real casualty.

"Eddie, our guitar player, is like Clapton's
greatest fan and he really wants to like what
he's doing now but he can't take it. Beck's
another one that's blown it for me. He ain't
doing any 'Shapes Of Things' now and
there's just no way that Beck could have
bettered that style. He's playing rubbish
now whereas before every note used to
shine. Now what's he doing - Funk!
Christ, who needs that? I don't, at least,
not from Jeff Beck, playing that toe-tapper-
rock-a-bollock shit, it's horrifying!

"I don't like all that soul based stuff, I

hate it, and Disco, well! I like white -pimply -
paranoid -speed -freak -city -fuck -up -rock -'n -
roll and that's what I always will like. People
have just forgotten now good British bands
of that era were. There was the Creation,
the Birds, the Action; all fantastic bands.
All they do now is dig -up the American crap
of the same period and totally ignore what
was happening over here. I mean the Crea-
tion were the first band to ever use a bowed
lead guitar, long before Page did it and
much better than Page at that.

"When I was in the Vicars we were with
Shel Talmy who also had the Creation. Just
for the record, by the way, his assistant
was Glyn Johns which shows where a lot
of the roots come from! We'd go into
Shel's office and there would be the Crea-
tion there. They were good lads but the
band had no real identity. Like the Birds, I

mean can you imagine Ronnie Wood with
his hair down to his arse, wearing a bloody
herringbone suit? Well, he did, wearing
that gear and leaping around playing a
Telecaster like he's never played it since.

"The Birds were a tragedy. The singer's
now a plumber's mate, and very happy with
it, Pete, the drummer, went to America to
live with his sister and Tony Monro became a
glazier's apprentice - he's probably well
glazed by now!"

"I stopped working for Hendrix at the
end of '67 when he went to Sweden for a
tour. Then I joined Sam Gopal but that
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LEMMY
didn't last long. After that I was out of work
for ages, f*****g around and generally ligg-
ing. You may have heard how I came to join
Hawkwind but, in case you haven't it's a
good story. Dik Mik left the band to go to
India and got as far as the Gloucester Road,
where I was living, before he ran out of
money. Then he met this chick that was liv-
ng at my place and moved in for three days
to, well ...We ended up doing a lot of pills
together and staying up for two weeks at a
time - I've always been a raving speed -
freak you see.

"When he went back to the band we
couldn't bear to break-up this wonderful
speed -freak brotherhood we'd found so he
spent all his time trying to get me into
Hawkwind. At the time their bass player
was turning out to be a right sod and I

could see I had a good chance of getting in.
In those days Hawkwind used to do a lot of
charity gigs and this bastard wouldn't
bother to turn up half the time. The thing is
that his bass did, though, because it was in
the van - and I was in the van, travelling
with Dik!

"The first gig I ever did with them was a
charity one in Powys Square of all places.
They'd set up in this children's playground
you see. The conversation went something
like, "Hey, where's Dave?" "Oh, he's not
here, man." "Oh, anyone play bass?" To
which Dik would say, 'well, as it happens
my mate here can play bass. Of course I

couldn't. I'd f*****g hated bass guitars for
years but this one was a Rickenbacker and I
could handle that neck. All the sudden I'm
up there with this bloody Rickenbacker and
Dave Brock says 'start playing in E'. A little
bit later, when I'm hammering it out, he
says, 'stop playing, make some noises'. It
all sort of carried on from there."

In fact it carried on for another five years
with Lemmy seeing the band through the
most successful part of their career, until
he was sacked for a series of outrages
which are, reportedly, connected with a
certain white chemical.

During that period Lemmy proved
himself, to my satisfaction at least, as the
most aggressive, driving bass player in the
country. At a time when Peace and Love
was sending more people to sleep than
Nembutal, Lemmy was playing his Ricken-
backer with such ferocity that he seemed,
much of time, to be the only really awake
member of the band. As far as I was con-
cerned he, Bruce and just a very few others
really knew what bass playing was about.

Regular readers will be wondering, by
now, where all the technical guff is. Well,
the wait's over but, once more, let's go
back to the roots and remember that Lem -
my started out with Rock 'n Roll rhythm
guitar - not bass.

"The first electric guitar I had was a
Hofner Club 50 and then I got a horrendous
thing called an EKO, it was silver glitter with
bloody push buttons on it. I got rid of that
and got myself a Harmony Meteor which
was amazing, then a Gibson 330 which I
traded in eventually, when I joined the
Rockin' Vicars, for a Telecaster. In the band
they had an old Jazzmaster which sort of
went with the job. It had a great sound but
a horrible neck so I took the Maple neck off
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my Telecaster and stuck that on the Jazz -
master which made it probably the fastest,
maybe the best, guitar I've ever had.

"When I left the Vicars I had to put the
neck back on my Tele and I held onto that
until I was in Sam Gopal where, instead of
paying us royalties, they gave us a guitar
each. I got this wonderful old Firebird 7 and
that was a f*****g wonderful guitar.
Mickey Finn had owned it before me and
he'd had it customised black with white
edging. Like a bloody fool I lent it to a friend
of mine who'd had his own guitar nicked
and he went and sold it and bought himself
a guitar with the money!

"I was out of work before I joined Hawk -
wind and started on bass and so I used to
borrow their old bass player's Rickenbacker
and after that I bought myself a German
bass called a Hopf. It was supposed to be a
copy of an EBO but it wasn't really. Actual-
ly it wasn't a bad old box but I had that
nicked and so I bought myself the Ricken-
backer bass that I'm using now.

"That's got a fierce monster f*****g
sound! It was an old mono one with one
pickup on it. I put a Thunderbird pickup
where the bass one is on modern 4001's
and that is the best bass pickup I've ever
heard. Recently I bought a new 4001 as a
spare and the comparison between the two
guitars is amazing, the power of the new
one is nothing like the old one and the neck
is nowhere as good either.

"But I've done a hell of a lot to the
original Rickenbacker. When I had it it was
a sort of ghastly pink colour and so I had it
stripped and for two years I was playing it
without any varnish. Eventually so much
sweat went into the natural wood that it
turned black, looked like I'd vomited
something horrible down it! Because of
that I had it sanded down and varnished
over the plain wood. That's all it's got, just
a few coats of plain varnish.

"Possibly because of all the sweat the
treble pickup has burned out and it really is
getting into a bit of state now. The finger-
board's coming away from the neck, up by
the head, and there's a sodding great hole
in the neck by the seventh fret where I tend
to hold a lot of chords and where one of my
rings has battered away this great space. I

really needed a spare but I'm looking for an
old Thunderbird pickup to make the new
one sound like my original.

"Having started out as a guitarist I can't
stand most bass guitar necks, they feel like
three trunks. You can stick Fenders, they're
awful for me, and EBO's and EB3's are just
as bad. The only bass other than the
Rickenbacker that I ever thought had a de-
cent neck was the old Framus but the neck
was too thin and much to weak to stand up
to the strain."

Having actually owned a Framus Star
Bass in the mid sixties myself, and having
had my own one fall in half when the neck
broke, I took Lemmy's point about it.

He was actually kind enough to let me try
the two Rickenbackers side by side and
form my own opinion about the difference.
The neck on the mono is certainly superior
to that on the new one and, as he says,
there is no comparison between the sound
of the 4001's stereo pickups and that of the
Thunderbird. All round the old Ricky is just
about the easiest bass I've ever played
although Lemmy sets his medium gauge

Rotosound wirewounds quite high com-
pared to some.

The hole in the neck is remarkable and
the fact that the bass has been used for
several years without a re -fret means that
the frets are almost non-existent in places.
Where the fingerboard and neck are
separating (by the first three frets on the
top) is just about where early Ricky's are
reputed to go, and it looks like, love the
guitar as he might, Lemmy will soon have
to part with it or at least have it thoroughly
re -furbished and then, one wonders, will it
ever sound the same? The metalwork is
totally rusted away and the inside of the tre-
ble pickup seems to be solid rust. It's a

s

venerable guitar and I can see how he can't
bear to part company from it.

"Yeah, I love that f*****g guitar. You
wouldn't get it off me with a team of
horses!"

I enquire as to how Lemmy found his en-
forced changeover from guitar to bass.

"Oh, like a chip to oil, really easy! I

should have been playing it all along. I was
never much of a guitar player but I know
I'm a bloody good bass guitarist." Like
many guitarists turned bass players, Lem -
my uses a pick.

"That's made me very fast because I use
up and down strokes not just down strokes
like some people do. I know that playing
with a pick is supposed to be a limitation
but I just can't get over the legacy of being
a guitarist. I can see that people like Entwis-
tle can do it by playing with their fingers but
I can't. I probably play too much really. Cer-
tainly I play too quickly but I use such a top-
py sound that it cuts right through and
sounds good. I've tried all sorts of strings,
Fender, Gibson, most of them, but nothing
is as good as Rotosound, for me, they're
the best strings in the World and they don't
endorse me or anything, I just mean it."

Possibly Lemmy's gift to the world of
bass playing is his ability to kick a band
right up the backside and propel it into
supercharged action. The key to that driv-
ing rhythm (listen to it on their follow-up
single to Louie Louie) is his use of bass
chords, predominantly and E shape held at
the seventh fret on the A, D and G strings,
using the open E as a drone.

"I tend to use that open E a lot and use
the others for a chord or a riff, it's pretty



"We'll
just
get
better
at doing
it"

unconventional I know but it sounds good
doesn't it?"

Amps are, yes, you guessed it, Marshall
100's, two of them running through a Mar-
shall 4 x 12 cab (an ancient one! and a Mar-
shall 4x15, "Which Jim Marshall is suppos-
ed to have built for his son and which I

bought in Marshall's Ealing shop." I

wondered whether he ever used any effects
units.

"Yeah, eight knackered speakers! Them
and a combination of Special Brew and
Speed!"

Talk turns to favourite bass players.
"Well, Entwistle's the best and another was
Hendrix. I've always liked the parts he
wrote and got Noel Redding to play. You
knew he did that, didn't you? Really used to
piss Noel off it did. And then, on the live
tracks on Electric Landlady" (No, that's not
a misprint!! "He had Jack Cassidy playing
with him and Stevie Winwood on organ.
Hendrix was a great bass player as well as a
guitarist. I always wanted one of those
eight string Hagstroms he used. Only ever
saw two. One was his, the other was
Noel's, I'd love one of those, it'd really drive
things along!"

There is, Lemmy insists, no possibility of
either him or Motorhead 'Going all artistic'.
"Too many bands don't believe the crap
they're playing, they just persuade
themselves that they've got to 'progress',
whatever that means and turn out a load of
old rubbish. I'll always play Rock 'n Roll,
we'll just get better at doing it."

And, no doubt, he'll go on amassing
experiences and style which make him not
only a considerably fine player but one of
the few genuine musical heroes of our time.

Super Swede
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240 Tolworth Rise South, Tolworth, Surbiton, Surrey. tel : 330-3709

Send today for your
full -colour catalogue
and discount price list

on this superb range of
acoustic guitars.

Prices start as low as £44.95 Write today!!

YAMAHA
The new full -colour
catalogue on
YAMAHA DRUMS
is now available from
Simon King's

Send for your copy today and you will receive the
complete Yamaha catalogue as well, all completely
free of charge. Both Simon King Stores carry a
wide range of YAMAHA Guitars, Amplifiers and

/ rums - come and see for yourself!

:ke,swow,:o0MIM

15 New Market Square, Basingstoke, Hampshire. tel : Bastk. 3870

VSMINIENNeku*

AT LAST - We're proud
to announce that our
super new Music Store
has opened in Basingstoke.

This new showroom gives
us more space than ever
before.
We can now display a
tremendous range of
musical equipment.

Come and see our huge
stock of guitars by....
EKO, YAMAHA,
IBANEZ, AVON,
RICKENBACKER,
FENDER, GUILD
MUSIC MAN and
SHAFTESBURY.

Drums & Cymbals from....
PREMIER, MAXWIN,
LUDWIG, OLYMPIC,
YAMAHA, ROGERS,
PAISTE & Z I LDJIAN.

Amplifiers from....
FENDER, ORANGE,
CUSTOM SOUND,
MARSHALL, ROOST,
INTERMUSIC, MM Etc.

OPEN 9.30 to 5.30MONDAY
to SATURDAY

Tol worth branch
closed all dayTUESDAYS

Basingstoke
branch closed all dayTHURSDAYS



simon King music
240 TOLANORTH

RISE SOUTH

TOLWORTV-A,
SURREY.

Tele:01330
3709

15 NEW MARKET
SQUARE,

BASINGSTOKE,
HANTS.

Tele: Basingstoke
3870
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The Fender Discount Centre

FENDER GUITARS
MUSICMASTER, Rosewood neck £109
BRONCO, Rosewood neck £135
MUSTANG, Rosewood neck £142
MUSTANG, Maple neck £159
TELECASTER, Standard, Rosewood neck £215
TELECASTER, Maple neck £235
TELECASTER CUSTOM, Rosewood neck £235
TELECASTER CUSTOM, Maple neck £255
TELECASTER DELUXE, Maple neck £282
STRATOCASTER, Rosewood neck £239
STRATOCASTER, Maple neck £259
STRATOCASTER, Rosewood neck & tremelo £265
STRATOCASTER, Maple neck & tremelo £285
FENDER BASSES
MUSICMASTER BASS, Rosewood neck £ 99
MUSTANG BASS, Rosewood neck £152
MUSTANG BASS, Maple neck £169
PRECISION BASS, Rosewood neck £225
PRECISION BASS, Maple neck £244
JAZZ BASS, Rosewood neck £265
JAZZ BASS, Maple neck £285
FENDER AMPLIFIERS
FENDER CHAMP £ 69
FENDER VIBRO-CHAMP £ 74
FENDER PRO-REVERB £253
FENDER TWIN REVERB £315

FENDER GIG BAGS
SHOULDER BAG (post free) £4.25
HOLD -ALL (post free) £7.65

SOLID CASES for Guitars and Basses are
available at £29.50 each

MUSICMASTER & BRONCO
cP° guitars are only available in

black or white. All other Fender
guitars are available in Black,
White, Natural, Sunburst or
Blonde.

For mail order delivery on all
on all Fender guitars
and amps add £5



See the Yamaha breed at Woodroffes.

°YAMAHA



Secrets to
be shared

SANTANA
INNER SECRETS
CBS 86075
Accepting that I work from the
basic premise (for the sake of
argument) that most Santana
albums are vital, permit me to
assure you on two apparently
contradictory points. One: Inner
Secrets is a monster of poise
and style. Two: a lot of people
will see it as a further betrayal of
their sharp -edged instrumental
charisma in favour of watered
down soul and MOR.

It succeeds where Festival, by
comparison, stumbled, in blen-
ding these two major facets of
their music to the ultimate
degree. Love Story tracks un-
wind like mothers as Carlos goes
berserk, rock n' roll tracks
feature singing from Greg
Walker which most of the slick
black acts would trade a

wheelbarrow full of sequins to
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use in their performances.
Above all, it comes across as
Class.

Dealer, the first track, co -
written by Jim Capaldi and the
Guvnor, encapsulates this
supreme Jekyll and Hyde
feeling. The Capaldi melody is
typical, easy and melodic until
Carlos cuts it to pieces with a
brief, merciless rehash of his
Zulu solo. Well All Right, on side
two, has always been there for
the picking, and gets the
prescribed Santana treatment,
but what is Carlos doing out-
classic-ing Jimmy Page with
those note bending left hand
runs? What, even more per-
tinently, is he doing leading the
band into the nearest they'll
ever come to a basic heavy
metal riff /progression on Open
Invitation? - never mind the
guitar sound in the middle,
which should be in a cage
having lumps of raw meat lob-
bed at it.

But Beauty partners the
Beast. Elsewhere, the so-called
decline of Santana evolves into
a tight little hold -all of melody,
funk and soul. Chris Rhyne, in
place of Tom Coster on
keyboards, underlines the dif-
ference between their con-
tributions to good effect on his
funky clavinet-sounding base
for Move On. Coster was the all-
round Maestro; Rhyne is the
decorative setter -upper. But

Move On does move on. Instead
of settling into a comfortable
Par -tee, dig y'all' groove, it win-
ds every few bars into slow sec-
tions and back again before,
inevitably, Carlos hits his high
notes and stays there.

The rest of the album,
basically, won't appeal to old -
school Santana persuits, as Greg
Walker's rich voice puts paid to
the full-blooded instrumentals of
yesteryear. One Chain, with a
little walking bass as a sideline
- Soul. It could have been
done by any slick black act but it
hasn't; it's been done by San-
tana, and they throw in a little
bongo banging to prove it. Stor-
my - call that Soul as well. I

call it a lovely song with gentle
vocals and a simple melody. Life

Santana's guitar: the beast uncaged

Is A Lady/ Holiday - more
Soul; Focus on a lyrical day
would have been happy with
this one. The Facts Of Love
Soul or funk or both.

I love it all, top to toe, and
would much prefer to describe
the vaunted decline as a smooth
progression into an era of real
style and maturity. C.S.

DAVID BOWIE
STAGE
RCA PL 0291312/
It seemed unlikely that any live
album could capture the all-
round excellence of David's
world tour earlier this year, but
producer Tony Visconti has out-
done himself in making a studio -
quality recording from live tapes
of (I believe) the American leg of
the tour. Side One features
material from the Ziggy Star-
dust/Aladdin Sane/ Diamond
Dogs era, a period musically less
satisfying than the more recent
developments from Young
Americans onwards; songs
about rock'n'roll stars, even if
written from bitter personal ex-
perience, are of limited interest
to anyone with half a brain, or

I
even a whole brain.

The album does not quite
follow the sequence of the live
show, which began with what is
here Side Three, and continued
with Side Four, followed after
the interval by Side One and en-
cored with Side Two (though
my personal favourite, Stay,
fails to put in an appearance).
Station To Station begins with a
fine train imitation from syn-
thesist Roger Powell (on loan
from Todd Rundgren), pursued
closely by a hard, crisp, snortin'
Fame. It's a track which must be
played as loud as you can
possibly get away with, as the
pumping rhythm section of
Carlos Alomar on guitar, George
Murray on bass and Dennis
Davis on drums propel this beast
forward in suitably demonic
fashion. I have a feeling that the
band was even tighter and har-
der by the time they reached
England - TVC15 just fails to
come across with the requisite
degree of attack. At Earl's Court
it just about took the roof off.

The third side is in marked
contrast. The tracks are all from
Bowie's last -but -one studio
release, Low, and closely reflect
the sadness of that album, since
the tunes are played just about
note for note. It was a gloomy
way to open a gig, but chillingly
effective, Simon House's jittery
violin providing just the right
amount of edge. The standard
of musicianship continues at
this high level throughout;
Adrian Belew's lead guitar is
quite frighteningly agile, and on
the rare occasions where he is
allowed to stretch out, ram-
pages like the proverbial wild
beast. Restraint is the watch-
word, however - no jammin'
in de name of de lawd here. And
indeed it would have been
foolish to attempt anything too
experimental in the context of a
seven -piece band.

Stage is an exceptionally fine
live album, reflecting several
phases of Bowie's musical
career to date. And yet because
the emphasis is on the more
recent material, you may feel a
trifle miffed at having to buy the
tracks again. I think it's worth it,
but then I got my copy for
nothing, heh heh. P.D.



NEIL YOUNG
COMES A TIME
REPRISE K 54099

It's difficult to review this
album: it's an established office
joke, you see, that I still hold the
Woodstock season ticket.
Giggles behind cupped hands
erupt when anything resembling
West Coast comes in with the
morning mail. Fortunately, for
me, Neil Young albums are few
and far between. Neil isn't the
most prolific writer of the
decade, and for the last six
years I've been saying that one
day he'll equal the standard of
After the Goldrush or Harvest;
the potential is always there,
and always he just falls short of
it. Zuma was good, close;
American Stars and Bars was
good as well. Now we have
Comes A Time.

We've been waiting a long
time - the album itself had
been delayed for months for a
multitude of reasons. Some of
the songs are a couple of years
old already. So what is it he's
done this time?

Eight years ago I was living in
the mandatory flat on the
second floor of a decaying Vic-
torian town house in West Ken-
sington, ten minutes walk from
Ken Market and Earls Court. Af-
ter the Goldrush was the most
significant West Coast album of
the year. Never would it be bet-
tered, thought I. Now, eight
years on, circumstances have
changed. I listen to Comes A
Time in a house in the country
surrounded by the trappings of
material success. Kensington is
just a hash -filled memory.
Comes A Time is the best West
Coast album I've received this
year. It's probably Young's best.
If one takes Neil Young as being
the foremost exponent of the
West Coast rock Art, then it
could be the best West Coast
Album ever. That's probably
over the top - some say give
Tom a bottle of San Francisco
air and he's more stoned than
Keith Richard on the Old Grey
Whistle Test. May be.

Comes A Time is Neil Young
at his plaintive best, admirably
aided by a young lady called
Nicolette Larson on vocals. I

won't say anymore Comes A
time is West Coast. It will win
no friends from any other camp.
It'll only earn lovers from com-
mitted devotees. That's me.

T.S

GAP MANGIONE
SUITE LADY
A&M AMLH 64694

Gap? What sort of a name is
that? Does it indicate anything
about his front teeth or lack of
same? No, for Gap smiles cheer-
fully from small photographs on
both the front and back of the
sleeve, revealing a perfectly for-
med set of canines, molars,
grinders and incisors. The fact
that his surname is Mangione
(pronounced Man-jee-o-nee)
tells us that he is the brother of
Chuck the flugelhornist, who
records for the same label. The
music too is similar, a relaxed
mixture of what has become
known as Hip Easy Listening, so
popular on American FM radio
stations out west. Radio 2 with a
funky beat an' a coupla hip
changes.

I'm being perfectly horrid to
Gap, of course. He is an ac-
complished keyboardman and
has assembled the cream of
L.A. session men for his album:
men like Crusader "Pops" Pop -
well, ex -Crusader Larry Carlton,
the Porcaro brothers (Jeff, Mike
and Joe) on percussion and
bass and Chuck Findley on
trumpets. The production,
engineering and mixing were all
performed with taste and skill by
the indefatigable Mr. Carlton,
whose brother Steve helped out
at the controls.

A quick run through the
tracks reveals the struttin'
Mellow Out! at the beginning of
the first side, the brothers Por-
cano humping and pumping
with vigour behind Gap's frisky
ARP soloist synthesizer. Ex-
cellent! The tune is inaccurately
titled, however, since it puts you
in a mood to party. It's the other
tracks which make you want to
"mellow out". The next track is
a prime example, in which we
find Gap switching to electric
piano, and the next too, where
he swivels once more on his
stool to lay fingers on the grand
(piano, not dollars). He is a bit of

a cocktail lounge player, full of
rippled arpeggios, flashing
smiles and a smart tuxedo. The
last number on this side jars on
the ear. Harmonica and ARP
Soloist do not go well together.

The second side is better.
There's a little more tension in
the music which saves it from
the awful curse of blandness.
King Snake has a nice moody
guitar theme from Larry on top
of pleasantly atmospheric string
and brass arrangements (also by
the ubiquitous Carlton). But the
real eye opener comes when
Gap mellows out on grand, both
here and on the subsequent title
track. He is a sensitive, tasteful
player, with the edge on others
of his ilk. Lend him your ears.

P.D.

FRANK ZAPPA
STUDIO TAN
DISCREET K59210

Folks, it's time to heave an
enormous sigh and cast our
minds back to times long gone.
In those days Frank was an op-
timistic, wide-eyed young cynic
with all the world at his feet. In
1966 he provided us with Freak
Out! - an album so shocking in
the year of Revolver that it only
sold to those with warped minds.
In 1967 he went further. He
gave us We're In It For The
Money. Frank was so hip back
then. He hated hippies before
Johnny Rotten was even born.

Many many albums later,
there's this - presumably one
of the several that have been
delayed by record company
politics during the last two
years. Maybe this one ought to
have been kept in the vaults for
release after Zappa's demise. Or
maybe I'm going too far. Cer-
tainly I was hoping for music of
a higher quality than that found
on his live double Zappa In New
York; it's just that Studio Tan
lacks the old excitement.
Twelve years ago he was saying
things that no-one dared say.
He continued to shock right
through '71 with Live At The
Fillmore and '75 with Overnite
Sensation. The music was fresh
and stimulating; the cynicism
we had caught up with by then,
so it was funny without being
shocking. Ho hum. What has he

got left to say?
The disappointment of Studio

Tan is that so much of it is
walking over well -trod territory;
we are assailed by the appalling
realization that we've heard all
this stuff before - the sneering
voice-over, the funny noises,
the bizarre chord changes, the
morass of musical styles. He's
always been one for quoting
himself, and sure enough we
hear snatches of Weasels Rip-
ped My Flesh and Just Another
Band From L.A.

The album consists of two
long pieces. Side One is taken
up with the story of Greggery
Peccary, during which Frank
snipes at the fashion industry,
drug -taking hippies, white-collar
workers zzzzzzzzzzzzzz.
Personally I like a good tune.
Greggery Peccary had very little
in the way of good tunes; it's
jerky and erratic and is marred
by Zappa's commentary, which
is simply not funny. His com-
mentaries on Zappa In New
York weren't very funny either.

Side Two consists of Let Me
Take You To The Beach,
Revised Music For Guitar And
Low Budget Orchestra and
Redunzl. This is marginally more
coherent and can be listened to
without causing boredom and
irritation in the listener. But all
this is a long way short of what
we would have expected of
Frank two years ago. He's made
duffers before: 200 Motels was a
bore both on record and on film,
but we could forgive him that.
Two poor albums in a row,
however, are bad news from a
man who has rightly been hailed
as a genius. Is he such a genius
that it's beneath him to credit
any of the musicians who played
on this record? P . D.

THE BIG WHEELS OF
MOTOWN
VARIOUS ARTISTS
EMTV 12

The golden tracks from the
golden years by the obvious
selection of Motown's bluest
eyed boys and girls - a wealth
of history and top notch back
catalogue, vital for anybody
who believes it is possible to fit a
whole era on two sides of disc.
From Marvin Gaye; I Heard It
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Through The Grapevine and
Too Busy Thinking About My
Baby: from Smokey Robinson
and the Miracles; The Tears Of
A Clown and The Tracks Of My
Tears: from Mary Wells; My
Guy: from the Four Tops; I

Can't Help Myself and Reach
Out, I'll Be There: from the
Temptations; Get Ready: from
Diana Ross; I'm Still Waiting,
I'm Gonna Make You Love Me
and Where Did Our Love Go:
from the Jackson 5; I Want You
Back: from Martha Reeves and
the Vandellas; Jimmy Mack and
Dancing In The Street: from
Stevie Wonder; Yester-Me,
Yester-You, Yester-Day and For
Once In My Life: from the
Supremes; Stoned Love: from
Gladys Knight and the Pips;
Help Me Make It Through The
Night: from Jimmy Ruffin;
What Becomes Of The Broken
Hearted: and from the Isleys;
This Old Heart Of Mine (Is Weak
For You). There's absolutely
nothing you can add to a list like
that. Get it and remind
yourselves what you should
have been humming for the last
fourteen years.

C.S.

THE BEACH BOYS
M.I.U. ALBUM
REPRISE K54102

Hello? What year is it? 'Been
asleep for a while, you know?
Someone's just planted this little
record on me turntable and told
me to guess who it is. Well, it's
the Beach Boys in'tit? Know
what I mean? Like the Beach
Boys, surfing and sixties an' all
that. But, hang on a minute, it
can't be! I've been reading all
these reviews wot say it's rub-
bish. Wot say it's ...never mind
them. Here follows the definitive
Beach Boys M.I.U. review from
the geezer wot ripped off their
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last corporate effort (The Beach
Boys Love You): after my
review of that record I must 'ave
been the only fella in the God-
damn world that they didn't
love!

The M.I.U. Album (Maharishi
International University) is like
yer vintage Beach Boys - know
wot I mean? Like surfing, lollop -
ping rhythms, Hollies originals,
five part harmonies, bass lead
vocals, answer -back sopranos.
"I wanna go surfing where I dig
it the most." Well fellow
freakies, wot can a west coast
man say? This is the Beach Boys
in their full glory.

I don't want anyone to tell me
what the Maharishi In-
ternational University is. I don't
want to hear the context of this
superlative late seventies sixties
excellence. I don't give a pound
and a half of monkey's ex-
crement why the Boys should
be singing Peggy Sue in
1978. It's not relevant. This is a
glorious out of time record,
take -you -back record, know all
the songs after one listen record
a play it again record, a the old
lady likes it record, a come back
from the pub and what do I put
on record.

Every single track is vintage
Beach Boys - like they've
thrown Holland away, like the
heaviness which pervaded the
Beach Boys Love You has been
steamrollered flat in favour of
enjoyment. Now, for you
younger ones, let's put this in
context. There's nothing here to
blow the cobwebs out of the
present rock'n roll scene. These
are, if you like, the cobwebs
themselves. But the spiders are
that big, that fearsome, that in-
fecting, that if you land on the
web and start gyrating to
challenge the owner he's just
going to eat you up, disgorge
you throw you away.

The Beach Boys once took
popular rock music, doused it in
California sun and pacific
seawater and defied anyone to
change it. Believe me, they've
done it all over again sixteen
years on. That's significant.
Sweet sixteen years on. T.S.

10cc
BLOODY TOURISTS
MERCURY 9102 503

Whammo! (Nice punchy
word to begin a review with,
and why not). It's a great relief
to be able to say something
positive about 10cc these days,
after the rather desperate studio
album of last year and the so-so
live album in between that and
this. Something has happened
to the band to boost their self-
confidence. Maybe it was sales:
Deceptive Bands, despite its
uninspired contents and a

universal thumbs -down from
the critics (my humble self in-
cluded), sold steadily for mon-
ths, as did Live And Let Live.
Any band feeling hard done by
can always cheer itself up by
counting the money in the till.
And money is an accurate
reflection of popularity in this
business. Who cares what a few
London -based hacks think? If
t'poonters like it, lad, tha'd bet-
ter shuroop.

So what have we here? Why,
a platter bursting with melody
- but more important, the
melodies sound as though they
wanted to be written. The tunes
on Deceptive Bands sounded
like they were written on the
train on the way to the recording
studio. The other important
thing is that, although Eric
Stewart and Graham Goulden
have written or had a hand in
every track, three of them boast
contributions from Messrs. Rick
Fenn (guitar), Stuart Tosh (per-
cussion) and Duncan MacKay
(keyboards). At last the band is
becoming a band again, as op-
posed to Eric, Graham and the
rest.

Bloody Tourists had to be in-
teresting in any case, following
the remarkable but ultimately
off-putting Godley/ Creme of-
fering of a few months
back ("L"). Everyone is already
familiar with Dreadlock Holiday,
so let us pass quickly on to For
You And I, a mellow love -song
featuring some splended
keyboard from Eric and Rick,
followed by Take These Chains;
when one day they are looking
for the quintessential pop song,
this could be a candidate -
every hook in the book, and
note the Bolan -style rhythm
guitar. Shock On The Tube is
better yet, and as good as
anything on Sheet Music or
How Dare You.

10cc have gone back (or for-
ward) to what they always did
best: Bloody Tourists is an
album chock full o' singles,
twelve shortish tracks that
haven't got time to outstay their
welcome, and therefore deliver
the message fast and move on.
Lyrically too, the old bite is
back. The Anonymous Alcoholic
is a cautionary tale told with wit

and economy, the music
changing rhythm in time with
the story - from frenzied disco
drumming to tired, loping,
homeward -bound blues. Reds
In My Bed (we've just flipped
the record over states its case
quietly, without rhetoric. Life
Line is a Gouldman composition
about telephones - again
beautifully understated, whilst
Eric's Tokyo suffers from cliched
lyrics - it gets away with it by
virtue of a good melody and a
subtle arrangement. Old Mister
Time features an outrageous
Fenn guitar break and so
on You might have reservations
about certain aspects of certain
tracks, but such is the nature if
this album that there's
something worth hearing in all
of them.

From Rochdale To Ocho Rios
is that rare beast, an on-the-
road-with-a-rock'n'roll-band
song written with humour and in-
telligence. The theme of the
album becomes clear; the
Bloody Tourists are 10cc, and
they have recorded an entire
album about being away from
home, suffering from disorien-
tation, getting glimpses of
exotic places, wishing they were
back with the wife and kids, or
down at the boozer in Rochdale
or Dorking. Pop stars miss that
sort of thing.

SHORT CUTS
BLUE OYSTER CULT
SOME ENCHANTED
EVENING
CBS 86074

A much more compact and
vital live set from Noo Yawk
headbangers supreme Blue
Oyster Cult than their live
double On Your Feet, On Your
Knees. There is very little in the
way of fillers here. Don't Fear
The Reaper, their one big hit, is
included, and all the other tracks
give the best possible im-
pression of an evening out with
the Cult; a faithful version of
Godzilla's leaden riffing, the rab-
ble rousing R.U. Ready 2 Rock
(both highlights from Spectres)
and ETI, Astonomy, Kick Out
The Jams and We Gotta Get
Out Of This Place. If you insist
on having one Blue Oyster Cult
platter, this is the one.

IAN GOMM
SUMMER HOLIDAY
ALBION ALBG 100

He was the fella in Brinsley
Schwarz with the red beard and
the rhythm guitar. This album
sounds like the B-side of Nick
Lowe's Jesus Of Cool, I'm af-



raid. All the ingredients of dan-
ceable rhythms, nice tunes and
undemanding lyrics are there,
but the result is that it sounds
like an album designed by a
committee. Production is by the
tried and tested team of Martin
Rushent and engineer Alan Win-
stanley, so it must be Ian's fault.
A possible direction to pursue if
he is to get out from under the
shadow of Basher is to be found
in the soft -rock numbers
Chicken Run and the nicely
arranged Beatles tune You Can't
Do That.

FABULOUS POODLES
UNSUITABLE
PYE NSPH 25

Unsuitable because
unremarkable. Forgetable music
from an eminently forgetable
foursome of piss -takers. Jokes
about people dying in car ac-
cidents. Smutty little jokes
about convent girls and porn
photographers. Tittering,
smirking, behind -the -hand
humour that isn't actually funny
at all. They ought to be writing
scripts for ITV.

PETER TOSH
BUSH DOCTOR
ROLLING STONES CUN
39109

Is A Bush Doctor anything
like a Tree Surgeon? Both very
roots orientated, I suppose, and
Tosh is nothing if not roots,
since he was one of the original
Wailers. Reggae is very
fashionable these days, hence
there is big money in it, and
hence the production standards
are high. This album has the ad-
ded pulling power of
Mick'n'Keef's participation on
three tracks. Tosh has a good
melodic sense, and the songs on
this album are not as overtly
political as a lot of reggae, thank
the Lord. He also has his
economics together: Legalise
Marijuana Down here in
Jamaica. It can build up a failing
economy/Eliminate the slavish
mentality. I'll, er, drink to that.

TOMMY JAMES Er THE
SHONDELLS
20 GENUINE U.S. CHART -
BUSTERS
PYE NSPL 28260

Who could ever forget that
timeless refrain Oooh ah luv ya
Mony, Mo-mo-mony. That
song, Mony Mony, was one of
the great bubblegum hits of all
time, surfacing in the midst of
Crazy Elephant, Ohio Express,
etc. like a colossus amongst
pygmies. Additional delights to

be found on this compilation in-
clude the indispensable My
Baby Does The Hanky Panky
and Do Something To Me, all
replete with the sounds of a
party in progress (hand -claps,
whooping, corks popping). Pop
music of a high calibre, even
down to a rather long version of
the whining mini -hit Crimson Et
Clover.

THE BEST OF THE
SWINGING BLUE JEANS
EMI NUT 15

The Blue Jeans had only two
monster hits - Hippy Hippy
Shake and You're No Good,
both of which are so Liver-
pudlian as to bring the tears to
your eyes, the beat boom in-
carnate. Hence side one runs
through Good Golly Miss Molly,
Long Tall Sally, Tutti Frutti,
Lawdy Miss Clawdy ... well,
you get the general idea. Un-
pretentious Cavern Club rockin',
button-down collars, knitted
ties, winklepicker shoes - the
lot. If they'd had the material
they might have attained greater
status than they did. This album
is the latest in an intriguing
series from EMI - what other
treasures do they have locked in
the vaults at Manchester
Square?

and the best of the rest . . .

As if Neil Young and the
Beach Boys wasn't enough,
Stephen Stills has come up
with a new album,Thoroughfare
Gap. From a little further east,
Chicago have made their first
album with new guitarist Donnie
Dacus in place of Terry Kath.
His lively guitar playing con-
tributes to one of the band's
best albums and it is the first
apart from their debut Chicago
Transit Authority all those years
ago which has a title instead of a
number, Hot Streets. On the
rock'n roll/ rockability front,
Crazy Cavan 'n' The Rhythm
Rockers have re-released their
first album Crazy Rhythm from
1975, while oldtimer but good -
timer Carl Mann has come up
with Gonna Rock 'n' Roll
Tonight - one side live and one
side studio. Country, rock n' roll
and rockability all rolled into one
and tasty to boot.

Four layered bad news of the
month has got to be the Kiss
solo albums. The guitarists just
about scrape by, the drummer is
very bad news indeed, and the
whole idea of banging about all
four albums with identical
sleeves on the same day in-
dicates the depths to which
American marketing has sunk.
Yikes!
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HE PS500 SLAVE AMP -A MAJOR BREAKTHROUG

N HIGH POWER AMPLIFICATION

500 WATTS -£235.00

H

HE 4 WAY THEATRE SYSTEM

SP 4

PIEZO ARRAY

£66.00

HF 100 WATT

HORN UNIT

£160.00

LM 2122x12'

80 WATT

RAM DRIVERS

£123.00

LF 15

BASS BIN

150 WATT

15" SPEAKER.

REAL

"NUTCRACKER'
BASS!!

£160.00

ALL UNITS COMPLETE WITH BUILT-IN CROSS-OVERS

all prices include VAT

Ask your local dealer about all the
DAVE SIMMS MUSIC PRODUCTS,

or send 15p for catalogue.
Project Electronics Ltd

1 - 5, The Grove, Ealing, London W5 5DX Tel. 01.567.0757
TRADE & export enquiries welcome



4C)*A% MX -300
Polyphonic Synth

The Multivox MX -3000 is three Synthesisers in one. A monophonic Bass Synth
plays the lowest note of a left hand chord or enables you to play a complete
bass line. A monophonic Solo Synth with a comprehensive range of controls
plays the highest note. In between, a completely Polyphonic Synth provides a
whole variety of variable or Preset voices including String Ensemble, Brass and
Touch Sensitive Piano. All with Mono, Stereo or Quadraphonic output. The
sound is sensational and, at only f 1295, so is the price!

Write for full details of the remarkable new range of Multivox Keyboard in-
struments and Effects units.

L -

distributed in the UK exclusively by

T PROFESSIONAL KEYBOARD PRODUCTS
1 Clarevdle Street London SW7 England 01-427 4511

STAND BY FOR THE wA

2 Oscillators, 1 x LFO
sample and hold,
noise, 2 voltage
controlled envelopes, 3
way filter with positive
and negative
modulation, completely
digital for stable
tuning, headphone
socket, built in

more
mains operation and
speaker, battery or

ALL FOR A RECOMMENDED

PRICE OF 19999 !!

for those who dream of
owning a synthesiser,
this instrument offers
more facilities and
better sound than
others costing six
times as much !

INVASION

Exclusive Distributors
For U.K.
Rod Argent's
Keyboards
20. Denmark St.
London WC2.
Tel: 01 240 008415

ASK YOUR LOCAL
DEALER

FOR DETAILS

4An6A IA Lit1.3J)0.
66 LANGDALE ROAD DUNSTABLE BEDS. LU6 3BX
TEL 0582 600053

Congratulations to Woodruffe's on
the opening of their new keyboard
centre, sole area distributor for
Crumar products, including the new
Crumar Organizer T1 reviewed in this
issue.

The Annual Award for the best new British
group in Live Sound.
Entries are now invited for the 1979 Award.

For details and entry forms contact Pat
Schooling, 27/28 George Street, Richmond,
Surrey TW9 1HY (01-940 9749)

Entries close 31 January 1979.

Sponsored by:

VITAVOX LIMITED
Westmorland Road
London NW9 9RJ
Telephone: 01-204 4234



On stage with his

PRO II PE 1000

Garry says, "A lovely guitar .

Don't know how Aria make such good guitars at these

low prices".

Pic by
Fin Costello

T T P
Gone SILVER

'A TONIC FOR THE TROOPS'
Gone GOLD
on ENSIGN RECORDS
Congratulations fellas!

Please send brochures about
ARIA PRO II guitars at prices
medically approved to prevent
hernia of the wallet.

Name

Address

I enclose 25 Bence B.1.12

South Drive, Phoenix Way
Heston, Middx. Tel: 01-897 3792



TOP SHOP CHRISTMAS OFFERS

As we no longer carry traditional
editorials on the contents page,
what better place than a bargain
bin advertisement feature could
there be for a good ol' glasses up
Christmas greeting to readers and
advertisers alike? Before you
make for the turkey and crackers,
however, the following few shops
are among those who will be
placing their own special Santa
Claus by their tills over the festive
season. Many of them have
appeared in our Dealer Profiles
over the last year, so if you're in
the market for gear - happy
hunting and Happy Christmas ...

-   ****,,,,,  '  0  0' 0 0

The amazing Wasp is available from Musical
Sounds. Demonstrations daily. £20 deposit,
balance 1 year to pay.

Gibson Les Paul guitar clearance all year round.
Unusual finishes, limited edition models.

Oberheim synthesizers - the ultimate.

Demonstrations daily on the premises of this
amazing synthesizer, only available in the North
from:

MUSICAL SOUNDS
274 LONDON ROAD, SHEFFIELD 2.

'Phone: Sheffield 50445 or 54381

WESTERN MUSICAL SERVICES
(formerly Western Rock)

CHRISTMAS BARGAINS!
* Buy one of the new Constellation range

of Columbus guitars (price £130) and for
£12 we'll give you a new Bell sustain
unit, normal cost £36!

* New JBL professional products at a
price everyone can afford.
JBL K110 10" midrange bins £130
JBL K120 12" midrange bins £145
(bins are of the Altec design)

JBL K140 15" bass bins £185
JBL 2220A 15" bass bins £195
(bins are of the JBL 4560 design in beech ply)
5 YEAR WARRANTY ON ALL SPEAKERS

* Tama Royal Star 5 -drum kit with stands
£533. Buy this amazing new kit and get
free of charge one set of K Zildjian 16"
hi -hats.

MAIN DEALERS FOR MM ELECTRONICS, JBL
PRODUCTS, ELECTROLABS EFFECTS, RAM P.A.
SYSTEMS, TAMA, HAMMA AND SONOR
DRUMS.

DELIVERY SERVICE ANYWHERE - NO DEPOSIT FINANCE - THREE YEARS TO PAY!
214 Exeter Street, Plymouth Tel: (0752) 29858



THE ACTORS
THE CLASH
CO CO
THE EXILE
FISCHER Z

IT TAKES A LOT OF TECHNICAL KNOW-HOW
-AND PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE TO BUILD.A

SUCCESSFUL SOUND SYST,R14--7-9. -
OTHERS MAKE WILD CLAIM,
E HAVLTHE TR4Kt*CORIlq

GEN
GRA
HEN
JOHN MOLE (Colosseum III
THE LOOS _:;-

THE ONLY ONES
PORTSMOUTH POLYTECHNIC
ROBIN TROWER
ROY CASTLE
THE RUBETTES

STEEL PULSE
SUSIE QUATRO
VVHEATLE Y TAVERNS
YEOVIL COLLEGE

SO IF YOU REALLY CARE ABOUT YOUR SOUND, DO YOURSELF A FAVOUR AND INVEST IN A 121/2p S A E
(Overseas 2 International reply coupons) FOR YOUR FREE COMPREHENSIVE PA & LIVE SOUND CATALOGUE
FULL DEMONSTRATION FACILITIES EXPORT ENQUIRIES WELCOME

ve
66 Victoria Rd, Romford, Essex, England
Telephone: Romford (0708) 25919
EUROPE'S LEADING SUPPLIERS OF PA & LIVE SOUND EQUIPMENT



acoustic
amplification available at stateside
prices direct to you

model 114 guitar amplifier 50 Watts RMS 2 - 10" speakers
model 116 bass amplifier 75 Watts RMS 1 - 15" speaker
model 124 guitar amplifier 100 Watts RMS 4 - 10"
speakers
model 125 guitar amplifier 100 Watts RMS 2 - 12"
speakers
model 126 bass amplifier 100 Watts RMS 1 - 15" speaker
model 220 bass amplifier 160 Watts RMS
model 230 guitar amplifier 160 Watt RMS
model 320 bass amplifier 300 Watts RMS
model 330 guitar amplifier 300 Watts RMS
model 402 enclosure 2 - 15" speakers
model 403 enclosure 4 - 12" speakers
model 406 enclosure 2 - 15" speakers
model 407 enclosure 2 - 15" speakers, 1 - mid horn
model 408 enclosure 4 - 15" speakers, 1 - mid horn

Kingfisher Music Company
20 Kings Road, Fleet, Hampshire, England.

(02514 21210)
10% Dep. H.P.IPX/Access/Barclaycard/Money

Bargain
S/H Ludwig
Rogers, ASBA
Premier, Olympic
Kits in Stock

gam 8,

SUPERMOUSE
WOULD LIKE TO
WISH ALL HIS
CUSTOMERS A
HAPPY
CHRISTMAS

AGENTS FOR:
PREMIER, BURMAN,

FENDER, GIBSON, IBANEZ,
ANTORIA, GUILD, PAISTE,

ROGERS, PEAVEY, ORANGE,
MARSHALL, ALTEC ETC.

* Special Christmas Offers*
FREE!- Autographed copy of Buddy
Rich Drum Tutor given to purchaser of S/H
Slingerland Buddy Rich Kit. £440.00
complete.

ONE ONLY - Gibson Les Paul
Standard cherry sunburst - R.R.P. £697 --
Special Offer £555 with case!
Marshall Transistor 100 watt M.V. Top and 4
x 12 cab. 068 - 15 R.R.P.

SPECIAL CHRISTMAS PRICE £280
COMPLETE!

H.P. Arranged - Car Park - 8am-8pm Mon -Sat.

NOW OPENING! THE MIDLANDS' LEADING
KEYBOARD CENTRE

BIRMINGHAM SYNTHESIZER CENTRE
at Woodroffes 5/8a Dale End, Birmingham, B47NL Tel: 021-236 4992/3

AGENTS FOR OBERHEIM, PROPHET, WASP, YAMAHA, CRUMAR, ROLAND, ARP, CAT AND KITTEN

Oberheim

77;\

0 -: gli\ 4,

WILIA111111
Wasp

the midlands' LEADING SPECIALIST IN GROUP KEYBOARDS AND SYNTHESIZERS - CONTACT GEZZ
WOODROFFE FOR ALL YOUR REQUIREMENTS.

We accept Barclaycard, Access. H.P. and part exchange welcome.



6E11E459 NISC
ON WHEELS

OFFERS YOU
The simplest and easiest way in which to purchase the best in group gear today without even
leaving your home. Free 'n' Easy's ON WHEELS service is a unique method of mail order - no
other music company offers this service. Our van will come direct to your door, no matter where
you live in England, and give you the opportunity to try out - in your own home - any piece of
equipment. And all this before you have to part with any cash! This means that you know the
equipment is neither damaged nor faulty when purchased. This is the advantage we have over
traditional methods of mail order. It also ensures that the instrument meets your expectations
before you buy it.

Two other reasons for choosing the Free 'n' Easy ON WHEELS service are our amazingly good
prices and also our special three year credit facilities, should you require them.

HOW TO ARRANGE DELIVERY
Firstly, give Margaret a ring at our Aylesbury office on (0296) 28555. Tell her you would like a
copy of our free catalogue and up-to-date price list or, if you already know what you want, ask
her for details on delivery, price and availability for that particular product. There is a cut-out
coupon at the bottom of this page which you may send in if you wish. Please note that there is a
£10 delivery charge to be added when placing an order.

To: Free 'n' Easy, 100 High Street, Aylesbury, Bucks.
Please send me my free Free 'n' Easy T shirt and sticker

along with my order for a

I enclose a cheque to the value of
which includes a charge of £10 for delivery. I requireldo
not require credit (delete where applicable).

Small
Medium
Large

Name

Address

Telephone No.

L.

LOW
DEPOSIT

Up to 3 years
to pay.

MAIL ORDER
Delivery by
Our Own

Van

B L 16



New from AMCRON
REAL TIME ANALYSER RTA2

5" CRT Display
Internal Pink Noise Source
1/3 or 1 octave Display
Frequency range 20 - 20kHz
Outputs for X- Y Recorder
Compatable with any microphone
Price £1,960 ex. VAT

The Amcron RTA2 Real Time Analyser is designed as much for use as a production tool
as it is for on -site audio analysis of Theatres, and Recording Studios. A flight case is

available.

POWER
The Amcron D75 power amplifier
replaces the previous model D60.
Employing completely new type
circuitry it offers also many
new features, but without any
increase in the price.

Other Amcron Products include:

New Amcron IOC comparator. DC300A 500 watts/chan. £550

* Balanced XLR input connectors. D150A 200 watts/chan £350

Signal presence indicators. VFX2A Crossover unit £270

* Separate Signal/chassis earth. E02 Equaliser unit £599

45 watts into 8 ohms per channel. IC150A Preamplifier £260

I MA Intermodulation
Price £230 ex. VAT Distortion Analyser £610

MACINNES LABORATORIES LIMITED
Carlton Park Industrial Estate,
Saxmundham, Suffolk. Tel. Sax. 2262/2615

Macinnes France
18 Rue Botzaris, Paris 75019.
Tel. 206 60 80 206 83 61
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HOT VIDEO
Abrand new service for
musicians has arrived on

the scene in the shape of an
organisation called Hot Video. It
is an idea which offers many
possibilities to those bands who,
for various reasons, wish to see
what they look like in
performance. But that isn't all.

First, however, it is worth
considering why any band
should wish to have themselves
filmed. Aside from the obvious
benefits to the ego, the main at-
traction is that a videotape of a
band sent to a record company
could do more good than a sim-
ple TDK music cassette in that it
may appeal to the eyes, as well
as the ears, of AEtR men in-
terested in new bands. These
gentlemen do not always relish
the prospect of going out to see
unknown acts, and the
assessing a group in the comfort

and privacy of their own offices
is something that would doub-
tless find favour.

All this perhaps sounds like a
rather exclusive deal, a service
which only the richer, money -
earning bands could afford. In
fact, what makes Hot Video an
exciting innovation is the fact
that they will make a tape of you
for as little as £175 - the cost,
perhaps, of a day's sound recor-
ding in an average London
studio.

The company invited Beat
over to explain the details recen-
tly, and Bookings Manager
Rupert Style put it this way:
"The central thing about
Making a videotape of a band is
that it makes them aware of
what they look like. It's
impossible to know what sort of
image you're putting across if
you've never seen yourselves in

action, and we've found already
that bands get very critical of
themselves when they see the
playback, and consequently
improve the act no end."

There are several variations to
suit the needs - and the
pockets - of the band in
question. The cheapest rate
(£175) will get a cameraman to a
live gig, which he will film and
play back afterwards. Extra
lighting will be supplied where
necessary at no additional cost,
and the tape can be purchased
on the spot for £20. This, as
Rupert points out, is an identical
procedure to that in the recor-
ding studio. If the A&R men
won't come to see you land
most of them need a fair amount
of persuasion), the next best
thing is clearly to send yourself
to them - on film.

The service can also be of use
to bands rehearsing before a

tour, ironing out any last minute
problems which might only
become apparent from viewing
a videotape. Rupert, who has a
background in studio
engineering, underlined the con-
venience of the fact that bands
can view the playback im-
mediately and take possession
of the tape there and then. The
tape itself is 3/4", the US broad-
cast standard. "Remember that
the idea is for a promotional
video, not one for broadcast",
he added. "We are hoping to
get record companies to present
videos to their acts as a nice
gesture ..."

Hot Video are based at 24
Curzon Street, London W1 -
telephone number 499 7722,
and inquiries or bookings may
be directed there.

D.I. BOX
M.O. Systems of Durham

E have announced several
modifications to their Direct In-
jection Box, a high quality unit
with multi -purpose inputs and
output which retails for £29.59
including VAT and a mating
XLR type connector. The
newest feature, an earth lift
switch, takes its place besides
several other noteworthy points:
the unit has a high quality
frequency response, better than
many mics; it is safe, isolated to
250Vac; it is multi -purpose,
working from pick-up, amp,
speaker etc.; it is suitable for
mixer input impedance of 200
ohms upwards and also claims
to minimise feedback and hum
problems. The unit may
occasionally be susceptible to
hum pick-up when placed very
close to mains transformers or

power supplies as found in
amplifiers. This problem is easily
solved by moving the box, and
the manufacturers add that
should any other problems
occur all cables and connectors
should be checked before the
unit is assumed to be at fault.
The D.I. Box is available from
Turnkey, 8 East Barnet Road,
New Barnet, Herts: ; SSE, 128
Hartley Road, Radford,
Nottingham and of course from
E.M.O. themselves at Durham
Road, Ushaw Moor, Durham
City.

NEW SOUND EFFECTS FROM KLARK TEKNIK
lark Teknik have recently
introduced the DN34

Analogue Time processor,
featuring two independently
controllable delay sections,
switchable either to parallel or
serial configuration and allowing
a variety of effects including
true through zero tape flanging

to be created. A limiter prevent§
delay overload and regeneration
'take off' and, together with
input and output level controls
plus I_ED headroom indicator,
ensures optimum level match
into almost any system.

The two delay sections can be
swept in either the same or pp-

posite directions by a choice of
three different sweep wave forms.
Comprehensive on -board
mixing and phase reversal con-
trols allow all effects to be
created without wasting control
facilities. Klark Teknik claim that
similar units having good
technical specifications have of-
ten performed disappointingly
on listening tests.

They suggest many reasons
for this, including 'un-musical'
sweep waveforms, inadequate
sweep range, clock
breakthrough and compander
breathing effects, and Klerk
Teknik claim to have devoted
considerable development time
to optimise this subjective per-
formance on the DN34. Quoted
specifications include: better
than 90dB dynamic range, time
sweep range of 70:1, THD less
than 0.3% and 0.4 to 52mS at
16KHz bandwidth.

THUMBS UP
FOR HARROGATE

The Harrogate Live Show,
previewed by us recently,

took place from the 7th to 10th
October and is now being ac-
claimed as a success to match
the predictions of the
organisers. Over 3000 members
of the public passed through the
gates during the three public
days, while 400 visitors
represented the trade
population. The organisers had
arranged for live demonstrations
to take place at hourly intervals
in a separate part of the Com-
plex, and the exhibitors made
good use of this facility.

By a large majority they eN,
pressed their hope that the Live
Music Show be held again in
1979, and we add our own voice
to those hoping for the event to
become a regular in the musical
calendar.
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etectro~barmonix
27 WEST 23RD STREET, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10010 (212) 741-1770

ALL NEW STATE-OF-THE-ART PRODUCTS
DIAL (212) 741-1797, (212) 741-1799, AND (212) 242-7799

FOR THREE DIFFERENT AUTOMATIC DEMONSTRATIONS

THE $5,000 SOUND POWER WITH PURITY

Now the amazing musical speech of the
vocoders used on recordings like Elec-
tric Light Orchestra's "Mr. Blue Sky" and

the Sergeant Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band
soundtrack can be obtained for incredibly less than the

$5-20,000 it has previously cost. The Electro-Harmonix VOCODER
modulates voice input with an instrument signal using two matched sets of 14

finely -tuned active filters covering the vocal range. The result is the same clearly intelligi-
ble effect of the gold-plated units. With our VOCODER, mike, and organ or synthesizer, you can

achieve huge choral sounds. Or you can experience the greatest talking guitar you've ever
heard-with no tubes, pedals, or wiring headaches. Any wide -range instrument with a VOCODER
can transpose voice into any key.

Joining the EH -200 SLAVE AMP as the first in a series of rack -mounting audio processors, the
VOCODER shares the same imposing styling, exacting design, and top-quality components. While
a natural for the small to medium-sized studio, the E -H VOCODER at last brings vocal processing
potential to the performing environment. You must hear this cost engineering breakthrough to
believe that such fantastic sound is available for so little! Call our demonstration line (212-741-1799)
today!

4 ULTIMATE ECHO WITH CHORUSe The response to our Economy and Deluxe Memory Man solid-
state analog echo/delay lines has been tumultuous. Musicians
all over the world have found these compact, foot-switchable
units the answer to their needs for a highly versatile, zero -
maintenance device. Now we are proud to introduce two com-
panion models with even greater audio quality and added
CHORUS capability.

The MEMORY MAN Echo/Chorus of course retains widely
flexible delay, repeat, and blending functions for infinitely re-

peating arpeggios, "slapback" echo, vocal doubling, "bathtub" reverb, and more. But it sparkles
with greatly improved S/N ratio and distortion specs and better frequency response. The Chorus is
pre-set for optimum fullness and musical tone.

The MEMORY MAN DELUXE Echo/Chorus/Vibrato has all the features of the standard Deluxe
model, including companding circuitry and input clipping control for immaculately clean sound. The
specifications for distortion and bandwidth on the standard Deluxe have been pulled up to spectacu-
lar levels on the Echo/Chorus also. In addition to variable Chorus, wide -range true Vibrato is
available.

Our Memory Men have always been the ultimate in affordable analog delay. Now the Memory
Men with Chorus are more ultimate!

TUBE AMP OVERDRIVE

Ever since the more efficient and reliable transistor amps
began replacing tube models, guitarists have been trying to
recapture the gutsy voice of scorching vacuum tubes.Now HOT
TUBES finally restores the complete range of tube characteris-
tics: the full-bodied vitality rich in even harmonics; the smoking,

qp infinite sustain; and the slicing attack presence. The snap and
juiciness are preserved at all settings from mellowest to most
piercing. Excited reactions to HOT TUBES have included, "It's
a Mesa Boogie in a box!"

MINI -MIXER

The ultra -compact Electro-Harmonix MINI -MIXER provides
just the features needed by the club band or home recordist.
Four individually mixable, high impedance inputs allow good
power transfer for all microphones, with more than enough gain
to compensate between different mike outputs. Also perfect for
a precise and variable blend of multiple accessories. The Input
and Master Volume controls are high-grade, smooth and quiet
slide pots. Yet the MINI -MIXER is available at leading music
stores for the usual rock -bottom Electro-Harmonix prices!

FULL DOUBLE TRACKING EFFECT

Studio -style doubling and slapback echo perfected for per-
formance! The FULL DOUBLE TRACKING EFFECT is clean,
quiet, and responsive with a wide range of instrument or voice
signals. Doubles parts for greater fullness. Opens up the
acoustics of small clubs. Repeats can be tailored with selection
of 50 or 100 millisecond delay and blending of delayed and
original signal.

The Electro-Harmonix 200 Watt SLAVE
AMP provides the solution to nearly
every power amplification requirement.
Its highly innovative tetramodal operation, switch-
ing between A, AB, B, and C amplifier classes, allows the
amp to be extraordinarily light, compact, efficient, and economical for
its power output -200 watts rms and 375 watts peak for clean reproduction of the
loudest musical transients. The SLAVE's non -sparing, complementary symmetry design
creates true high fidelity characteristics, and the complete protective circuitry makes the amp
virtually immune to electrical damage. The SLAVE can be driven from PA mixers, monitor sends,
hi-fi preamps, and even the power output of instrument amps (i.e., the external speaker jack), thus
preserving the warm responsivity of these lower power amps. Housed in a sleek, strikingly original
chassis, the SLAVE AMP is truly the universal power amplifier.

SPECIFICATIONS

POWER (to 4 ohm load): 200 watts rms; 375 watts peak
FREQUENCY RESPONSE: 40 Hz -20 kHz ±- 3 dB HARMONIC DISTORTION: Lessthan 0.2%
SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIO: 90 dB INPUT SENSITIVITY (for full power output): 1.0 vrms

THE MICRO -SYNTHESIZER

The MICRO -SYNTHESIZER creates many of today's most
popular lead synthesizer voicings at a fraction of the normal
cost for such capabilities. In addition, it is a powerful processor
of basic guitar sound. Its four voices-Guitar, Octave above,
Sub -Octave, and Distortion-are completely independent and
continuously mixable. The MICRO -SYNTHESIZER modifies
these signals with envelope control for "bowed" and "blown"
sound, and with particularly potent filtering featuring highly
variable sweep options-the key to exact synthesizer simula-
tion. The sweep can be de -selected for variable frequency filtering, and the Resonance control sets
the sharpness and boost of the filter.

The Trigger slider permits exact adjustment to individual playing style, and also creates the
possibility of playing lead lines with filtering against softer unfiltered chords. Moreover, a special
preamp gain trim can be calibrated by the user for perfect matching to any pick-up output. Steel
guitar, organ, and violin simulations (detailed in the instructions) are just a few of the multitude of
possible effects. The introduction of the MICRO -SYNTHESIZER means that, without mortgaging
your home or surrounding yourself with a wall of electronics, you can rise above the inherent
limitations of guitar to broader horizons of sound.

BASS POWER
Now there's BASSBALLS, an accessory designed especially
for bass guitar-created to explode the bass into the bigger
sonic dimensions enjoyed by the lead guitarist. BASSBALL's
two sweeping, dynamic filters, responding sensitively to attack
variations, are critically tuned to the deep, masculine vocal
resonances. And no bass with any amp has ever had so much
rich, harmonic power. The bass player with the macho of
BASSBALLS is like Clint Eastwood with a 357 Magnum. You
know people are going to pay attention! P.S. Paul McCartney
bought the first one!

FIRST FUNKY RHYTHM BOX

A trap set in a package scarcely larger than a pocket calculator!
Large Scale Integration makes it possible at an unheard-of
price. The RHYTHM 12 offers a full dozen patterns, all realisti-
cally and dynamically voiced. The Rock patterns, especially,
throb with a cooking groove never before produced by a rhythm
unit. Also featured are Latin, Reggae, and 3/4 beats. The unique
Start/Stop touchpad always brings in the rhythm selected at
the top of the beat. Wide range Volume and Tempo controls are
included, and high output level ensures good volume with the
smallest amps.

ELECTRONIC METRONOME

The Electro-Harmonix ELECTRONIC METRONOME is an ex-
tremely compact, easy to use (plugs into any amp) timekeeping
device which features both a greater tempo range than is
generally available in a metronome, and a choice between a
crisp click or a deep thump. Digital IC precision for less than the
cost of a mechanical metronome!
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A West Side success story
In Mike Matthews' office are a
number of objects that look
like executive toys; some, in

fact, are toys. Others aren't. It
all depends on your perspective.
For example, what would you
make of those foot -long red
plastic tubes that contain tiny
lights flashing sequentially in
response to the conversation in
the room? Very pretty when the
room's in darkness, as is the
giant Electro-Harmonix flashing
logo.

Some would argue that E -H
are in business to sell toys, but
though that may have been true
at one time, it is a description
that is rapidly becoming out-
dated.

They operate on the top two
floors of number 27, West 23rd.
Street in downtown Manhattan- an address that means
nothing to an Englishman, but
which in fact is located right in
the centre of a city that is sup-
posed to be dying, amidst noise,
bustle, street hassles from sex
and drug salesmen, maniacal
yellow -cab drivers, bars, pizza

lounges, banks and gigantic
grey buildings that block out the
sunlight almost entirely. Daun-
ting, if you're not used to it, but
if you live there, not much dif-
ferent from the rest of New
York.

Matthews can be found most
days of the week surrounded by
his toys and his oak panelling,
feet up on the desk and denim
shorts indicating that he is by no
means an ordinary executive. As
if to remind you of the fact, a
large punchbag swings gently
from the ceiling on the far side
of the office next to a small
Wurlitzer electric piano. Mat-
thews is reputed to be a shit -hot
keyboardsman. He was once in-
vited by Jimi Hendrix to form a
band, but couldn't, due to prior
commitments. So Hendrix went
to England and formed a group
with Noel Redding and Mitch
Mitchell.

If you ask him why he started
doing what he's doing now, he
will tell you that he wanted to
make a lot of money in as short a
space of time as possible. At

Cornell University he obtained a
degree in electrical engineering,
whilst at the same time being in-
volved in gig promotion. He
went on to sell computors for
IBM, working meanwhile on his
own project for building a small,
distortion -free sustain unit. The
unit was lacking in gain, so he
made pre -amp to beef it up a lit-
tle: the LPB (Linear Power
Booster) was the result. It con-
tained one transistor, and it did
the job for the sound that every
guitarist wanted in those days
(1968) - a hard, full-bodied lead
sound just like Eric Clapton's. In-
cidentally, the LPB-1 is still be-
ing made.

"I started out selling mail
order, but I was also hustling
dealers. Back then, y'see, all
amps were capable of power,
but even with everything turned
right up the sound you were get-
ting was kind of weak - it had
no balls, no bite, so con-
sequently the LPB-1 caught on.
It was cheap too."

The units that really turned
Electro-Harmonix into what they
are today were the Big Muff sus-
tainer and Small Stone phase
shifter.

Grotesque
"We were the first people to

work on feedback with phase
shifters," says Mike. "The Bad
Stone was the original version.
The inside of it was a rat's nest.
Designers would look inside and
shudder at this grotesque tangle
of wires, but it had a really good
sound. It was the Small Stone
that really cracked it, though. it
was less than half the price of
the nearest competition, and the
sort of person we had in mind
for it was the guy who wasn't
necessarily pro, who wasn't

ClAYE
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Mike Matthews in the one on the left.

playing every night of the week,
and so didn't have that much
bread. And we've stuck to that
philosophy - that's why we're
successful."

Another early product of
Matthews' ever -cogitating brain
was the Freedom amp. It was a
small, inexpensive combo with a
ballsy sound, and sold to people
like Ike Et Tina Turner and Jim-
my Page. It was later discon-
tinued because, as he cheerfully
admits, it broke down too often,
and he didn't want to be
associated with something that
did that. The result was the Mike
Matthews Dirt Road Special, a
particularly sensitive transistor
amp with a built-in Small Stone,
25 watt amplifier and 12in Celes-
tion speaker.

Options
The biggest seller was the

Small Stone, in the early days,
but now Electro-Harmonix have
something that they think will
entirely eclipse it. The
newcomer is just another box of
bits, but with a difference. It
brings sophisticated synthesizer
technology right down to street
level: the name of it is the Micro -
Synthesizer. In a box the same
size as the current Memory Man
are four voices - guitar, octave
above, sub -octave and distor-
tion - which are both totally in-
dependent and totally mixable.
These are modified with an
envelope control for "bowed"
and "blown" sounds and with
variable sweep options. An in-
adequate and dull description,
but in fact what the Micro -Synth
does is to make the guitar syn-
thesizer virtually redundant.
Think about that one for a mo-
ment. Ten sliders and one on -off
footswitch do the job that up to
now has only been possible with
several thousand quid's worth of
heavy technology. Your reporter
has personally witnessed the
beast in action on two occa-
sions, once at the London Trade
Fair last summer, when it made
its first European appearance,
and once again at E -H, where
Mike got his sales and design ex-
perts to put it through its paces.
The verdict? I would suggest
that the competition had better
watch out; the only trouble is -
no competition is in sight at pre-
sent.

"The reaction to this thing has
been fantastic," Mike told me.
"It came about by accident. We
were working on a bigger pro-
ject and built the prototype as a
sub -section of that project. Just
to test it, we ran about fifty
through production and
everybody dug it so much that
we decided to go all out with it
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ELECTRO-
HARMONIX

as a complete unit. With various
developments we've made since
then, we should be able to bring
the price down even further -
at the moment it costs $299.
We've got a lot of faith in it, and
we'll be devoting a lot of energy
into pushing it."

So what else is new? Already
available in England is the
Bassballs unit, designed
specifically for the bass guitar
and giving it that round, supple,
fluid, punchy disco -like sound
which so many bassists slaver
over. Kenny, one of Electro-
Harmonix's "swing -men", gave
a fine display of heavy funk with
this unit; newer still is the
Vocoder - trickier by far to
operate, but again the E -H ver-
sion is the cheapest on the
market, at an astonishing $800.
(Prices for the UK, by the way,
can't be given here because of
the company's marketing policy
- more of that later). Like the
EH -200 slave amp - yet another
recent development - it
represents a new direction in
being rack mountable. The Hot
Tubes effect is, as the name

The monster of the range.

suggests a gadget for
duplicating the sound of a valve
amplifier on overdrive; the Elec-
tronic Metronome is exactly
that, and costs less than a

mechanical metronome, though
having extra features. The
Memory Man echo has been
revamped to decrease noise and
signal deterioration, and this
new version now incorporates
chorus and vibrato in addition to
the wide variety of delay effects
obtainable in the original.
Finally, the Full Double Tracking
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Effect is another newcomer to
the catalogue.

Dealers
Readers will naturally be in-

terested to know when and
where these new units will be
available this side of the Atlan-
tic. This brings us back to the
company's marketing policy,
which is to sell direct to dealers.
In England, therefore, a variety
of dealers are selling E -H at a
variety of prices.

"We don't like to tell the
dealer how or what to deal,"
Matthews says. "And it's worked
out well like that. But what
we're doing soon is to open a
distribution and service centre
for all of Europe, and that'll be
in London. We'll have one of our
finest designers there who
knows all the products and can
handle any problems on that
front, and there'll also be a

branch manager to take care of
the continuous flow of stock.
Having a central place like that
will help us clear customs more
quickly."

It was time to take a stroll
around the premises. One of the
first things you notice about the
Electro-Harmonix set-up is the
bewildering variety of races
working there. It makes the UN
look like a National Front
meeting. There are around 250
employees, and every one
seems to have arrived from a dif-
ferent part of the world. Ralph, a
large, thickset, Oriental -looking
fellow turns out to be half
Japanese and half Italian,
though his speech is pure New
York. Talking to him and to Ken-
ny (who is half -black, half
Apache Indian), it quickly
became apparent that they
regard working for the firm as a
sort of paid holiday: they're do-
ing exactly what they enjoy do-

ing most, since they are all musi-
cians, and are also getting paid
for playing most evenings. The
casual mention of some well-
known guitar player is likely to
involve you in a half-hour debate
about the relative merits of his
rivals, the best albums he has
made, the worst albums he has
made, what guitar he uses, why
he quit playing heavy-metal
disco -folk, and so on.

The assembly shop is oc-
cupied by the bulk of the
workforce; black, white, yellow,
brown and red faces look up as
you walk through. How they all
ended up there is anyone's
guess, but some of them have
risen to positions of considerable
responsibility within the firm.
Manny, who is currently involv-
ed in handling the international
markets, joined as an assembler
some years ago. At that time he
couldn't speak a word of
English, a language he now ut-
ters fluently, though with a

heavy Columbian accent. Mike
periodically arranges English
classes for those of his
employees who have trouble
with that tongue.

And that might have been all,
had E -H been a typical example
of the rock music manufacturing
industry. As it is, Matthews has
his sights set considerably higher
than mere music. True, he has
some brilliant engineers in the
shape of David Cockerell, an
Englishman, who designs much
of the musical merchandise, and
Howard Davis, the "master of
stability", who is a circuitry ex-
pert. But there is also a
gentleman called Bob Myer,
who is working on a long-term
solar energy project. This has
already reached the stage where
the world's entire energy pro-
blem has been solved -
theoretically. The real work is to
persuade governments to stop
burning fossil fuels.

"I want to have built a billion
dollar company by the mid -
1980's," Mike told me, pacing
up and down like a man in-
spired. "We can see electronic
products coming out that will be
totally new, in all kinds of fields,
not just music. Like those Pet
Lites - we're interested in elec-
tronic art. But we're also in-
terested in extending research
into areas that are more
useful..."

Hydrogen -powered car
engines and solar heating, safe
alternatives to nuclear energy -
these are all items which are not
merely on the agenda, they have
been worked through in detail
by Myor.

"Ultimately," says Matthews,
"we just wanna defeat death." I

think he means it.
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BIRMINGHAM
SYNTHESIZER
CENTRE

The Birmingham Synthesizer Centre is
not a long way from Woodroffe's
massive musical instrument

emporium. In fact, to be more precise, to
get to the BSC you go in Woodrofe's front
door, turn hard right through the middle of
a Cerwin Vega PA rig, to find yourself
standing in the middle of a whole stack of
up-market keyboards. Why?, we
wondered, to be told 'Gerald's come off
the road.'

It's OK, lower your eyebrows at this
strange explanation because now we'll put
you in the know. While Mike Woodroffe
had been building up undoubtably one of
the very finest music shops in the country
brother Gerald had been traipsing around
the world playing keyboards for Bir-
mingham -based heavy metal entrepreneurs
extra-ordinaire Black Sabbath. Gerald has
now decided to hang up his touring boots
and literally come home to roost and so
Mike found himself with a true keyboards
expert in the family, at a loose end, and
only too willing to expand the keyboard
side of the business.

"We had been handling keyboards
anyway," Mike explained, "but when
Gerald started coming in part-time we
found that we sold more and more of them.
It seemed logical therefore to devote one
unit of the shop exclusively to keyboards
and let Gerald get on with it. "And getting
on with it appears to be exactly what he's
been doing.

In a similar vein to the way the rest of the
shop is run, there's a genuine emphasis on
service and quality. Unrepeatable remarks
were made about a few lines of keyboards
with which we're all familiar and which
Woodroffe's won't stock for very specific
reasons. The shop has now built up an en-
viable reputation, one which the brothers
are not prepared to sacrifice just for the
sake of turning over useless equipment
quickly at a rip-off product. This visit to
Woodroffee's constituted the .hird official
journey Beat has made to the Birmingham
shop and each time we find the story very
much the same: lots of stock, lots of help,
and lots of time to look around without get-
ting. hassled all the while by over en -
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thusiastic salesmen with nothing better to
do. It seems that this normal course of
business will be transferred to the new
keyboard section. Gerald is, as we've said,
a real keyboard freak who is concerned
that he is fully acquainted with any piece of
equipment before he tries to sell it.

Our conversation was interrupted for a
while as he took a young lad through the
workings of the Wasp synthesiser (which
apparently is selling as quickly as they can
get them) and then on to compare it with
one of the small Yamaha range.

Equipment in evidence seemed to con-
situte Yamaha, Roland, ARP, Crumar,
PKP, Hohner (the new Duo getting a full
work out by Beat accompanied by Gerald
on Yamaha synth!) while they're waiting
for the arrival of Oberheim and Prophet
equipment too.

"I generally find that people aren't too

sure of exactly what they're after, "Gerald
told us," and I like that. I like passing on
my enthusiasm to others. Every keyboard
we stock has something particular about it
which makes it different from its would be
competitors: I like steering people towards
those differences." There's a good selec-
tion of second hand gear as well, although
we were assured that popular items like the
ubiquitous Fender Rhodes pianos tend to
come in the morning and get sold out again
the very same day - so if that's what
you're after we'd recommend a phone call
before the journey!

Woodroffe's itself doesn't appear to
have changed from our last visit and Mike's
still as enthusiastic and as genuine as ever
before - Woodroffe's is very much a way
of life as well as a shop; it's getting to the
stage where we now recognise the people
just in for a chat or a coffee!

The BSC, then, is a welcome addition to
the Birmingham and Midlands music scene
- a specialist department inside a par-
ticular good store. No longer will it be
necessary for the whole band to call at Dale
End while the keyboard player sits discon-
solately outside in the back of the van! As
we said earlier, Woodroffee's is a way of
life, and it's a way which most travelling
bands would be well advised to sample.
Good gear, good people, (even easier to
get to with the advent of yet another multi-
story carpark within a couple of minutes
walk of the shop) and a pleasant easy-
going atmosphere.

Wallet
We're not suggesting they don't want

your money as well - it is a business after
all - but there's distinct feeling that the
emptying of a wallet in Woodroffes would
be a less painful experience than it might
be in most other shops. Give it a try. We're
bound to be back ourselves sometime in
the near future. Woodroffe's tend to do
things rather than sit pretty twiddling
proverbial thumbs just waiting for
business. They somehow attract it.
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on playback. Forest expect a
new 30 input desk to arrive in a
couple of months.

It transpires there is quite a
large array of in-house in-
struments available to users of
the studio - from a Yamaha
B2OR organ, Welson Syntex 3 -
oscillator synthi, Marshall stacks
and combos, Premier, Ludwig and
Shaftesbury kits. Various mem-
bers of the studio run a band
called EL34 (after the Marshall
valve) which accounts for the
gear. There is in a another
studio in the house itself
(sleeping space for up to 7 and
mother's home cooking) a con-
cert grand and a 'Clarsach'
Celtic harp, after the Guinness

INNe don't much like
the regular studio

interviews we read in
Beat - I think they're incredibly
boring'. Alex Foulcer of Forest
Studios is blunt and candid in this
approach to things. Forest
Studios is a purpose built shed in
a large backgarden off the
Hainault Road, Leytonstone.
Small it may be, rudimentary,
certainly - but we failed to find
any kind of nigger in this off -
Epping Forest woodpile:

'Every studio reels off a bit
to have equipment capable of
professional results; a good
desk, multitrack tape, stereo
mastering machine, a flexible
studio space and the capacity to
work at certain sound levels.'

So we begin with a bit of
history before reeling off the list
of equipment at Forest. The
studio came about with the
demise of Zig Zag studios when
this broke down with a small
disagreement between the part-
ners. An air raid shelter at the
back of the house at no. 189
came down to make way for a 4
track studio, constructed out of
a brick and lined inside with rub-
ber sheeting to stop people hur-
ting themsleves - and also to
keep the sound tight. A' marble
chip' finish on the studio ceiling,
which is supported with narrow
wood beams, provides a
basically very 'live' feel. Alex
Foulcer takes it up:

"In 1974-75 I had about 30
hours of music I had to record.

STUDIO
s SPOTUGHT
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FOREST STUDIOS
Weighing up how much studio
time this would cost at com-
mercial rates it seemed more in-
telligent to take a couple of
years of my life and build my
own multitrack studio." Forest
has in their control room a
Richardson console - 24 in/24
out with 8 groups and a 24 into 2
sub -mixer at the end, a Cadey 24
track 2 inch machine built by
Steve Wadey, Audio Er Design
compressors and limiters, a

Revox A77 and Tannoy HPDs in
Lockwood cabinets more or less
complete the lineup. No Dolby
noise reduction is used, though
the Cadey machine has 6dB pre -
emphasis at 10kHz to notch out
top end mush when equalised
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bottle which Alex Foulcer's
Geraldine plucks with aplomb
(the harp, that is, not the
Guinness bottle. Geraldine's
pedigree dates back to Zappa's
GTO's) "We had a Swedish
band who came in to record last
week with virtually no gear -
most of it had died in transit".

Alex Foulcer admits the
inevitable limitations of a studio
this small. For a start the
amount of patching necessary
when switching from take to
mixdown is a bore, hence the
new desk. The new desk
replaces the three -band eq of the
present with a four zone, each
with switchable turnover at
three points, thus effectively
yielding 11. With studios of this
sort every square inch of space
is put to work - Alex and his
crew seemed very in tune with
the environment they have built.
This, at end of the day, is very
important to results: There is
too often a feeling by a musician
of being cut off from the en-
gineer, of even from the
producer - more often, I sup-
pose, where the engineer or
producer is simply filling in time
on someone else's payroll.

"As musicians ourselves we
feel we relate to clients on that
level. When a band suggests
they want a "clippy" sound or
"quacky" we know what they
mean. It saves time." Alex, on
this point also mentioned they
often got bands in to record
who were new to studios.
Sympathetic production is of
course necessary here. Basic
simplicity of the studio might
also help to keep ideas tidy:

Space

"For rock bands, reggae
bands, etc, a lot of space isn't
essential as - long as the studio
is well enough designed to
permit as much separation as
proves necessary between in-
struments. The rest is down to
persons - making the
musicians feel like musicians."

Forest Studios have, in fact,
only been fully operational since
April 1978. In this time their
clientele has included reggae
bands like Black Slate, who will
be familiar to afficionadoes, new
wave Angels and The Models
(ex the Jets), Paul Reardon,
Cruiser.

Last words to Alex Foulcer:
"The average musician - like
me - doesn't want to start
messing about in the studio with
gizmos and vocoders. He has no
real need of all that space age
technology which puts the
mystique in studios. But we'll
get in a vocoder, of course, if
somebody asks - it's a phone
call and £60 a day hire."
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ROSENBURG STUDIOS,

There is, according to Hans
Neilsen, something of a

surfeit of studios in Den-
mark at the present time. Hans is
the chief engineer in Rosenburg
Studios, situated in the city of
Copenhagen itself, some 20
minutes drive from the airport.
"The recording scene in Den-
mark is pretty bad at the
moment," he continued, "and
there are a lot of studios with
very little work. We've been
lucky I suppose, in that we've
not run out of work and it
doesn't look like we're going to
have any problems in the
foreseeable future either."

So, success it seems has
found Rosenburg Studios while
others sit around twiddling their
thumbs wondering where the
next session is coming from.

Rosenburg (it is still owned by
a man of the same name) was
originally set up some 25 years
ago which must make it
something of a veteran in inter-
national recording studio terms.
Unlike most of the studios which
made the progression from
2 -track upwards, Rosenburg
started life as a genuine mono
studio with two mono Lyrec
tape recorders and, quote, 'a
strange mixer of dubious paren-
tage'. Eli Rosenburg was an
engineer himself who at that
time was recording film music
when he decided that his own
studio might well be a viable
proposition. It would seem, 25
years on, that that was a suc-
cessful decision.

Happy
The main feature of the

unusually large control room is a
Triad A series desk, 34 into 24.
"I'm very happy with the desk,"
Hans told us, "We've had no
problems with it at all so I can't
comment on the service, and I

hope I won't ever have to."
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Main tape recorder is a Lyrec
24 track (there's also a 16 track
lurking in the background). Why
the Lyrec? "Well, for a start
they're made in Denmark, so
theoretically the service should
be good, and it seemed a natural
thing to do. After all, you like to
buy British don't you?" There
used to be a 16 track Studer
which presented some problems
so when the decision was taken
to go 24 track Mr. Rosenburg
chose to go to Lyrec. Unfor-
tunately, Hans did express some
dissatisfaction about the
machine (describing the tape
transport in distinctly un-
complimentary terms) and he
hopes that sometime there'll be
a change to a different model.

Monitoring is via a pair of JBL
4343s, installed some 4 years
ago when the studio underwent

a facelift and enlargement. An-
cilliary outboard equipment is of
the usual high standard and in-
cludes Harmonisers, Dolby,
Keepex, Urei compressors and
so on.

The studio itself has a capaci-
ty of around 30 to 35 musicians
E. nd there's a garage attached
which is used for special effects
should the need arise. Being of
concrete construction hans
finds it possible (is Hans con-
crete . . . Ed?) to get some really
live and sharp natural echo by
using the garage rather than us-
ing the studio's echo apparatus.
Microphones are mainly
Neumann and AKG although
there were moves afoot to re-
equip throughout sometime in
the new year.

But what is special about
Rosenburg? we asked. Hans' rep-
ly was quite interesting. "I'm not
really sure I can put my finger on
it," he began. "There are a lot of
studios in Denmark and every
single one would be able to tell
you why they are special. Every
studio is special - each one has
to believe that to carry on. But,
on reflection, our speciality lies
in achieving the sound that the
client wants rather than pro-
moting ourselves with our own
sound." This, as a matter of
fact, is an interesting point.
Many studios go to particular
acoustics experts with a brief to
design a particular studio with
particular acoustic effects.
Rosenburg, and Hans Neilsen in
particular, is anxious and confi-
dent that he can create sounds
rather than present a fait ac-
compli.

He also tries to avoid the use
of equalisation as far as is possi-
ble. "I think many studios make
a big mistake in piling on the e. -
q. I like to try and get as natural
a sound as possible, I like an
acoustic guitar to actually sound
like an acoustic guitar. I find that
with more time spent on setting
up a session, experimenting
judiciously with microphones, I

can arrive at a better sound
without e.q. in most cases than
with it."

Drinks
Atmosphere, naturally, is the

other pulling point. "We're a
friendly crew," Hans continued,
"and that is important. But if
you ask me how to 'sell' the
studio to interested parties
abroad I'd have to say 'come
and try us' because there's no
way you can really describe at-
mosphere over the phone. It's
too easy to point to the rest
room, drinks cabinet, kitchen, to
talk about laid-back profes-
sionalism and all that. It's much
better for the prospective client
to take a day off and fly over and
have a look round. It's fairer on
both of us."

So that's Rosenburg Studios
- one of many recording opera-
tions in Denmark, but, by all ac-
counts, one of the very few
which sufficient work to keep
them in business. And when
all's said and done, the fact that
Rosenburg is working and the
others appear to have problems
would seem to point out that
there is indeed that intangible
something special about them.
Give it a try.



IDusic Ground
245 Station Road, Dunscroft, Doncaster.
Telephone 0302 843037
Specialists in American Guitars

FENDER GUITARS AND BASSES GIBSON GUITARS AND BASES
NEW
Telecasters, with rosewood neck £225
Telecasters, with maple neck £235
Telecasters, left-handed, rosewood neck £245
Telecasters, left-handed, maple neck £255
Telecaster Customs, with rosewood neck £240
Telecaster Customs, with maple neck £260
Telecaster Deluxe, with maple neck E280

Stratocasters, with rosewood neck £240
Stratocasters, with maple neck E260
Stratocasters, with rosewood neck

and trem £260
Stratocasters, with maple neck and trem E280
Stratocasters, Left-handed, on any

of the four above add £25

Precision Basses, with rosewood neck . E230
Precision Basses, with maple neck £245
Precision Bases, left-handed, rosewood

neck E250
Precision Basses, left-handed, maple neck £265

Jazz Basses, with rosewood neck £275
Jazz Basses, with maple neck £295
Jazz Basses, left-handed, rosewood neck £300
Jazz Basses, left-handed, maple neck £320

Mustang Bases, with maple neck E185
Mustang Guitars, with rosewood neck

and trem £185
Musicmaster Basses, with rosewood neck £120
Musicmaster Guitars, with rosewood neck . E99
Bronco Guitars, rosewood neck and trem £140

ALL NEW FENDERS ARE AVAILABLE IN A
CHOICE OF COLOURS
Also the new plum and antigua finishes in stock

VARIOUS GUITARS

New Les Paul Standards, sunburst E475
New Les Paul Customs, black £450
New Les Paul Customs, wine red £485
New Les Paul Deluxes, sunburst £445
New Les Paul Deluxes, gold £445
New, The Paul, walnut £275
S/ H, Les Paul Custom, black E350
S/ H, Les Paul Specials, Re -issue £320

New SG Standards, cherry, £350
New SG Standards, satin walnut £345
S/H SG Custom, walnut £350
S/H SG Standard, cherry, as new. £275
S/H SG Standard, with bigsby trem £275
S/H SG Specials, brown or red £225
S/H SG 100, brown E169

New 335, wine red with coil tap switch . £480
S/ H 355, wine red, trem, stereo £575
S/ H 150, two humbuckers, large body .. £400
S/ H 125T, brown sunburst, narrow body £180
S/ H 125, cherry sunburst, single cutaway E245
1962 EB2, cherry, good condition £185

New Gibson cases £50
New Fender cases £65
New Ovation cases £65

1966 Firebird, 2 pick ups, trem £410
New Firebird, with gibson case £530
New Explorer, with Gibson case £450
1976 Flying Vee, with di Marzios £450
1959 Melody Maker, single cutaway £245
1963 Melody Maker, two pick-up £265
1976 L65, black, as new £320
New RD Artiste, with Gibson case £595
New EB3's, cherry E350
S/ H Grabber bass, white E195
New G-3 Bass, natural £260
S/H SB2130 Bass, walnut £190

Ibanez Musician with case
Ibanez "George Benson" in flight case
Ibanez Artistes, various models from
Ibanez Professionals from
Pack Leaders, walnut

£299
£580
£275
£275
£440

NEW YAMAHA GUITARS
AND BASSES

Pack Leaders, rosewood £460 Retail Price
Pete Back, original design £235 SG 500 in cherry or black £389
Ovation Breadwinner E235 SG 700 in cherry sunburst or brown £435
Hamer, sunburst E495 SG 1000 in cherry sunburst or brown
Aria Poll POA sunburst £525
Hagstrom Swede E235 SG 1500 in cherry sunburst or black £495
Fender Telecaster £165 SG 2000 in a choice of 5 colours £625
Fender Telecaster with Bigsby trem E179
Fender Stratocaster E190 SF 500 in white or brown sunburst £285
Fender Original Tele-Thinline £225 SF 700 in brown stain or red £326
Fender six string bass £225 SF 1000 in blond or oil stain E375
Fender Jaguar E225
Fender Jazzmaster £245 SC 800 in bland or red £361
Epiphone Olympic Special £235 SC 1000 in blond or brown £375
Epiphone Comets from £160 SC 1200 in natural or brown £450
Epiphone Cresswood with trem E235
Epiphone Rivoli bass (good condition) £95 SA series, semi -acoustics, due in shortly. POA
Arbiter Twin Neck (4 + 6) £170
Ibanez Flying Vee E150 BB 800 in brown or black £345
Gretsch Chet Atkins orange E250 BB1000 in natural or sunburst £375
Gretsch Tennessean £395 BB 1200 in natural or brown £475
Gretsch Anniversary £175
Rickenbacker 4001 basses from £295 WE CAN OFFER VERY GOOD DISCOUNTS
Guild 560 D di Marzios £250 ON ALL YAMAHA GUITARS
Guild 5300 D di Mazios £350
Various original Burns from £65 THE PRICE INCLUDES HARD CASE AND
Various original Hofners from £55 ACCESSORIES.

ALL PRICES SHOWN

INCLUDE V.A.T.

H.P. AVAILABLE, WHILE YOU WAIT SERVICE,
PART EXCHANGE WELCOME,

MAIL ORDER - EXPORT AVAILABLE
GOOD REPAIR SERVICE ON THE PREMISES

GUITAR TUITION GIVEN DAILY

PERCUSSION
KITS IN STOCK AT PRESENT
Tama Royalstar, 7 drums, metallic blue
Tama Imperialstar, 5 drums, yellow
Tama Imperialstar, 5 drums, metallic blue"
Tama Royalstar, 5 drums, blue
Tama Swingstar, 5 drums, metallic blue
Gretsch 5 drums, metallic black chrome
Gretsch 5 drums, red wook grain
Yamaha 5 drums, 9000 series, wood grain
Ludwig 4 durms, butcher block cortex
Olympic 5 drums, black
Olympic 5 durms, matt red
Maxwin 5 durms, hairline black
Pearl 5 durms, wook-fiberglass, blue
Rogers 5 drums, yellow, memrilok
Sonor 5 drums, genuine rosewood
Fibes 5 drums, bronze/chrome
Sonor 4 drums, oyster blue
Hayman 4 drums, silver pearl
Beverley 4 drums, red silky pearl

ALL KITS AT DISCOUNT PRICES, PLEASE
TELEPHONE FOR PRICES AND ANY OTHER
DETAILS.

REMO ROTO TOMS
6" Roto Tom £20.26
8" Roto Tom £25.77
10" Roto Tom E32.22
12" Roto Tom £38.67
14" Row Tom E48.79
16" Roto Tom £58.00
18" Roto Tom £73.65
Roto Tom stand adaptors each £4.05

PAISTE CYMBALS
2002
16" crash/med/ride £45.00
18" crash/ med/ ride £54.00
20" crash/ med/ ride E66.00
22" crash/ med/ ride £85.00
20" China type £95.00
18" flat ride £76.00
14" hi hats £68.00
14" sound edge hi -hats £105.00
4004 Inew range of Paiste)
16" crash/ med/ ride £23.82
18" crash/ med/ ride £29.87
20" crash/ med/ ride E39.08
14" hi hats pair £33.38
5005 Inew range of Paiste)
16" crash/ med/ ride E30.78
18" crash/ med/ ride £37.87
20" crash/ med/ ride £47.47
22" crash/ med/ ride £59.75
14" hi -hats £47.67
We also have large stocks of Zildjian

VARIOUS AMPS + CABS
Marshall 100 valve top E215
Marshall 100 valve with master volume £215
Marshall 100 Valve with reverb £210
Marshall 50 valve top £175
Marshall 4 x 12" cabs (straight) £160
Marshall 4 x 12" cabs (sloped) £165
Marshall 50 valve master volume combos £250
Marshall 100 valve master volume combos £345
Orange 120 valve master volume tops £195
Orange 120 valve tops E190
Orange 4 x 12" cabs £165
Orange 80 watt master volume combo reverb £320
Orange 2 x 15" bass bin £315
Orange 6 channel mixer/amp C145
Peavey Classic combo rev + automix £180
Peavey Deuce combo rev + automix E320
Peavey T.N.T. combo 1 a 15" speaker £135
Peavey Super Festival Series amp £295
Peavey Standard Guitar amp £185
Yamaha 2 x 12" 100 watt combo E290
Yamaha 50 watt bass combo £260
Yamaha 100 watt bass combo £345
Kustom Hustler 4 x 12" combo £195
Sunn Concert bass combo £180
Acoustic 370 amp £325
Acoustic 450 amp £325
Acoustic 870 PA mixer/amp POA
Ampeg 120 watt transistor combo £335
Ampeg V-4 amp E320
Ampeg 4 x 12" cabinet £200
Also vast stocks of H/H, Carlsbro, Bose, Etc.

WE WILL MATCH OR BEAT ANY
GENUINE ADVERTISED PRICE



SEE WHAT'S NEW,
THEN SEE WHAT'S BETTER

SIX STRING SMLLJ

You've seen what's new
what's louder, slicker, big-
ger, shinier but have you
seen what's better? The MXR
Phase 90 makes asmall claim
on new with its new lower
price and new graphics, but
even better is that we've
added a touch of regenera-
tion for more intensity with-
out sacrificing that classic Phase 90 sound. What
this amounts to is that the phaser that set the indus-
try standard is now even more versatile in its per-
formance while maintaining the MXR standard of
quality and reliability.

The Phase 90 is one member of our family of phase
shifters, which includes the Phase 100, our top -of -
the -line phase shifter, and our Phase 45, which offers
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the same MXR quality at an
even lower price.
So, go out and see what's
new. Then see what's slightly
new and better from
MXR.
For more information see
your nearest MXR dealer or
direct inquiries to Rose -
Morris & Co Ltd., 32-34 Gor-

don House Rd., London NW5INE England.

Professional
Products Group



The days of amplifiers with one
distinctive sound are gone. It is no
longer enough just to amplify; today's
musicians need amplification systems
which are versatile enough to
adapt to any instrument, any
musical environment.

Similarly the perfect mixing system
is one which extends the performer's
capabilities without being obtrusive.

In a field where quality and reliab-
ility are often sacrificed in the race
for more advanced specifications,

Yamaha stand alone in offering a
comprehensive range of amplification
and mixing units which combine
advanced technology and traditional
craftsmanship.

When you choose Yamaha, you can
be sure that the only sounds you
hear are the ones you want.

YAMAHA
Craftsmen to the world's
musicians since 18g7.

Kemblel Yamaha, Mount Avenue, Bletchley, Milton Keynes Telephone 0908 71771





MUSK
MART
To have your company listed,
contact Howard Rosen, 01-369 5378

AMP & GUITAR SHOPS

BARNARDS MUSIC STUDIOS,
40 Camden Road, Tunbridge Wells,
Kent (0892) 22141

CASSMUSIC LIMITED, 29South
Street, Eastbourne, Sussex. BN21 4UP
(0323) 37273

CASSMUSIC LIMITED, 38 Monarch
Parade, London Road, Mitcham, Surrey.
CR4 3HA. 01-640 1870

CUSTOM AMPLIFICATION, 45
Nantwich Road, Crewe, Cheshire.
(0270) 4779

HUMBUCKER MUSIC, 124c Green Lane
Road, Leicester (0533) 769318

J.S.G. MUSICAL, 108b, Main Street,
Bingley, West Yorks 0976 68843

KINGFISHER MUSIC CO., 20 Kings
Road, Fleet, Hants. 02514 21210

PALL MALL MUSIC, 58 Pall Mall,
Chorley, Lancs. Tel: 02572 71124

POWER MUSIC, 124c Green Lane Road,
Leicester (0533) 769318

S.A.I., Regent Street, Coppull, Nr.
Chorley, Lancs. 0257 791645

SUN MUSIC, 110-111 Oxford Road,
High Wycombe, Bucks. 0494 36686
SUPERMOUSE MUSIC,
233 Melton Road, Leicester (0533) 63830
After hours: (0533) 606623/607279

TELECOMMS, 189 London Road, North
End, Portsmouth (0705) 60036

.WHITE SOUND EQUIPMENT, 3 Albion
Place, Sunderland, Tyne & Wear.
(0783) 78058

WOOD BROS. SOUND CENTRE,
33 London Road, Buxton, Derbyshire.
0298 4638

WOODROFFES MUSICAL
INSTRUMENTS LTD., 119 John
Bright Street, Birmingham 81 1BE
(021) 643 6545

CUSTOM-BUILT
SOUND EQUIPMENT

ACCOUSTIC SOUND SYSTEMS,
17 Andersons, Stanford -le -Hope, Essex
Stanford -le -Hope 6218
DORON SOUND SYSTEMS, 453 Brook
Lane, Kings Heath, Birmingham B13
OBT. (021) 777 4971

DISC CUTTING
& MASTERING

COUNTY RECORDING SERVICES,
London Road, Binfield, Bracknell,
Berks. Tel: (0344) 54935
MIDLAND SOUND RECORDINGS,
Meeting House Lane, Balsall Common,
Coventry. (0676) 32468

TAPE TO DISC SERVICE

ANGLIA PRESSINGS, 112 Beach Road,
Scratby, Great Yarmouth, Norfolk NR29
3PG. 0493-730136

CASSETTE DUPLICATING

The Cottage Sound Studio, Forres,
Morayshire, Scotland.

DISCO SERVICES

D.J.ELECTRONICS (HACKNEY) LTD,
83 Queens Road, Southend-on-Sea,
Essex, SS1 1PY. (0702) 353033/4/5

DAVE SIMMS DISCO SERVICES, 1-5
The Grove, Ealing, London W5 5DY 01-
560 0520

S.I.S. (SOUND EQUIPMENT) LTD.,
57 St. Andrews Road, Northampton
NN1 2PB. Tel: 0604 32966

ROGER SQUIRE'S DISCO CENTRES
LONDON
176 Junction Road, N19.
01-2727474
BRISTOL
125 Church Road, Redfield.
0272 550550
MANCHESTER
251 Deansgate, 3
061-831 7676

EQUIPMENT
HIRE SERVICES

JULIAN'S STUDIO INSTRUMENT
RENTALS LTD. 01-459 7294/5
MAURICE PLACQUET LTD.,
(Colin Barton), 358-360 Uxbridge
Road, Shepherds Bush, London W12.
01-749 3232
SUPERMOUSE MUSIC,
233 Melton Road, Leicester 10533) 63830.
After hours: (0533) 606623/607279
TELECOMMS, 189 London Road, North
End, Portsmouth 10705) 60036

LIGHTING
CHAMELEON LIGHTING, 40 Westfield
Avenue South, Saltdean, Brighton BN2
8HT, 0273 32539
LAIR HUST LTD., 7/9 Wood Close,
London E2 01-639 7547
METEOR LITES, 8 Pinnocks Lane,
Baldock, Herts 0462 892121

P.A. SYSTEMS
AXIS SOUND EQUIPMENT, 58 Avon
Road, Bournemouth, Dorset BH8 8SE.
0202 38246
CABIN SOUND CENTRE, 1a/2
Bamborough Gdns, London W12 BQN.
01-749 1121
CASCADE MUSIC, 42/44 Upper
Tooting Road, London SW17 7PD
01 272 3997
GROUND CONTROL, 7/9 Wood Close,
London E2. 01-739 7543
H H.B. P.A. HIRE, 16 Wallasey
Crescent, Ickenham, Uxbridge,
Middx. Ruislip (71) 73271/36986

HIWATT EQUIPMENT LTD., Park
Works, 16 Park Road, Kingston-upon-
Thames, Surrey. 01-549 0252/3

LIVE WARE, 17 St. Anne's Court,
Wardour Street, London W1V 3AN.
Tel: 01-734 9901/3
MUSIC SYSTEMS HIRE, 128 Brooks
Road, Cambridge. 0223 40841

R & C MUSIC, 2 High Street, Bexley,
Kent. 29 51663
STANDISH LIGHT & SOUND HIRE
CO. LTD., 358 Preston Road, Standish,
Nr. Wigan. (0257) 421603
SUPERSTITION HIRE, 3 Tumoak
Avenue, Woking, Surrey 04862 65885
E. ZEE HIRE LIMITED, 7-9 Market
Road, London N7. Tel: 01-6090246

PERCUSSION
INSTRUMENTS

PERCUSSION SERVICES, 17-23 Vale
Royal London N7 01-607 8383

EQUIPMENT
REPAIR SERVICES

MAURICE PLAQUET LTD.,
(Colin Barton), 358-360 Uxbridge
Road, Shepheards Bush, London W12
01-749 3232

SUPERMOUSE MUSIC,
233 Melton Road, Leicester (0533) 63830
After hours: (05331606623/607279

AMPLIFICATION

ROKA'S SHOP, 57 Endell Street,
London WC2B 9AJ. 01-240 2610

ORGANS & AMPS
BUG SOUND ELECTRONICS, 76 Manor
Street, Braintree, Essex. 0376 21962
STEVE JACKSON, Roundhouse Music,
72-73 Chalk Farm Road, London N.1.01-
2675641/2. Evenings 01-340 8105.

SPEAKERS
JOHNSON & JONES (Quality Speaker
Repairs), 66 Dalston Lane, London E8.
01-254 9331.

GUITAR SERVICES
PETER COOK, 17 Perimeade Road,
Perivale, Middx. 01-998 3101
ROKA ACOUSTIC SERVICES,
67 Endell St., London WC2.
Tel: 01-240 2610

GRIMSHAW GUITARS,
12a Vickers Road, London NW5
Tel: 01-485 8362

INSURANCE
CANWORTH BROKERS LTD., 43
South Molton Street, London W1 Y 1 HB
01-408 2272 (10 lines)
GIEISON Er CO LTD., Inc. Insurance
Brokers, 54 Uxbridge Road, London
W12. 01-743 4834/5
ROGER SQUIRE'S (INSURANCE),
55 Chalbert Street, London NWB.
01-722 1130

LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
FACILITIES

AARVAK ELECTRONICS, 12a Bruce
Grove, London N17 6RA. Tel: 01-808
8923
CEREBRUM LIGHTING (Sales & Hire), LTD
168 Chatem Drive, Berrylands, Surbiton,
Surrey KT5 8LS. 01-390 0051

MULTIFORM ELECTRONICS LTD., 22
Portugal Road, Woking, Surrey GU21
5JE 04862 70248

ROGER SQUIRE'S DISCO CENTRES
See our address entries under the
heading Disco Services.

ZENITH LIGHTING, 60 (field Road,
London SVV10. 01-352 7048

MAIN AGENTS FOR
ALTEC & UNIVERSITY
SOUND
THEATRE PROJECTS, 10 Long Acre,
London WC2 9LN. 01-240 5411

MANUFACTURERS
ELKA-OR LA (UK) LIMITED, 19
Bluebridge Industrial Estate, Halstead,
Essex. Halstead 5325/6

AMPLIFICATION
AFLYN MUSIC, 71 Windmill Road,
Luton, Beds. 0582 414297/36950

HIWATT EQUIPMENT LIMITED,
Park Works, 16 Park Road, Kingston -
Upon -Thames, Surrey 01-549 0252/3.

SOUTHERN MUSIC, 34 Waterloo Road,
Hove, Sussex 0273 733387

WATKINS ELECTRIC MUSIC LTD.,
66 Offley Road, London SW9 OLU.
01-735 6568/9/0

WHITE AMPLIFICATION, 211 High
Street West, Sunderland, Tyne & Wear.
(0783) 43627

ZOOT-HORN SOUND EQUIPMENT,
31 Station Road, London SE25.
01-653 6018

ELECTRIC ORGAN KITS

ELVINS ELECTRONIC MUSICAL
INSTRUMENTS, 12 Brett Road,
Hackney E8 1JP. 01.986 8455

CABINET FITTINGS
AFLYN AUDIO, 71 Windmill Road,
Luton, Beds. 0582 414297/56950

ADAM HALL (SUPPLIES) UNIT 0,
Starline Works, Grainger Road,
Southend-on-Sea, Essex. 0702 613292

CUSTOM-BUILT
PERCUSSION & FITTING

PERCUSSION SERVICES, 17-23
Vale Royal, London N7. 01-607 8383

P/A EQUIPMENT

AMEK, 2nd Floor, Islington Mill,
James Street, Salford, Lancs. 061-834
6747

EPICENTRUM, Foxhouse, Moor Road,
Langham, Colchester, Essex 020 636 668

GELF ELECTRONICS LTD.,
6 Duncombe Street, Bletchley,
Milton Keynes. Tel: 0908 77503

RESLOSOUND, Eagle Road, Rye,
E. Sussex. Rye (079 731 2988

SOUNDCRAFT, 5/8 Great Sutton St.,
London EC1. 01-251 3631

SYNTHESISERS

SYNTHESISER MUSIC SERVICES
LTD., 12 Holland Park, London W11.
01-221 5665

MUSICAL INSTRUMENT
SHOPS

Al MUSIC CENTRE, 88 Oxford St.,
Manchester 1. (061) 236 0340

ANDERTONS MUSIC CENTRE, 5
Stoke Fields, Guildford, Surrey. (0483)
75928

ASSEMBLY MUSIC, Alfred Street,
Bath (0225) 63508

BERRY PIANOS, 48 Grand Parade,
Haringay, London N4. 01-800 2488

ALLAN BILLINGTON LIMITED,
172/174 Park View Road, Welling, Kent.
01-303 1429/3441

COOKES BAND INSTRUMENTS, 34
BenedIcts Street, Norwich, Norfolk.
0603-23563

CORNELL, J.P., 31 Spring Bank, Hull,
(0482) 215335

J.P. DIAS (CARLISLE) LTD., 149-153
Botchergate, Carlisle.

DUCK SON & PINKER, Harmony Hall,
Bridge Street, Bath. (0225) 5676

EUROMUSIC, 13 Princesses Parade,
Waterside, Crayford, Kent DA1 4 JD.
(03225122544

F.D. & H. MUSIC, 138-140 Charing
Cross Road, London WC2H OLD
01-836 4766.
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HALING SOUND, 37 Kings Road, St.
Leonards-on-Sea, Sussex. 0424 42870
KEMPSTER & SON, 98 Commercial
Road, Swindon, Wilts. (0973) 5523/
26375
KENNARD & SONS LTD., 10 New
Rents, Ashford, Kent. (0233) 23226
KITCHEN, R.S. LIMITED, 27-31
Queen Victoria St., Leeds. Leeds 446341
LOUGHBOROUGH MUSIC CENTRE
18 The Rushes, Loughborough, Leics.
105093) 30398
IVOR MAIRANTS MUSICENTRE, 56
Rathbone Place, London W1P 1AB.
01-636 1481
MANUSCRIPT, 107 Friern Barnet Road,
London N11. 01-368 6673
MATTHEWS, 20 The Broadway,
Maidstone, Kent. (0622) 673355
MILTON KEYNES MUSIC, Boogaloo
Basement, 17 Bridge Street, Leighton
Buzzard, Bedfordshire. 05253-66622
MR. BOTTLENECK, 7 Queens Street,
Salisbury, Wilts. 0722 23689
MUSIC EQUIPMENT LTD., 55
Camberwell Church Street, London SE5.
01-701 2270
NICKLIN & SONS LIMITED, The
Square, Barnstaple Devon. (02711 2005
NORTHERN SOUNDS, 41 Jane Street,
Workington CA14 3BVV. 0900-4797
NORMANS (BURTON -UPON -TRENT)
LTD., 1 Lichfield Street, Burton -Upon -
Trent (02831 61528
MAURICE PLACQUET LTD., 358-360
Uxbridge Road, Shepherds Bush,
London W12. 01-749 3232
ROSS SOUND HOUSE, 17 Gloucester
Road, Ross -on -Wye, Herefordshire.
(0989) 2431
RUSHTONS MUSIC; 28 Oswald Road,
Scunthorpe, S. Humberside.
Scunthorpe (0724) 2400
SANDRA'S MUSIC CENTRE, 6
Allhalland Street, Bideford, North Devon
(023) 722 707
DAVE SIMMS MUSIC CENTRE, 1-5
The Grove, Ealing, London W5 5DX.
01-560 0520
SOUTHERN MUSIC, 34 Waterloo Street,
Hove, Sussex. 0273 733387
CHRIS STEVENS MUSIC CENTRE
LTD., 11 Queens Road, Southend-on-
Sea, Essex. 9702 45451
CHRIS STEVENS MUSIC CENTRE
LTD. 33 North Street, Romford,
Essex. 70 455 42
STRINGS 'N' THINGS, 39 Fleet Street,
Swindon, Wilts. 8793 39304
STROTHERS (ASSOC. RUMBELOVV)
Coronation Buildings, Wallasey Road,
Wallasey, Cheshire. 051-638 3622/9871
SUPERMOUSE MUSIC,
233 Melton Road, Leicester (0533) 63830
After hours: (0533) 606623/607279

DAVID VANE MUSIC, 28 Market
Street, Exmouth. 03952-75246
WAKEFIELD MUSIC CENTRE, 5
Silver Street, Wakefield. 0924 72202
WOODS (PIANOS & ORGANS) LTD.
15/17 Manchester Road, Bolton
BL2 1EH. Bolton 27171. Branches:
Preston 52865 & Burnley 33709

YARDLEYS, Snow Hill, Birmingham.
021-236 7441

KEYBOARD SHOPS

KEYBOARD HARMONY, 82 High
Street, Redhill, Surrey RM1 1SG. 91-
68821

PERCUSSION SHOPS

DRUM CENTRE, 79 Percy Street,
Newcastle, Tyne & Wear, 0632 27910

DRUMLAND, 75 Lowf ield Street,
Dartford, Kent. 132) 24449
ALLAN BILLINGTON LIMITED,
172/174 Park View Road, Welling,
Kent, 01303 1429/3441

LONDON DRUM CENTRE, 276
Portobello Road, London W10 5TE.

KO

PERCUSSION SERVICES, 17-23 Vale
Royal, London N7. 01-607 8383
SUPERMOUSE MUSIC,
233 Melton Road, Leicester (0533) 63830.
After hours: 10533) 606623/607279

PROFESSIONAL AUDIO
SUPPLIERS

R.E W., 146 Charing Cross Road,
London WC2. 01-240 3064/3068
ROGER SQUIRE'S
(STUDIOS DIVISION);
55 Chalbert Street, London NWB.
01-722 1130

RECORDING STUDIOS
The Studios below are listed
under maximum track capacity.

48 TRACK

TRIDENT STUDIOS,
17 St. Anne's Court, Wardour Street,
London W1. 01-734 9901

24 TRACK
ABBEY ROAD STUDIOS, 3 Abbey
Road, St. John's Wood, London
NW8. 01-286 1161
BASING STREET STUDIOS
(ISLAND), 8-10 Basing Street,
London W11. 01-229 1229

BERWICK STREET RECORDING
STUDIOS, 8 Berwick Street, London
W1 01-734 1888
CENTRAL SOUND RECORDING
STUDIOS LTD., 9 Denmark Street,
London WC2H 8LP. 01-836 6061

INDIGO SOUND STUDIOS LTD.,
Gartside Street, Manchester, M3 3EL
(061) 834 7001
R.G. JONES RECORDING
STUDIOS, Beulah Road, Wimbledon,
SW19. 01-540 9881
KINGSWAY RECORDERS LIMITED,
129 Kingsway, London WC2B 6NH.
Tel: 01-242 7245
MAJESTIC RECORDING STUDIOS
LTD., 146 Clapham High Street,
London SW4. 01-622 1228/9
MANOR STUDIO, Shipton Manor,
Shipton-on-Cherwell, Kidlington,
Oxford. 08675 2128
PEBBLE BEACH, 12a South Farm
Road, Worthing, Sussex BN14 7BA
0903 207744
ROCKFIELD STUDIOS, Rockfield
Road, Monmouth. Wales 0600 2449/
3625
STRAWBERRY RECORDING STUDIOS
3 Waterloo Road, Stockport, Cheshire.
1061) 480 9711/2

16 TRACK

ANVIL OF DENHAM, North Orbital
Road, Denham UB9 5HH. 01-332 3522

CRAIGHALL RECORDING STUDIOS,
68 Craighall Road, Edinburgh EH6 4RL
031-552 3685
DECIBEL STUDIOS, 19 Stamford
Hill, London N16. 01-802 7868,
01-807 2146
FOEL STUDIO LTD., Foel Llanfair,
Caereinoin, Powys, Wales 093882
758573

FREERANGE STUDIOS, 22
Tavistock Street, London WC2.
01836 7608
GOOSEBERRY STUDIOS, 19 Gerrard
Street, London W1. 01-437 6255
01-734 2257

GROSVENOR RECORDING STUDIOS
16 Grosvenor Road, Handsworth
Wood, Birmingham B20 3NP.
021-356 9636/7
HORIZON STUDIOS, Horizon House,
Warwick Road,, Coventry CV3 6QS.
10203) 21000
K.P.M. STUDIOS LTD., 21 Denmark
Street, London WC2H 8NE.
01-836 6699
LEE SOUND STUDIO, 158
Wolverhampton Road, Pelsall, Nr.
Walsall. 0922 6879'13/682961

ORANGE STUDIOS, 34 New
Compton Street, London WC2. 01-836
7811/3.

MAGRiTTE STUDIOS, 15 Holloway
Lane, Harmondsworth, West Drayton,
Middx. 01.897 9670.
PLUTO STUDIOS, 3 Waterloo
Road, Stockport, Cheshire SK1 3BD.
(061) 477 0434
PYE RECORDING STUDIOS, ATV
House, Great Cumberland Place,
London W1. 01-402 8114/7.

RIVERSIDE RECORDING STUDIOS,
78 Church Path, (Fletcher Road),
Chiswick, London W4. 01-994 3142

R.G. JONES (OF MORDEN) LTD.,
Beulah Road, Wimbledon, London
SW19. 01-540 4441 & 01-542 4368
SEPTEMBER SOUND STUDIOS, 38
Knowl Road, Golcar, Huddersfield, HD7
4AN (04841 658895/6

SPACEWARD SOUND SYSTEMS, 19
Victoria Street, Cambridge, CB1 1.JP.
0223-64263 (Between 10 am and 2 pm)

T.M.C. RECORDING STUDIO,
118 Mitcham Road, London SW17.
01-672 4108
T.W. MUSIC, 211 Fulham Palace
Road, London W6. 01-385 4630.
VILLAGE WAY STUDIOS
228 Imperial Drive,
Rayners Laner,
Harrow. 01-868 2073

8 TRACK

BIRD SOUND STUDIOS, Kings Lane,
Nr. Stratford -Upon -Avon, Warwicks.
(0789) 85705 & 10789) 3081

CRAIGHALL RECORDING STUDIOS,
68 Craighall Road, Edinburgh EH6 4RL
031-552 3685
DE WOLFE STUDIO, 84 Wardour
Street, London W1V 3LF. 01-439 8481

FAIRVIEW MUSIC, Great Gutter Lane,
Willerby, Hull, N. Humberside HU10
6DW. (0482) 653116

FREE RANGE SOUND STUDIOS, 22
Tavistock Street, London WC2.
01-836 7608

IMPULSE ORGANISATION. 71 High
Street East, Wallsend NE28 7RJ,
Northumberland. Newcastle 10632)
624999

LEADER SOUND, 209 Rochdale
Road, Greetland, Halifax, West Yorks.
(04227) 6161
MILNER SOUND LIMITED, Studio
117c Fulham Road, London SW3.
01-589 6477

QUEST STUDIO, 71 Windmill Road,
Luton, Beds. 0582 414297/36950
STiN RECORDING SERVICES LTD.,
34-36 Crown Street, Reading, Berks.
0734 595647

TELECOMMS RECORDING STUDIOS,
189 London Road, North End,
Portsmouth (07051 60036

4 TRACK
D.T.S. RECORDING, 16 The Broad-
way, Maidstone, Kent. (Maidstone)
670 326 & (Medway) 401 467

GATEWAY STUDIOS, 162a Balham
High Road, London SW12. 01-673 7316
SAMMA STUDIOS, 90 Lots Road, London
SW10. 01-352 4136

MOBILE
JET MOBILE, 8 Bell Meadow, Sutton
Road, Maidstone, Kent. Maidstone
57967

ISLAND MOBILE, 8-10 Basing Street,
London W11. 01-229 1229 Telex
12421

RECORD PRODUCTIONS

IMPULSE ORGANISATION, 71 High
Street East, Wallsend NE28 7RJ,
Northumberland. Newcastle (06321
624999
LOOK RECORDS LTD., September
Sound Studios, 38 Knowl Road, Golcar,
Huddersfield HD7 4AN
0484 658895/6

SUN RECORDING SERVICES
LTD., 34-36 Crown Street, Reading,
Berkshire. 0734 595647

STORM RECORDS, Pressings, sleeves.
(Studio facilities available). Music
publishing and songwriting services.
S.A.E. 133 Park Road, Blackpool.
Tel: 27357

DEMOS FOR
SONGWRITERS (8 TRACK)

CARREA MUSIC, 46 Farndish Road,
Irchester, Wellingborough, Northants.
NN9 7E E. Rushden (09334) 56520

REHEARSAL STUDIOS

FARMYARD REHEARSAL STUDIOS,
White Line Road, Little Chalfont,
Bucks. 02404 2912
HOLLYWOOD STUDIOS, 38-40 Upper
Clapton Road, London E5 8BQ:'806 1121
MAURICE PLACQUET LTD., London

 Studio : 01-749 3232. Pinewood
Studio : 0753 654571

RIDGE FARM STUDIOS, Capel,
Nr. Dorking, Surrey.
10306) 711571/711202

SOUTH LONDON STUDIOS,
Basement 5, Bridge Parade, Waddon
Road, Croydon, Surrey. 01-689 9310
01-688 1056

TRACKS REHEARSAL STUDIO, 110
Churchfield Road, Acton, London W3.
01-993 0751 & 01-992 9061

SOUND HOUSES

FENDER

SOUND PAD MUSIC CENTRE, 64
London Road, Leicester. (0533) 20760

H/H

JOHNSON'S MUSIC (SOUNDAFiOUND)
LTD., 227 London Road, Sheffield.
S24 NF (0742) 53127

TOUR SERVICES

LIGHTING & SOUND
HIRE

ENTEC LTD, 90 Wardour Street,
London W1. 01-903 5790

FLASHLIGHT & SOUND GmbH,
Bussestrasse 11, 2000 Hamburg 60,
West Germany. 010 494 05115527/68
Telex : 12421

RAINBOW PRODUCTIONS, 7/9 Wood
Close, London E2. 01-739 7543

BACKDROPS, GRAFIX, 22 Manor Farm
Drive, Swinton, Mexborough, South
Yorkshire, S648JB
070988 5705

WHOLESALERS

CLEARTONE MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
LTD., 27 Legge Lane, Birmingham 1.
(021) 236 6100

WOODS (PIANOS & ORGANS)
LTD., 15/17 Manchester Road,
Bolton BL2 1EH. (0204) 27171



Last year, under the
direction of the U.S.
State Department, the
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band
made history by being
the first American
band to do a tour of
the Soviet Union.

From a diplomatic
stand point, it would
prove to be the most
significant series of
concerts an American
group had ever
played.

The prerequisites
for such a tour were
obvious. Only the
most reliable, high
performance sound
equipment should be
used. Maximum
efficiency, versatility,
and compactness
would be absolute
necessities.

The choice was
Peavey. SP -1 en-
closures bi-amped
with CS -800 power
amplifiers would
create the backbone
of the system. Artist
and LTD instrument
amps would make up
the on stage gear
along with Peavey
monitor enclosures
and a 1200 Stereo
Mixing Console.

May 2, 1977 the tour
began through five
cities and twenty-
three performances in
every imaginable
condition from large
auditoriums to out-
door bicycle tracks.

Dirt Band sound
man Gary Mullen
recalls, "One of the
problems we faced
was severe drops in

The
sound system
that raised the

Iron Curtain!

"The system was set up with FH-1 bass cabinets
stacked two high with two MF1-X horns on
top of each stack and two stacks on each
side of the stage. It looked pretty small but

the system totally covered the area with
no dead spots and enough acoustic

power to make it loud enough to
wake the dead!

Gary Mullen
Dirt Band sound man
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Address

City

State

voltage. At times we
were running on
voltages as low as 80
volts. I can't tell you
how or why, but the
equipment kept on
working. Not only was
it loud, but through
the wonders of bi-
amping, it was crystal
clear. In the five
shows at the bicycle
track, the system was
left on the stage each
night and two nights
brought enough rain
to float a barge. Each
time we uncovered it
for a show it worked
great,...the tour was a
total success!"

The folks at Peavey
appreciate the Dirt
Band's confidence in
our equipment. We're
proud to have had a
part in bringing a
piece of the U.S.A. to
the U.S.S.R.

Distributed in the UK and Ireland by:

PEAVEY ELECTRONICS IUK) LTD.,

Unit 8, New Read, Ridgewood,
Ucktield, Sussex, TN22 5SX

©4.78

I'd like to know
more about the
Peavey line of
advanced sound
gear. Send me a
free catalog.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I



Martin Drew with Ronnie Scott and
Oscar Peterson demand the best.

Martin Drew chose Sonor because only
the best is good enough.

When only the
best is good enough

11 SONOR
Sole U.K. distributors: M. Hohner Ltd.,
39-45 Coldharbour Lane, London SE5 9NR.
Tel. No. 01-733 4411 Telex No. 24224.

82

To M. Hohner Ltd.,
39-45 Coldharbour Lane,
London SE5 9NR.

Please send me the
Sonor illustrated
brochure and the
complete list of Sonor
key dealers.

Name

Address

Bi 12 78



PERSONAL ADS
This section is completely free of charge. Please help us by keeping
your ads as brief as possible. Remember that telephone numbers will
produce far more response than addresses. Write to Personal Ads,
Beat Instrumental, 1B Parkfield Street, London Ni.

KILLER -WATT seek vocalist, PA. rigs
supplied. Must be powerful, for energy
rock. Liverpool 523 5148.

MARSHALL 100W valve top super hd.
Mkl 1 plus cab 4 x 12" Celestions £180
or swap for Marshall 50w valve combo.
Phil Rice, Liverpool 525 3106.

OVATION Glen Campbell 6 string
acoustic, unused and excellent - offers
please. John Birch Custom also unused
£250 ono.

ORANGE GRAPHIC 120 new £125 ono.
Barnsley 713892.

BASS PLAYER (17-20) either sex
required for inexperienced band in
Central Scotland, into rock n' roll,
Beatles. Quo etc. Must have own gear,
vocals helpful. Contact Roddy Harbert
4106 (weekends), 041 429 2280
(weekdays) or "Hovis", Harbert 6561.

COMMODORE (pre Columbus) for sale.
S'burst finish body, semi -ac Gibson
copy, vgc. Ideal for beginners or
amateurs. Charlie, Eastergate 2035.

LYRICS writer needs good M/ F keyboard
player to work as team; suit person
capable of reading, writing music and be
self supporting. No time wasters please.
Phone Ivan, London 373 6852 6-7 pm.

SINGER and drummer 116-18) wanted for
band just reformed. Own gear and
transport essential. Ring Westhoughton
813338 and ask for Gary.

BAND just forming (two guitarists)
Enfield/Waltham Abbey area, need a

good or keen drummer and bass player
who are into the Beatles, Shadows,
Stones and most types of rock music.
Should have own transport. Interested?
Phone 805 7395 end ask for John.

JOHN BIRCH guitar: stereo, 24 frets,
Schallers, maple neck, Birch flight case,
immaculate. £275. Ring Caxton 203.

KEYBOARD player required. Preferably
synth, elec. piano, organ, for up-and-
coming band with demo ready for
presentation. Into Led Zep, Genesis etc.
S.E. London. No punk impressarios or
funsters. Phone Ozzy 311 8485 after six.

DYLAN - WANTED. Michael Gray's
book, 'Song and Dance Man; the art of
Bob Dylan', and Dylan's single, 'Can You
Please Crawl Out Your
Window' / 'Highway 61 Revisited'.
Christine Marshall, 2 Golgotha Village,
Lancaster, Lancashire LA1 3DZ.

EXPERIMENTAL keyboard synthesizer
player wanted. Cluset, Kraftwerk, Be Bop
Deluxe for originality, musical art/group
653 7899, Steve, South London.

MALE SONGWRITER, lousy at
composing, seeks secure contact with
recording artiste/group into soul music.
Hasan 0734 666606.

DRUMMER and keyboards (synth?)
required. Pat, 77a Southwell Road West,
Mansfield, Notts.

1:41,,,,,,)yolIfft. friar 911%/k.

"Fririgroff,

,at wholesale
PLEASE WRITE FOR YOUR L

TRADE ENQUI* WELCONIE

22/24 StNIARYS GATE,ROCHDALE OL16 102 ROCHDALE 524483

BILL OCCLESHAW

 Remo Roto toms

 Gretsch drums

* Remo drum heads

 Natal Latin
percussion

* Percussion Services

 Stands 8- fittings

Sole agents for the South
9 Blandford Close, Henleaze, Bristol BS9 4BN
Tel: 0272 627488
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EQUIPMENT PR10E GUIDE
All prices in this section include the appropriate rate of VAT except where indicated. Every effort is made to ensure that
prices given here are up to date; individual retailers, however, may offer goods at above or below the recommended retail
price.

Manufacturers and distributors are requested to supply us with up -dated price lists as early as possible.

GUITARS

BALDWIN

GRETSCH
Broadcaster (solid) .

Broadcaster (hollow) .

Broadcaster (bass) .

Country Club, nat
White Falcon
White Falcon, stereo
White Falcon, single
cutaway
Roc Jet, black
Country Roc
Tennessean, cherry
Nashville, red
Country Gentleman,
walnut
Super Chet, red
Super Axe
Atkins Axe
All Prices include Case.

483.00
555.00
483.00
589.00
970.00

1008.00

821.00
483.00
579.00
532.00
605.00

629.00
846.00
678.00
532.00

BOOSEY Et
HAWKES

DI GIROGIO (BRAZIL)
No 16 Signorina 59.00
No 18 Estundante 65.00
No 28 Classico 72.50
No 36 Bel Som 105.00
No 30 Amazon 82.50
TAKEHARU
GT85 full size 52.00
GT120 full size 62.50
GT180 full size 75.00
VVT100 jumbo 57.00
WT200 jimbo 80.00
WT100-12 jumbo ... 62.50
VEGA
V244 160.00
V445 170.00
V445-12 str 190.00
V446 170.00
V646.5 335.00
V845 227.50
2052M case 59.00
VITTORO
570 Small size Classic . 18.41
575 Full size Classic 25.25
ANGELICA
2852 Folk guitar 28.50
2853 Jumbo guitar . 43.95
2854 Class guitar 23.95
2855 Small size Classic
guitar 19.95
ANGELICA MANDOLIN
584 Flat -back Model 12.95

BRODR JORGENSEN

KRAMER
New Generation
250G
2508
350G
3508
450G
4508
650G
650B
DMZ
1000
2000
3000
4000

379.00
404.00
441.00
449.00
520.00
526.00
652.00
611.00

545.00
560.00
488.00

All prices include hard case

CBS/ARBITER
)EX VAT)

FENDER
Electrics:
Jazzmaster

84

374.89

Jaguar
Stratocaster w trem
Stratocaster L/H w.
trem.
Stratocaster m/neck
w. trem
Stratocaster L/H m/
neck w. trem
Stratocaster
Stratocaster L/H .

Stratocaster m/neck
Stratocaster m/ neck
L/H
Telecaster d/I
Telecaster di! L/ H
Telecaster Custom
Telecaster Custom
L/H
Telecaster Custom
m/ neck
Telecaster Custom
L/H m/neck
Telecaster Std
Telecaster Std L/H
Telecaster Std m/neck
Telecaster Std L/H
m/ neck
Bronco
Musicmaster
Mustang
Mustang L/H
Mustang m/neck
Mustang L/H m/neck.
Semi -acoustics:
Telecaster Thinline

L/H
Starcaster + case .

Basses:
Jazz
Jazz in/ neck
Jazz L/H
Jazz L/H m/neck
Telecaster
Precision
Precision narrow neck
Precision fretless . . .

Precision m/neck . .

Precision narrow m/
neck
Precision L/H
Precision 1/ H mi neck
Precision fretless L/H
Precision L/ H m/ neck
Mustang
Musicmaster
Acoustics:
F.C. 10%
F.C. 10
F.C. 20
F.C. 30
F.C. 40
F 15
F 25
F 35
F 45
F 55 12 -string
F65
F 75
F85
F95
F80
F 115

367.40
323.25

364.90

349.91

391.56
291.59
331.58
316.59

358.24
346.58
379.91
283.26

316.59

309.92

341.57
258.26
279.93
283.26

306.59
179.96
139.97
191.61
206.62
216.61
231.60

338.24

366.58
496.54

324.91
349.91
356.58
383.24
276.60
269.93
279.93
269.93
294.92

306.59
291.59
316.59
291.59
316.59
296.61
124.96

40.06
44.33
55.41
66.50
73.32
51.45
56.27
63.09
64.80
78.43
78.43
98.90

129.58
165.39
100.60
242.11

CHAPPELL

Classical:
C.100 36.00
C.101 43.00
C.102 49.00
C.103 59.10
C.104 65.00
Steel strung:
C.200 49.50
C.201 63.00
C.202 43.00
C.203 54.00
Bolin Handmade:
C.10 180.00
B.11 150.00
8.12 120.00

CLEARTONE

MELODY
1200 12/s Folk
125012/s Folk Elc...
500 Folk
525 Folk Elec
325 Folk
460 Classic
450
350
600
1300
MIAMI
FT1 Elec
FT2 Elec
FT1 Bass
TANTARRA
4195 Classic
GUYATONE
HG91 Steel
H0306 Steel
HG188C Steel
KLIRA
Westbury Jumbo
310 Electric
360 Bass
Blue Hill 6
Blue Hill 12
SM8 Solid
SM9 Solid
Westside
SM19 Bass
355 Bass
149 Classic
C.M.I.
CMI Custom VI
SMI Custom IV
CMI Salisbury
SG2S
SG1OB
ST300
HASIHMOTO
G100
6130
G160
G200
G250

J. T. COPPOCK

ANTORIA
2355 Big Jack S.Ac.
Sunburst
2355M Big John S.Ac.
Maple
2357 Mt. Strad Violin
Bs
2350 Memphis Custom
2350 Memphis std.
2350L Memphis std I/h
2351 Memphis d/l.
2351DX Memphis d/I
2351 Memphis Original
2342IV Memphis
2341 Memphis ctm
2343 Memphis jun.
2337DX Memphis jun
d/I
2350 Memphis white
2405 Custom 74
2451 Memphis Oldie
23508 Memphis bs .

2660 Memphis Vine
2458 Memphis Spcl
2351CH Memphis
Cherry
2675 Custom 76
2354 Woodstock
2354S Woodstock std
2345SL Left -Hand . .

2377 Woodstock pro
2383 Woodstock ctm
2338 Woodstock std.
2347 Woodstock jun
2394 Woodstock nat
2345 Woodstock white
23548 Woodstock bs .

34.86
43.72
30.81
38.10
13.00
29.95
21.82
15.34
34.48
39.38

25.36
29.93
32.64

18.28

20.66
55.52
85.72

64.79
64.79
68.20
37.16
62.17
80.13
90.58

113.81
97.18
75.87
27.62

109.96
122.76
109.96
45.66
44.52
67.49

38.73
44.18
51.42
57.79
68.68

173.00

190.00

88.00
136.00
132.00

1144.00
136.00
148.00
141.00
170.00
154.00
159.00

173.00
144.00
208.00
190.00
143.00
150.00
157.00

136.00
430.00
133.00
127.00
135.00
141.00
151.00
106.00
128.00
142.00
240.00
130.00

2354LB Woodstock
long bs
2352 Clipper
2352M Clipper d/1..
7367 Custom
2353LDX Clipper long
bs black
2368 Clipper Fireball .

2365 Dixie bs
2365BL Dixie bs I/ h..
2366B Marksman .
2366FLB Fretless bs
2375 Rocketman
Maple fb
2375W Rocketman
White
2375L Sunburst I/h..
HG188C Steel
2375N Rocketman
Natural
2375 Ash
2375B Rocketman
black
2655ZB Rocketman
Zebra
2656ZB Zebra bs
2375W Twin Gemini
6/12
2407 Twin Gemini 6/4
2376 Dixie Fireball bs .

2386 Memphis ctm d/I
2386L Left -Hand
2384 Clipper Ash
2385 Clipper Ash bs .

2370 Semi -Ac Id

2374 Semi -Ac Id
2395 Semi -Ac nat .

24098 bs
24098W bs
2387 Custom Vulcan.
2387CU Vulcan bs
2348 Phoenix
2617S Artist nat
2459 Venturer
2469 Vulcan II
2683 Solid special

ANTORIA WESTERN
FOLK
698E Gt. Western elec
684E Super Electric
698 Gt. Western jbo
698M Gt. Western
maple
6986 K Gt. Western
Black
693 Gentleman Jim d/I
684/12 Super Jumbo .
6848LK Black
683 Super Jumbo
684/ L Left -Hand
628/12 Californian
bo
628 Californian jbo
62 Bronco fk
627/12 Bronco jbo
627L Left -Hand
642 Folk
670 12 str
699 Blonde
697 Tennesse 6
695 Nashville 6
758 Gt. Western Ar-
tiste jumbo
670
952 Antroria Vintage
jbo
684/6 Super Nashville.

CI MAR
1904 Black 2pu
1904S Sunburst 2pu
1908 Bass 2pu
1940 Sunburst 3pu .
1940W White 3pu
1940 Ash 3pu
1941 Cherry Jun tpu
1942 Walnut 2pu
1944 Walnut 2pu
1949 Stereo bs 2pu  .
1950 White
1951 Cherry
1952 Bass

250.00
260.00
156.00
154.00
175.00
150.00
171.00
139.00
141.00
154.00
132.00
160.00
167.00
198.00
210.00
207.00
231.00
222.00
223.00
232.00

104.50
121.00
120.00

137.00

120.00
107.00
104.00
97.00
85.00
97.00

86.00
78.00
44.00
71.00
72.00

144.00
133.00
116.00
125.00
92.00

100.00
124.00

82.00
94.00

83.00
82.00
85.00
91.00
91.00
96.00
75.00
75.00
82.00

159.00
113.00
112.00
109.00

ANTORIA CLASSICAL
140.00 2855 58.00

92.00 2841
108.00 2840
121.00 2839

TAMA GUITARS
106.00 3563 299.00
122.00 3568 239.00
138.00 , 3560S 225.00
145.00 3558'/. 218.00
132.00 3561S 212.00
132.00 3566 198.00

13565 185.00
144.00 3555S 1157.00

3557/12 214.00
152.00 3560/12 236.00
140.00 3550S Classical 163.00
85.72 3551 Classical 230.00

3570 202.00
155.00 DOBRO GUITARS
182.00 1000 800.00

36 285.00
143.00 33D 250.00

33HS 250.00
186.00 60SS 205.00
188.00 60S 205.00

Dobro Mandolin 200.00
HAWAIIAN
2390 Guitar only 38.50
2391 Outfit 117.00

FLETCHER,
COPPOCK Et
NEWMAN

HAGSTROM
0110/J Swede, Nat .

0111/M Swede, Blk .

0112/P Swede, Chry
0136/L Swede, White.
0113/S Scandi. Nat ..
0114/V Scandi, S'birst

0115/Y Scanbass, Sbrt
0116/B Scanbass, Nat
0126/B Scanbass, Chy
0137/0 Scanbass,
Frettless Natural
0138/R Scanbass,
Fretless Cherry
0118/H Viking, S'brst
0119/K Viking, Chry
0120/0 Viking, Nat.
0131/W Viking,
Bubinga
0117/E Jimmy, Oval
Hole, Natural
0123/X Jimmy, Oval
Hole, Sunburst
0124/A Jimmy, 'F'
Hole, Natural
0125/D Jimmy, 'F'
Hole, Sunburst
0130/T Patch 2000,
Natural
0142/E Hagstrom
Western 6-st
0143/H Hagstrom
Western 12-str
KENT GUITARS
0038/N Classical
0039/Q Jumbo
0040/U Jumbo
0041/X Jumbo
LORENZO GUITARS
0016/X Classical
0027/F Classical
0017/A Classical
0099/U Classical
0026/C Folk
0019/G Folk
0191/A Jumbo, Black
0054/ L Jumbo
0055/012 -string
0192/D Jumbo
0193/G 12 -string
KIMBARA GUITARS
0023/T Classical

KIMBARA GUITARS
0046/J Concert Class . 95.50

51.00 0025/2 Concert Class . 105.00
49.00 0046/M Concert Class 127.00
42.50 0009/8 Concert Class. 146.50

0047/P Concert Class . 167.00
0085/0 Concert Class. 320.00
0170/N Classical 35.50
0171/Q Classical 42.50
0172/ Classical 47.50
0173/W Classical 56.50
0174/Z Classical 67.75
0175/C Classical 79.95
0176/F Classical 82.75
0177/1 Classical 42.50
0178/L Jumbo 75.75
0179/0 Jumbo 85.75
0180/5 Jumbo 89.95
0002/G Folk 59.95
0006/S Jumbo 69.95
0008/Y Jumbo 93.95
0007/V 12-st Jbo 73.95
0024/W 12-st Jbo. . 97.95
0324/IJumbo Case 33.50
0344/S 12-st Case 34.95
KIMBARA MAESTRO
GUITARS
0048/S Folk 99.00
0049/V Jumbo 107.50
0051/C Jumbo 6-st 173.95
0052/F Jumbo 12-st 149.00
KIMBARA GUITARS
0031/S Elec 6-st 191.00
0032/V Elec 6-str 199.00
0034/B Elec Bass 209.95
0029/ L Elec 6-st 194.50
0030/P Elec 6-st 194.50
0183/B Pre -amp guitar 320.00
0181/Y Effects guitar . 375.00
0182/Y Effects guitar . 375.00
0070/J Antique 205.00

335.00 0035/E Elec bs 188.95
350.00 SATELLITE GUITARS
335.00 0065/7 Elec 6-st 39.95
335.00 0066/W Elec Bs 43.95
299.00 0097/0 Elec Bs 64.95
299.00 0095/1 Elec 6-st 64.95

0096/ L Elec 6-st 64.95
325.00 0098/R Elec 6-st 73.50
325.00 0168/G Elec 6-st 39.95
325.00 0094/F Elec bs 76.25

0169/J Dec bs 43.95
325.00 COLUMBUS GUITARS

0014/R Elec 6-st 129.95
325.00 0015/U Elec 6-st 129.95
299.00 0011/1 Elec 6-st 134.50
299.00 0010/F Elec Bs 122.00
299.00 0195/M Elec Bs 129.95

0028/1 Elec 6-st 129.95
299.00 0012/L Elec 6-st 134.50

0013/0 Elec 6-st 129.95
315 00

315.00 GIGSVILLE

399 00

399.00 ARIA ELECTRONICS
(PRO II)

1295.00 LC 750
LC 550

265.00 LC 550 VS
LC 500

320.00 LS 700
LS 500 VS

24.50 LS 450
37.50 SL 420
39.95 ST 600
39.95 ST 500

ST 400
22.95 TE 500
25.50 JB 600 bass
29.50 JB 450 bass
29.95 PB 500 bass
23.95 PR 500 bass
35.95 PB 400 bass
52.95 RB 750 bass
48.75 LB 650 bass
52.50 L 1000
53.95 EA 650
59.95 ES 800

ES 750
53.95 PE 110

257.20
209.30
219.70
209.30
245.00
204.90
190.95
178.10
209.30
189.20
148.20
183.95
221.60
165.60
204.00
193.60
156.00
230.20
227.60
347.90
239.80
272.90
249.40
159.60



PE 115 191.80
PE 120 228.50
PE 125 280.75
PE 130 220.60
PE 135 243.25
PE 145 255.45
PE 150 174.20
PE 160 203.20
PE 180 293.90
PE 190 acoustic 228.50
PE 200 bass 172.65
PE 800 269.95
PE 1000 324.40
PE 1500 399.95
PE 450 226.70
PE 460 239.80
PE 500 239.80
PE 600 249.40
PB 1500 388.90
SO 1000 388.90
SB 800 348.80
LS 6000 265.00
ARIA DIAMOND
ET 240 100.50
ES 175 102.0e
LS 300 149.00
EL 195 106.40
EA 200 115.95
ST 380 119.50
EJ 230 bass 109.90
PB 260 bass 109.00
RE 550 bass 170.90
ARIA ACOUSTICS
7451 101.30
7460 106.80
9210 106.30
9214 12 string 115.50
9230 114.70
9234 12 string 123.90
9250 138.95
9291 262.90
9400 83.70
9404 12 string 89.90
GR 30 123.00
9254 12 string 166.60
9450 128.90
945412 -string 139.80
9630 78.70
9634 12 -string 86.20
930 137.30
7451B 108.80
7451 WR 108.80
940 129.75
9460 213.50
9290 133.00
9295 141.50
9294 139.80
9800C 105.50
9800 105.50
9810C 117.20
9810 117.20
9260 108.80
9264 12 -string 118.00
960 110.00
9270 141.50
9280 201.00
9271 141.50
9274 12 -string 157.40
927512 -string 157.40
ARIA PRO II
ACOUSTICS
PW 25 129.75
PVV 51 179.95
PW 56 218.50
PW 65 229.95
PW 70 267.90
PW 75 321.40
PW65/ 12 243.00
PW 75/12 333.00
ARIA CLASSICS
A 560 232.70
A 559 182.50
A 558 149.80
A 557 127.20
A 556 117.20
A 555 107.20
A 554 98.80
A 553 98.80
A 552 84.60
A 551 70.30
A 550 61.10
A 549 56.90
A 543 F 132.30
A 561 82.00

G.M.S.

PICATO STRINGS (sets)
ES77 elec
UL77 Rock & Roll
XL77 Super light
77 light
P750 med. gauge, elec
35L Bass, round wnd
736L Bass, nylon wnd.
738L Bass, flat wnd
76 'Gold', Classic
WESTERNER
600
660
612

2.51
2.69
2.51
2.69
2.99
6.95
6.95
6.95
2.07

2.39
2.39
4.07

GUILD
IEX VAT)

AA Artist Award 1070.94

X-500 S -Ac 2 p/u 749.64
X-175 S -Ac 2 p/u . 517.61
CE -100D S -Ac 2 p/u . 446.21
SF -6 Starfire Six 671.12
SF -4 Starfire Four 410.52
SFB-2 Starfire Two Bs 374.85
S300 Solid 2 p/u 310.57
S 100-S Standard
Solid 2 p/u
S 100SC Hand -carved
S-90 Solid Double p/u
5-50 Solid I p/u
M-75CS Solid 2 p/u I

c/away 392.66
M75GS Gold hardware 424.82
M-80CS Solid 2 p/u 2
c/away 399.81
B302 Long scale 314.15
B301 As above 1 p/u 257.04
JSB2 299.88
JSB2C Carved 342.71
Acoustic:
1355 -NT TV Rosewood
Dreadnought
050 -NT Bluegrass
Special Rose Dread-
nought
D44MBL Bluegrass
Jubilee Maple Dread-
nought 417.09
G-41 NT Jumbo 17"
Body D/nought 413.51
G875NT 3/4 Size 15"
Body D/nought 377.56
G-37BL Arched Back
Maple D / nought 348.78
D-40NT Bluegrass
Jubilee Mahog.
D/nought 348.78
0-35NT Bluegrass
0/nought Nat 302.05
D55SB Spruce 546.58
D44MNT Nat 417.09
D40SB Spruce 348.78
D4OCNT c/away 399.16
D -40C Nt Florentine
c/away 399.16
D -25M Bluegrass
Mahogany D/ nought . 258.90
Jumbo & Folk Acoustic:
F-5ORNT Navarre
Rosewood 17" 683.16
F 50SB Navarre Maple
17" Jbo, S/burst 546.58
F 40BL Bluegrass 16"
Folk 395.50
F 3ONT Aragon 15'
Folk Nat 266.09
F-30SB Aragon 15 %
Folk 8/burst 266.09
F30 RNT Smaller 485.43
F-20NT Troubadour
13% Folk. Nat 212.16
F506 L Blonde 546.58
F4ONT Spruce Mahog 395.50
F3ORNT Small 485.43
B5ONT Acoustic bs 539.35
Twelve -String:
F 512NT Custom
Rosewood 17" Jbo.
F-41 BL Custom
Flamed Maple 17" Jbc
F-212XLNT Extra
Large Mah g 17" Jbo .

F212CNT c/away
F212NT Mahogany 16"
Folk
F-112NT Standard
15 % Folk
G-312NT Rosewood
16" D/nought
G 212NT Mahogany
16" D/ nought
Acoustic Bass:
B5ONT
Classic:
Mk5 Rosewood
MK4 Padouk
MK3 Mahogany
MK2 Mahogany

HOHNER

310.57
353.43
235.62
185.63

546.58

449.47

715.56

643.64

471.06
456.68

402.71

312.82

485.43

402.71

539.35

593.28
355.99
269.67
212.16

MORIDAIRA
842 Classic
845 Classic
843 Classic
846 Classic
847 Jumbo
848 Jumbo
850 Western
855/ F301 Folk
856/ F303 Folk
851/W613 Western
852/WE1030 Jumbo
with pick-up
8704 12 str
B702 12 str
BW650 9 str
W621S
W611
W610
W620
G212
G214
MUSIMA
1612N Acoustic
1612S Acoustic

57.95
70.45
59.85
83.05
77.25
98.70

121.10
72.65
82.10

T.B.A.

104.58
127.40

95.50
192.00
245.95
312.30
199.75
179.05
103.60
131.15

19.95
19.95

To avoid unnecessary repetitions, cer-

tain abbreviations are frequently used

in our listings: electric-elec; custom-

ctm; semi-acoustic-s/ac; organ--org;

professional - pro; standard - std;
acoustic ac; folk fk; bass bs;

string-str;

piano-pno

case - cs;

de luxe-d/I; jumbo-jbo;

left hand-I/h; scale-sc;

banjo - bjo; monitor - mt.

730 Classic
731 Classic
732 Classic
736 Classic
737 Classic
738 Classic
500
MORIDAIRA BANJOS
FR 1R 4 -String
FB 2R 5 -String
GB 1 6 -String
C -7D Banjo case
MORIDAIRA
MANDOLINS
MD 20
MD 30
MD 100
CONCERTER
SK612N
CK100N
SK 614N Concert
GK 200 Concert
WK599SH Jbo
WK 599 Jbo
WK 588
FK288
vVKC030
FK 299 Folk

25.95
27.75
32.50
63.55
78.50
96.50
12.95

60.95
60.95
62.85
28.35

41.50
41.50
49.05

17.90
25.85
23.70
32.80
47.80
44.45
31.65
31.05
50.80
42.45

HORNBY-SKEWES

HAMER
inc. case
HDS1 650.00
HCS1 700.00
HSI 1300.00
PALMA ACOUSTICS
300N 17.50
580 24.00
500 17.00
KASUGA ACOUSTICS
G100L 65.00
G200 83.00
0400 159.00
F180 86.00
D300 111.00
T250 2-str) 97.00
HC40 189.00
HC600 255.00
KASUGA ELECTRICS
SG360CH 160.00
SE4805 185.00
LG1000BS 275.00
LG600B

With Di Memo pick-ups
HDLP2W
HDLP2W1
HDFS3N
HDFP2B

99.00
99.00

115.00
96.00

JOHN BIRCH

(EX. VAT)
All 6 str. from
All basses from
Twin necks from
Cases from

320.00
340.00
600.00
45.00

KEMBLE

YAMAHA
Classics
G225
0230
G235
0240
G245
G250s
G255s
Folk & Jumbo
FG325
FG330
FG335
FG340
FG345
FG512
FG350w
FG365s
FG375s
FG336sb
FG351sb
FG312
SG412sb
Electric
SG2000
SG1500
SG1000
SG700
SG500
SG175
SG90
SF500
SF700
SF1000
SC1200

SE600N 210.00 SC1000
SA600C 220.00 I SC800
PB42OS 179.00 SA2000
JHS ACOUSTIC SA1000
ENO 120.00 BB800
JHS ELECTRICS BB1000

BB1200X309
ES375N
HONDO ACOUSTICS
H9ON
H308A
H310A
H316A
H330A
H130A
H155A
H15513
H156A
H160A
H330C
H340A
H118A
H119A
HJ200A
HJ200N
HONDO ELECTRICS
EG502
HES5000
HLP2BS
HLP2B
HLP2N
HRB2S
HFS3N
HL -J2
HFP2N
HRB2B

299.00
220.00 Classic Case

Folk Case
22.00 Jumbo Case
27.00

SBs12 Case39.00

Case
34.00

44.00 SA Case
38.00
40.00
44.00 NORLIN
54.00
49.00
46.00
50.00
32.00
35.00
69.00
72.00

39.00
59.00
72.00
72.00
79.00

110.00
66.00
49.00
79.00

110.00

61.00
69.00
77.00
87.00
97.00

109.00
126.00

65.00
73.00
89.00

101.00
116.00
125.00
125.00
135.00
165.00
84.00

120.00
93.00
96.00

625.00
495.00
525.00
436.00
389.00
250.00
190.00
285.00
326.00
375.00
450.00
375.00
361.00
530.00
449.00
345.00
375.00
475.00
24.00
28.00
30.00
29.00
75.00
69.00
75.00

GIBSON
Howard Roberts 845.00
Byrdland 1263.00
L5CES 1386.00
Johnny Smith DN
2 p/u, Nat 1453.00
Johnny Smith D, S/b 1453.00
Johnny Smith N, I p/u 1407.00
Johhny Smith, S/b 1407.00
Super 400 CES, Nat . 1514.00
Super 44 CES, S/b . 1316.00
Byrdland, Natural .. 1098.00
L -5C, Single Cutaway
Acoustic Nat 1078.00
Super 41:0 C Outfit,
Single Cutaway
Acoustic Nat 1215.00

ES -175D
ES -345 TD, Cherry ..
ES 345 TD, S/b
ES -345T0, Walnut ..
ES -355 TD-SV
ES -335 TD, Cherry ..
ES 335 TD, S/b 
ES 325 TD

613.00
673.00
698.00
673.00
875.00
529.00
555.00
446.00

820
BANJOS &
MANDOLINS
AA Tenor
AA 5 String
Tenor
5 Str
TB -800 Tenor D L

60.00

3816.00
3816.00
3186.00
3816.00
1428.00

Les Paul Recording TB 250 Tenor 817.00
White 612.00 TB -100 Tenor 569.00
Les Paul Recording RB-800 D L 1489.00
Nat 590.00 RB-250 5 -String 813.00
Les Paul Triumph Bs RB-100 5 -String 569.00
White 598.00 PB-800 D L Banjo .... 1435.00
Les Paul Triumph Bs PB-250 Plectrum Banjo 813.00
Nat 572.00 F-5 Artist Mandolin... 1464.00
Les Paul Custom, F-12 Artist Mandolin .. 1221.00
Ebony 622.00 A-5 Mandolin 976.00
Les Paul Custom, A -12 -Mandolin 781.00
White 679.00 821 57.00
Les Paul Custom, 822 12 str 62.00
Cherry 644.00 823 57.00
Les Paul Custom, 824 77.00
Wine 622.00 825 94.00
Les Paul De Luxe, Gold 505.00 Solid Range
Les Paul De Luxe, Saxon 830 Sid. Electric 117.00
Cherry 529.00 Saxon 831 Sid. Electric 98.00
Les Paul Signature,
Gold 546.00
Les Paul Signature Bs,
Gold
Citation outfit

529.00
3789.00

ROSE -MORRIS

ELECTRICS
SHAFTESBURY

Les Paul Signature,
tobacco brown s/b 573.00
Les Paul Signature bs,
tobacco brown s/b 555.00

3414 Sunburst
3419 (bass stereo)...

199.95
199.95

Les Paul d/I tobacco 3399 2 p/u bass 175.00
brown s/b 529.00 OVATION
Les Paul d/ I wirte red . 505.00 Breadwinner 425.00
Les Paul ctm tobacco Deacon 515.00
brown s/b 644.00 Deacon 12 599.95
SG Custom, White.. 613.00 Viper 396.00
SG Custom, Walnut 589.00 Preacher 450.00
SG Custom, wine red . 589.00 Electric Artist 539.95
SG Custom w Bigsby,
walnut 597.00

Electric Country Artist
Electric Folklore

545.95
560.00

SG Custom w Bigsby,
white 625.00

Electric Legend
Electric Pacemaker ..

635.00
649.95

SG Custom w Bigsby,
wine red 597.00

Electric Classic
Electric Glen Campbell

639.95
635.00

SG Standard, s/b... . 429.00 Electric Custom
SG Standard, white 429.00 Legend 999.95
S I nat. satin 337.00 Electric Custom
SG Std., Walnut 402.00 Balladeer 520.00
SG Std. Rigsby,
Cherry 412.00

Electric Glen Campbell
12 695.00

SG Std. Bigsby, Electric Anniversary 775.00
Walnut 412.00 Magnum I bass 535.00
SG St. Bigsby, Sun Magnum II bass 675.00
burst 439.00 Preacher Deluxe 550.00
L6-5 Custom, Black . . 425.00 Preacher Deluxe 12.. 595.00
L6 -S Custom, Nat.... 425.00 TOP TWENTY
L6 -S De Luxe, Wine . 334.00 1971 bs 69.95
L6 -S De Luxe, Nat. 1970 6-str 57.95
Satin 302.00 AVON
Marauder, Nat Satin. 293.00 3403 99.95
Marauder, Wine 335.00 3404 82.00
Left hand: 3405 79.95
SG Std. Bigsby, 3407 99.95
Cherry 399.00 3430 99.95
Les Paul De Luxe, Gold 505.00 3431 89.95
SG Std., Cherry 369.00 3427 129.95
SG Spec., Cherry . . . 339.00 3428 129.95
Les Paul Custom,
Cherry 648.00

ACOUSTICS OVATION
Balladeer 6 str 355.50

Les Paul De Luxe, Classic Balladeer 349.95
Cherry 529.00 Custom Balladeer . . 389.95
Bass Range Glen Campbell 6-str . 449.95
Ripper IL9-51, Nat 394.00 Glen Campbell 12-str 549.95
Ripper 119-51, Ebony . 394.00 Pacemaker 12-str . . . 495.00
Ripper Fretless. Ebony 394.00 Folklore 399.95
Ripper Fretless, s/b 421.00 Classic 439.99
Grabber 3 IG 31, Nat Concert Classic 380.00
Satin 328.00 Legend 475.00
Grabber 31G-31, Ebony 369.00 Artist 389.95
Grabber 3 IG-3l, s/b . 394.00 Country Artist 389.95
Grabber, Nat Satin . 277.00 Custom Legend 785.00
Grabber, Ebony 319.00 Matrix 239.95
Grabber, Wine Red... 319.00 Matrix Artist 239.95
E8-3, Cherry 394.00 Anniversary 599.95
EB-3, Walnut 394.00 EKO ACOUSTICS
EB 3, White 422.00 3131 Rio Bravo 6 79.00
Jumbo Range 3132 Rio Bravo 12... 84.00
J-200 Artist, S/b 668.00 1780 Ranger 6 64.00
J-200 Artist, Nat 683.00 1793 Ranger 12 77.65
Dove Custom, Cherry. 600.00 3140 Navajo 6 49.95
Dove Custom, Nat . 623.00 3141 Navajo 12 59.95
Gospel, Nat Top 509.00 3151 Sombrero 6 ... 73.95
Heritage Custom, Nat 3152 Sombrero 12... 78.65
Top/Rose Back 529.00 3153 Eldorado 6 108.00
Hummingbird Custom, 3154 Eldorado 12 ... 116.00
Cherry 471.00 3143 El Paso 95.00
Hummingbird Custom, 3142 El Guacho 129.00
Nat 485.00 Ranger 6 with p/u.... 76.70
J.50, Nat Top 371.00 Ranger 12 with p/u... 89.95
J-45, S/b 349.00 Left Hand to order
J-55, Nat Top 425.00 15% Extra. All Models.
J160E Custom s/b 477.00 CLASSICAL
B -45-12N d/ 112 str . 445.00 3076 44.35
J-40 Nat Top 334.00 3077 46.85
SAXON 3078 58.95
Class Range 3079 94.35
813 39.00 3080 133.75
814 46.00 SUZUKI GUITARS
815 59.00 3180 Dreadnought .. 81.00
816 65.00 3183 Dreadnought .. 99.00
Folk Range 3185 Dreadnought...99.00
817 46.00 3181 Dreadnought .. 108.00
818 55.50 3184 Dreadnought 12 108.00
Jumbo Range 3182 Dreadnought . . 125.00
819 55.50 3186 Folk 140.00
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3067 Matt Finish 65.00
3068 75.00
3069 95.00
3070 Handmade 135.00
3071 Handmade 218.00
STUDENT GUITARS
3057 Dulcet 25.99
3058 Constanta 19.99
1512 Kansas 16.35
3050 Super Dulcet . 29.99
1514 El Chico 16.35
TERADA GUITARS
3045 TG315 classic 109.95
3046 TG312 classic 99.95
3047 TG307 classic 74.95
3048 TG370 classic 209.95
3049 TG360 classic 179.95
3187 FW628 jumbo.. 145.95
3188 FW624 jumbo.. 135.95
3189 FW625 jumbo.. 112.95
3190 FW615 jumbo.. 107.95
3191 11N65913 jumbo 326.95
3192 FW615E electric . 129.95
3191 FW613 jumbo 97.95
3195 TW100 Hand-
crafted 345.95
3196 TW70 Hand-
crafted 220.95
3197 FW655N
Signature 136.95
APPLAUSE BY KAMAN
AA14 169.95
AA24 169.95
GUYATONE
8 -string pedal steel . . 375.00

ROSETTI

EPIPHONE
P.765 335.00
P.745 249.00
P.725 199.00
FT146 99.95
FT133 89.95
FT145 Jumbo 89.95
FT165 12/s 129.95
EC20 Classic 69.95
EC15 49.95
FT130 Folk 79.95
FT135 Folk 92.50
FT140 84.95
FT150 129.95
FT160 104.95
FT120 Folk 69.95
C060 Classic 189.00
EC25 Classic 129.95
EC20 Classic 69.95
EC15 Classic 59.95
Electric:
S350 Scroll 175.00
S450 Scroll 245.00
5450N Scroll 255.00
S550 Scroll 265.00
S550N Scroll 275.00,
ET285 Bass 149.95
N180 Nova 129.95
N245 Nova 169.95
N295 Nova 159.95
8390 Nova 199.95
EROS
9352
9357
9353 Folk
9356 12/s Folk
9350 Folk
9351 Folk

KISO-SUZUKI
9502 Classic 53.95
9503 Classic 69.95
9504 Classic 64.95
9505 Classic 67.95
9583 H/ made Classic 99.00
9651 Folk 60.95
9852 Folk 5395
9653 12/s Folk 72.95
9507 Folk 64.95
TATRA
9198 Classic 25.25
3225 Classic 29.75
Hi -Spot Nylon 18.50
Hi -Spot Steel 17.50
ROSETTI ELECTRICS
Colt 45 366.00
9660 Lynx 44.95
9661 Lynx bass 44.95
RAIMUNDO CLASSICS
R106 39.95
R112 46.50
R123 67.50
R128 85.50
R140 109.50
R155 + case 440.00
R150+ case 350.00

SHERGOLD

Modulator 213.36
Modulator bass 245.35
Modulator 12 -string . 232.75
Cavalier 305.00
Cavalier 12 -string 322.60
Cavalier double 6/4 568.00
Cavalier double 12/4 578.92
Cavalier souble 12/6 571.95
Available through Barnes &
Mullins:
Meteor 167.94
Masquerader 182.26
Masquerader 12 -string 200.60
Double -neck 4/6 403.80
Double -neck 4/12 423.56
Marathon bass 200.57
Double -neck 12/6 440.30
I/h models 10% extra

STRINGS Er THINGS

MUSIC MAN
Stingray 1
Stingray 2
Stingray bass
Sabre 1
Sabre 2

433.00
433.00
433.00
399.00
399.00

SUMMERFIELD

IBANEZ
PF100 185.00
PF100 AV 198.50
PF200 192.50
PF200 WH, NT 198.85
PF200 AV, ZB 205.00

59,95 PF300 245.00
64.95 PF300 NT 252.50
49.95 PF300 AV 257.50
54.95 PF230 MO 215.00
29.95 PF230 AV 230.00
3E05 PF400 310.50

Musician series:
MC100
MC200
MC300
MC700

.Concert series:
CN100
CN100 AV
CN200
CN200 WH, AV
CN250
Iceman series:
IC300 KR 281.50
IC210 BS 242.50
IC100 '232.75
IC200 BS 242.15
IC400 MO 295.50
IC400 AV 309.50
Jazz series:
SA100 BS 264.62
SMOOCH 308.74
SA case only 43.35
FA100 BS 237.39
FA100 NT 259.03
FA100 case only 40.15
FA300 389.69
FA800 399.25
FA300 case only 48.95
2453 258.95
Rock series:
2388B 218.05
2389B 278.20
23888 case only 45.75
2402 309.40
2402 WH 340.70
2404 304.58
2404 case only 56.15
George Benson models:
GB10 545.00
0820 585.00
Ibanez Artist:
2616 309.50
2617 327.90
2618 325.65
2618/12 345.00
2619 367.15
2622 450.00
2622 496.94
2626 378.35
2629 327.15
2630 344.75
2630 355.50
2635 342.35
12640 650.00
2700 470.50
2700 520.25
2710 442.50
Ibanez Pro
2670 979.55
2671 425.75
2676 580.40
2680 320.00
2681 423.30

`L/h 10% surcharge
Ibanez Western
637 BS
637 AV
640
647
647/12
684 8K
684 CW
684/12
732
767
951
952

2608
218.90 2609
244.50 2846
270.50 LH647

POA LH647/12
LH684 BK
LH684 CW
LH684/12

204.45
218.95
214.50
222.95
232.55

86.25
97.00

119.35
116.15
117.75
123.85
131.50
126.15
130.75
139.25
110.75
100.75

165.00
199.25
123.15
119.25
120.75
125.45
133.85
128.50

CIMAR
335 78.45
355 62.35
355/12 71.55
669 64.66
370 64.65
370/12 69.25
371 64.65
371BK 67.75
371 BK/12 72.25
393 73.15
MACCAFERRI
MAC2 165.00
MAC 2 special 175.00
MAC 3 190.00
BOZO
B60 275.00
B805 385.50
8805/12 407.95
8100 646.95
Classic
83 185.00
85 211.50
88 235.65
810 324.50
B15 356.95.
CIMAR
387 64.65
388 73.10
395 62.40
396 68.50
397 75.50
398 83.95
IBANEZ CLASSIC
2801 78.50
2811 102.30
2856 95.35
2857 116.15
2858 129.25
2859 185.40
2860 230.75
KOHNO
MK15 825.00
MK20 1050.00
MK30 1500.00
MK50 2500.00
TAMURA 10 -STRING
10P 1500 585.00
10P 2000 795.00
TAMURA FLAMENCO
F150 575.00
F200 750.00
KUNIHARU CLASSIC
K50 w/case 250.00
K70 w/case 285.00
CSL ELECTRIC
LP 121 black top 98.50
LP 120 red s/b top 98.50
LP 120 brown s/b top 98.50
LP 120 gold top 102.00'
SC 156 red s/b 120.00
SC 156 black 120.00
SC 156 white 120.00
SC 156 natural 130.00
JB 121 red s/b 99.50
JB 121 black 99.50
JB 121 white 99.50
HAWAIIAN GUITARS
2250 45.00

2251 110.95
2251 case only 36.00
SERENADA STUDENT
GUITARS
CN101-1
CN104
CN120
CN130

11.99
14.50
23.50
28.60

WING

Rickenbacker
Solid
420
430
450
450/12
460
480
620
950
4080
4080/12
Semi -Acoustic
323
330
330/12
335
340
360
360/12
362/12
370
360/12F
Bass
3000
3001
4000
4001
4002
4005

W.M.I.

G101 Std. Flk
K200 Folk

'K320 Concert Folk ..
K D28 Jbo Western .. .

KD28-12 12st Jbo .

K.410 Concert D/ Lux .
K.442 Auditorium Folk
K.550 Jbo pce black
KDG 70 0/I Jbo
K.475 J.L. Seagull
Classic:
K C.265 Student
KC.333 Concert
KC225 Classic
KDG50 D/1 Classic .
Electric:
KIB. 130 Bs long scale
E.120 Single p/u
K2T. S.G. 2 p/u
Banjo:
KB.52 Deluxe

WOODS

239.63
285.19
307.12
351.00
342.56
325.69
421.88
259.88
943.31

1290.93

408.38
399.38
513.00
457.31
393.75
469.13
545.06

1105.31
513.00
486.00

G 152 Folk
G 180 Classic
G 190 Classic
G 140 Jumbo

345.94
366.19
415.13
448.88
943.31
531.56

10.95
16.95
20.95
33.50
39.50
26.50
23.95
33.95
39.50
23.95

18.75
19.75
15.56
26.95

29.95
23.95
27.95

39.50

37.53
32.53
45.00
49.47

ALLEGRO
G 220 Standard 13.12
G 300 Classic 22.16
G 400 Standard 14.65

150A Classic 27.34
6160 Western - 49.47

'LOPEZ:
CLASSIC GUITARS
Aragona 64.06
Valencia 67.87
Navarra 71.51
Granada 82.50
Castilla 91.07
Sevilla 117.93
Andorra 140.40

WESTERN GUITARS
Serenata VII 60.53
Fantom 20 77.64
Fantom 30 81.29
Fantom 33 87.39
Fantom 36 93.50
Fantom 39 99.59
Fantom 42 Black 99.59

TWELVE STRING
GUITARS
Fantom 112 90.07
Fantom 212 100.80
Fantom 139 111.82
Fantom 412 Black 111.82

SOLID BODY
ELECTRIC GUITARS
Dyno II 102.93
Vedette 115.87
Super Jaz 134.26
Red Flame 110.12
Black Pearl 120.28

THIN BODY
ELECTRIC GUITARS
Caravel 105.75
DS/2T 125.43
DS/Artist 139.35

BASS ELECTRIC
GUITARS
Special Bass 152.08
Black Bass 122.85
DS/Bass 120.28
Starfire Bass 87.24
Red Bass 115.87

JOSE RAMIREZ
CONCERT GUITARS
Model Studio I 235.77
Model Studio II 396.09

RICARDO SANCHIS
CARPIO CONCERT
GUITARS
Model 40E
Model 40
Model 38
Model 33 Flamenco .

Model 32 Flamenco
PRUDENCIO SAEZ
GUITARS
Model 2

 Model 4
,Model 12
Model 14

'Model 21
Model 24
Model 26
Model 28 Flamenco
Mandoline
Model Lady V. size .
Model 21 W

192.78
147.42
85.36

170.10
123.12

25.92
27.54
32.40
34.02
25.92
71.28
85.86
48.60
25.92
25.92
45.36

AMPLIFIERS, P.A. SYSTEMS AND SPEAKER CABINETS
ACOUSTIC

11450W 2 x 10 260.00
116 75W bass amp . . 250.00
124100W 4 x 10 399.00
125103W 2 x 12 385.00
126 100W bass amp . 385.00
220160W bass amp . 285.00
230160W 325.00
320300W bass amp 395.00
330300W 445.00
402 2 x 15" enc 225.00
403 4 x 12" enc 250.00
406 2 x 15" enc 295.00
407 2 x 15" + hn 295.00
4084 x 15"+ hn 429.00

ATLANTEX

MXR
Pignose amp
Stereo compander .
Stereo graphic
Digital delay
31 -band graphic
2 x 15 band graphic
Mini limiter
Auto phaser
Auto flanger
Flange/phase rack

86

87.50
189.75
227.50

1078.57
427.57
401.27
149.95
212.75
310.90

1210.95

Pro -rack

BEYER IEX. VAT)

163.65 PHS 1
PHS 2

M160N Hypercardi
oid
M160C w. cannon .

M260N Hypercardi-
oid
M260C w. cannon
M26OSM w. switch
M260NC2 w. cannon
+ switch
M500N Hypercardi-
oid
M500C w. cannon
M67N cardioid w.
switch
M67C w. cannon
M69N cardioid
M69C w. cannon
M88N Hypercardioid
M88C w. cannon
M101N Omni
M101C w. cannon .

M201N Hypercardi
oid
M201 Cw. cannon

150.90
154.99

B.M.S.

BOOSEY El

HAWKES
IELECTROSONICS)

108.00 9370-1
112.00 9420-1

9875-1

60.72
64.45
78.91 LESLIE

60 528.00
82.99 110 277.00

122 706.00
79.97 122RV 852.09
85.02 130 473.00

145 666.00
66.52 147 708.00
72.03 147RV 841.00,
53.31 251 687.00
56.96 330 754.00

113.99 520 717.00
117.71 540 462.00
71.68 705 708.00
77.34 710 788 00

720 954.00
68.66 760 729.00
70.92 770 722.00

820 558.00
860 791.00
910 907.00

Phoenix
PHA 1

Pre -Amps
7880-1 194.00

199.00 9340-1 87.00

119.00 KM6A mixer
126.00 CE1 chorus
97.00

190.49
137.28

BURMAN (Ex. VAT)

BOSE

lexc VATI
1800 Amp
Pr 800 spkrs w eqlr
Pt 800 spkrs add-on
w/out equalizer
800 equalizer
Pr tripot stands for
800 spkr
TC18 transit case

PRO 501 50W 282.00
PRO 502 50W 322.00

725.00 PRO 2000100W 385.00
555.00 PRO 4000 bass 100W 487.00

EXTENSION CABS
479.50 502E 118.00
75.50 2000E 132.00

4000E 227.00
107.00
160.00

BRODR
JORGENSEN

ROLAND
JC 6060W combo
JC 120 120W com .

JC 80 80W combo .
JC 160 160W combo .

'SB 100 bass combo
RE301 echo
RE201 echo
DC50
KM4 mixer

399.00
509.75
425.00
575.00
605.00
575.00
449.00
225.00
62.79

CALREC (EX. VAT)

ENTERTAINMENT
MICROPHONES
CM 602D Omni
Direct 32.00
CM 652D Full Rge 32.00
CM 654D Hand Held 33.70
CM 656D Ball
Headed 40.00
Power supplies and leads extra
CM 652D Full Rge... . 27.89
CM 654D Hand Held 27.89
CM 656D Ball
Headed 34.32

CANARY IEX. VATI

10/2 294.00
10/2 sub 235.00
10/4 441.00
16/2 441.00
10/4 sub 329.17
15/2 POA
20/2 POA
400W amp 289.89
Electronic Crossovers:
3 -way 75.00
4 -way 84.37

CARLSBRO
(EX. VAT)

Stingray
Stingray Super
Stingray combo
Stingray bass
Stingray bass combo
Stingray super combo
Marlin
Slave
Scorpion
Scorpion Custom
Wasp
Hornet
Hornet Custom
Cobra P.A
Cobra bass combo

135.38
171.00
219.38
132.75
229.50
252.00
171.00
115.00
155.00
165.00
69.00
86.10

130.50
106.50
139.50



Monitor 60/130 166.00 1072 100W L & bs. 127.57 PA Sytem Reflex 1 x 15" 125W
SPEAKER UNITS 107350W PW 118.84 Trucker PA rev amp .. 148.99 Bass/Heavy Duty
2x 12 Flare Bs 120W. 150.00 1074 11303W PA 153.50 Trucker PA amp 125.55 P.A./Disco/Organ . 128.90
4x 12 Lead 240W 159.00 1075 100W Slave ... . 111.36 Trucker cab 60W 75.33 Mini Bin 100W 1 x 15"
1 x 18100W 130.00 1060, sound/light con- Trucker monitor 58.59 P.A. /Disco 100.44
2x 12120W PA pr 170.00 trol 43.47 Trucker monitor H 83.70 Mini Bin 125W 1 x 15"
2 x 12 1 Hn 120W pr 209.00 1061, lighting cabs, set Bass 127.22

DARBURN1x 12 Hn 120W pr
2x 12 1 Hn 240W pr

172.50
235.00

3 50.60
19491 fuzz sound 10.36

Bass Bin 100W 1 x 15"
P.A./ Disco 130.57

1 x 15TH Base Bin .. 165.50 1041, minireverb Bass Bin 125W
EX. VAT2 x 12TH Bass Bin . 175.00 mixer, 6 chan 66.50 1 x 15/Bass Gaiter . . 157.36

Mini Bin 150.00 1041F, footswitch. 2.88 Reverb 75.50 Single High Hn 50W . . 32.48
Full Range Flare
Horn Units 121
Horn unit (P2)

225.00
132.00
75.00

Celestion spkrs:
1051,012M, 25W . 15.33
1052, G12H, 30W 18.28

SRV-50/ 80
SRV-100
KGP 50/80

196.30
259.20
201.80

Twin High Hn 100W . 52.74
Horn Unit 2 x 25W Up-
per Mid Range (small). 58.59

Horn unit (P4) 124.00 1053, G15M 50W... . 22.98 KGP 100 259.20 Fibreglass R.C. F.
Mon. 1 x 12 60W ... 99.00 1055, G 100W 41.23 KGP-100 1 x 15 276.80 100W Midd Range
ACCESSORIES 1056, 510, 15W . 5.49 Piezo hn. extra 13.95 Horn with lid 143.96
Mantis 156.00 Wedge Monitor 75W
Reverb Unit 80.00 1 x 12" 58.59
Constellation 12/2
mixer 312.90

J. T. COPPOCK ELECTRO-VOICE
IEX. VATI

Flight cases and empty
cabs POA

C.B.S. ARBITER
(EX. VAT)

RANDALL
Combination Amplifiers

1823, 110W driver...
1829, 60W driver

61.90
65.47

G.M.S.

P&N microphone stands:Commander 210 Sentry IV system 966.30
FENDER Commander I 385.00 EVM12L speaker 113.09 CT 102S, floor 15.64
Dual Showman, cab. Commander II 439.00 EVM156 speaker .. 116.66 GM167, floor 8.10
2 x D 130F .113L 289.85 Commander IV 475.00 EVM15L speaker 116.06 GM119F, boom stand . 20.70
Dual Showman, enc. Commander VI 559.00 EVM188 speaker .. 123.80 GM139, boom stand . . 16.18

2 x 13 140F JBL 315.08 300 Guitar Amp I 575.00 T350, VHF driver . 82.14 GM115, boom 7.83

Dual Showman, top .. 340.27 300 Guitar Amp II . ... 685.00 8HD horn 28.58 GM120, boom 9.41

Quad Reverb, 4 x12 - Combination Bass Amplifiers Elim 1A 545.00 GM121, boom 10.42

inch speakers 464.85 Commander Bass I ... 380.00 Elim 2A 480.00 GM137, boom 6.86

Quad Reverb, 4 x D Commander Bass II . . 439.00 Elim 3 350.00 GM109, table top . . . 8.06

120F speakers 671.65 Power Heads Elim 4 390.00 GM111, table top . . . 9.27
Super Six, 6x 10 -inch Commander Guitar LR4B 304.59 GM148, low level . . 9.43

speakers 451.95 Head 310.00 LR7B 473.18 GM149, low level ... . 10.61

Vibrosonic Reverb Commander Bass 30" woofer 354.14

C. E. HAMMOND1 x ID 130F JBL
Twin Reverb, 2 x 12 -

426.85 Head 289.00
300 Bass Head 340.00

P.A.30A
P A.12

41.07
29.16

inch speakers 398.60 300 Guitar Head 385.00 S.M.I20A 106.54
EX. VATTwin Reverb, 2 x D Speaker Enclosures T.35 38.69

120F JBL 498.81 1-15" 165.00 ST.350A 71.42 CERWIN VEGA
Bandmaster, 2 x 12-inc 2-10" 174.00 X8 38.69 Vocal Systems
enc 252.05 2-12" 199.00 X36 26.78 V.20100 Watts 170.00
Bandmaster, 2 x D 4-10" 252.00 V.30150 Watts 260.00
120F JBL
Badmaster, top

564.20
242.61

4-12" 310.00
2-15' 264.00

ELKA ORLA V.32300 Watts 380.00
V.33 300 Watts 410.00

Bandmaster enclosure 151.22 6-10" 319.00 V.35 300 Watts 560.00
Super Reverb, 4 x 10 - 2-12" Folded Horn .. 270.00 6101 Universal Amp VH.36 400 Watts 710.00
inch 340.89 P.A. Equipment 50 239.32

. .

Instruments Systems
Super Reverb, 4 x D RPA -2 Power Head . 239.00 6102 Universal Amp G.32 200 Watts 285.00
110F JBL 526.81 CPA -4 Power Head . 289.00 100 269.42 B.36A 300 Watts ... 395.00
Pro. Reverb, 2 x 12 -
inch
Vibrolux Reverb,

316.08
R PA - 120Power Head 499.00
RPA- 300 Power Head 679.00
12 -Channel Stereo

6103 Universal Amp
200
1604 Reverb III

437.38
104.59

B.36MF 300 Watts . . 475.00
8.48300 Watts 580.00
B.48MF 400 Watts .. 650.00

2 x 10 -inch 263.73 Mixer 607.00 B118C 300 Watts . 280.00

FAL
De Luxe Reverb, 1 x 12
inch £216.92

Stereo Power Amp . .. 532.00
120 watt power

Stage Monitors
SM12-2 150 Watts .. 16.00

Princeton Reverb,
1 x 10 -inch
Princeton, 1 x 10 -inch

169.65
122.45

300 Watt power
298.00

Stan for RPA -4.. . 25.00

SM15-2 200 Watts .. . 276.00
SM18-2 300 Watts .. . 406.00
BM4-4 100 Watts . 146.00Combo 40-T 75.94

Champ. 1 x 8 -inch ... 65.10 Stan for RPA -6.... 25.00 Bass Fiesta 75.60 Speaker Components
Super Twin 443.62 P.A. peeker Columns Kestrel 84.24 MLT-1 Horn only,
300PS guitar enc
300PS guitar top
Tube reverb 220V
Vibrochamp 1 x 8
Bassman 100, top. :
Bassman, 100, en-
closure
Bassman 50, 2 x 15 -
inch
Bassman 50, 2 + D
140F JBL
Musicmaster bass,
1 x 12 -inch
Bassman 50, top
Bassman 10"

262.55
508.71
131.25
71.28

217.40

217.40

185.88

305.61

106.70
176.42
276.19

Pair v4ith 2-10" Spkrsear 196.00
Pair 1th 4-10" spkrs
as 329.00
Pair With 2-12" and

2 Piezo spkrs ea 499.00
P.A. Speaker Cabinets
Piezo guper Horn IV 103.00
Piezo uper Horn VIII 165.00
Monitor Spkrs. (pair) . 190.00
Horn cabinet 285.00
Exponential born 515.00
Exponential horn 290.00
Exponential horn 215.00

Kestrel combo
Super Minstrel
Phase 50
Phase 100, 2 amp
P100 slave
P200 slave
120,6 amp
50, 1 . 12 cab
100, 2 x 12 cab
PA 200 cols (prl
Mon. + hms
1 x 15" + hn
2 x 12"+hn
Add on horns
Bass bin

162.00
37.13
57.24
71.28
53.46
81.00

106.92
38.88
61.56

162.80
48.60
77.76
95.58
51.84
81.00

medium throw 65.00
MLT-4 Horn only, long
throw 260.00
MF40 Drivers for above 55.00
MF50 Drivers 8 ohms 185.00
RMH-1 Horn, radial + 2
MF40 + 6 PZ1 UHF . . 345.00
L48CF Folded Horn
500 Watts 595.00
L48SE Folded Horn
500 Watts 835.00
Electronics
GE2 Graphic Eqlzr. . . . 385.00
A3001 Stereo Power
Amplifier 365W 835.00

300 PS enclosure, bs 311.80 Bass bin + hn 123.12 A1800HF Stereo
PA 100 top 281.59 Power Amplifier 555.00

CUSTOM SOUND FARFISA
PA 100 column
Hi Freq. Horn

92.72
56.85

A18001 Commercial
Power Amp 225W .. 625.00

PA160 Amp Top 450.21 A1800M Stereo Power
PA160 SC3- 10 column 94.77 Amplifiers:

CS 700 BM 159.03
CS 700 CV 116.25
CS 700 DB 259.47
CS Trucker 107.14
CS Trucker bass 125.55
CS Trucker duo 125.55
CS Trucker rvb 155.68
CS 700A 209.25
CS 700C 117.18
CS 700K 242.73
CS 700PPA1 334.80

RSC 350 Rotating
sound cabinet, 160
watt amp
RSC 180 Ditto, with
80 -watt amp
OR 200, 106 -watt am-
plifier and two speaker
cabinets
TR 70, portable, 60W
two chan
CL30 Amp./ Cab

588.60

340.20

513.00

232.60
237.60

amp w. meters 225W . 595.00
DM1 Disco Mixer . . . 455.00
DB100 Bass excavator 35.00

CLEARTONE
HH ELECTRONIC

CMI
1037, 500W L&B
1038, 100W L&B ....
1039, 2 x 5 cab, 120W,
Id
1040, 2 . 15 cab,
120W, bass

119.23
138.70

122.21

118.62

AMPLIFIERS
VS Musician 100W rvb 180.79
VS Bass amp 100W 147.31
VS Musician rvb com-
bo 100W 267.01

1050, 2 x 12 cab, 50W,
Id 97.50

CS 700PPA11 251.10
CS 708 mon amp .. 133.92 FUNKSHUN

IC100L Amp 175.77
VS Bass combo 100W 267.84

1062, 1 x 18 cab,
100W, bass 98.81

CS 704150W 184.14
CS 706 150W bass 167.40

IC100L Combo 262.82
Studio 50 Combo . 160.70

1063, 4 x 12 cab, CS 705 2 x 12" combo 279.56 1 x 12" 50W all purp 46.37 INSTRUMENT
100W, d 129.00 CS 7055 1 x 15" 1 x 12" Pro 75W all LOUDSPEAKERS
1064, 4 x 12 cab, combo ..296.30 purpose 49.72 412 BL 4 x 12 203W 189.16

100W, bass 129.00 CS 707 bass combo 284.58 2x 12" 100W/ P.A. 215 BL 2 .15 200W 204.23

1047, 2 x 10 cols, 60W
pr
1048, 4 x 10 cols,
120W, pr
1065, horn cabs
1066, 2 x 12 cols,

110.11

142.26
81.57

Mixer:
CS 700MXR 12 ch... . 428.54

Enclosures:
Sigma 200.88
Moon Bin 167.40

disco
2 x 12" Pro 150W
P.A./disco
2 x 12" Pro w hrn
150W P.A./disco
2 x 12" 100W Guitar

82.00

88.72

108.81
82.00

PA AMPS
MA103 5 ch 100W 190.00
SM200 6 ch 2 x 100W
stereo 395.28
5500-D power amp.. 399.17
S130 slave 100W . 115.50

100W, pr 158.87 CS 7212H 117.18 2 x 12" Pro 150W PA LOUDSPEAKERS
1067, 6 x 10 cols, CS 7212ST 133.92 Guitar 88.72 212 DC 2 .12 100W . . 118.85

300W, pr 127.60 CS 7215 150.66 Baby Bin 75W 1 x 12" Mini horn 50W 75.33

1068, 250W slave . . . 191.57 CS 7412 167.40 P.A./ Disco w sgl 25W PRO 10012" + radiator 128.90
1069,8 -change mixer . 257.41 CS 72158 209.25 horn 105.46 PRO 15015" + radiator 152.33

Solid State amps: CS 7HPH horn 133.92 Reflex 1 x 15" 100W PRO 200 2x12"
1071 50W, L ft bs .... 118.84 CS 7HB horn 66.96 P.A./ Disco 102.11 + radiator 180.79

Unit radial 125.55
Unit bass 130.57
Concert radial 131.54
Concert Midrange... 152.71
Concert bass horn .. 161.78
Mon combo 175.77
Mon ext. 93.74
ECHO UNITS
Digital Multi echo TBA
Digital Vari-echo TBA
19" rach mount TBA
MIXERS YAMAHA
8/2 306.96 Combos:
8/2 cannons 355.32 G25112 155.00
12/2 371.95 050112 230.00
12/2 cannona 409.75 G10013212 323.00

16/2 538.27 G100115 342.00
16/2 cannons 589.68 0100410 389.00
Effects module 185.98 B50115 280.00
COMPLETE SYSTEMS 13100115 375.00

A system 505.40 A0112T 286.00

B system 811.54 A4115H 415.00

C system 1007.02 A0140H 456.00

CD50T 95.00
Reverb units
2E2 battery 51.50
ZE2M 59.50
Echo unit
SS100 115.00

KEMBLE

D system 1345.06
Unit P.A. 1987.51
Concert P.A. 2992.21

HIWATT
IEX. VAT)

A.P. AMPLIFIERS
DR504 50W 193.75
DR103 100W 217.00
DR201 200W 271.25
DR405 400W 348.75
NCA108 Solid State
180W 248.00
SPEAKER ENCLOSURES
5E4123 4 x 50W. 12"
spkrs 201.50
5E4122 4. 70W 12"
spkrs 217.00
5E4129 4 x 100W 12"
spkrs 232.50
5E2150 2 . 14" 100W
spkrs 255.75
P.A. and ext. range enclos:
5E2120 2 x 12" 150W
prog 201.50
5E320 4 x 12" 300W
prog 271.25
COMBINATION
AMPLIFIERS
SA112 50W 1 x 12"
spkr 248.00
SA112FL 100W 1 x 12'
spkr 279.00
SA115 50W 1 x 15"
spkr 263.50
SA115FL 100W 1x 15"
spkr 294.00
SA212 50W 2 x 12"
spkrs 263.00
SA212R 100W 2 x 12"
spkrs, rev/vib 308.45
All combination amplifiers
available with ATC speakers at
extra cost.
COMPLETE P.A.
SYSTEMS
1128 bs hn bn 1x 12"
ATC 200W prog 224.75
112M mid hn bn
1 x 12" ATC 150W
prog 209.25
HFL RCF High freq hn 186.00
HFS RCF High freq
hn/lens 308.45
425H Piezo tweeter
array 93.00
112SM Stage floor
monitor ATC/Piezo,
100W 217.00
Type D 16-4 16 ch
subgrp mixer 1937.50
X0231 3 way elec.
crossover 310.00
DR112 103W P.A. amp 240.25
DR203 200W P.A. amp 294.50
POWER AMPLIFIERS
STA100 100W 'slave'
valve 186.00
STA200 200W 'slave'
valve 240.25
STA250R 'Tube State'
250W 263.50

HOHNER

Schaller Solo Uni 94.25
Orqaphon 60 Amp 434.80
Orgaphon 130 Amp 416.75
OTS 130 Speaker 316.70
Orgaphon Box 80 Spk 185.55
Dynamite 41.15
Leslie 830 887.90

HORNBY-SKEWES

JHS
C3
CD6SD
CD15T

32.00
42.50
615.UU

Stacks
0100 head 220.00
B100 head 175.00
212s spkr 236.00
412s spkr 272.00
115s spkr 250.00
115L spkr 245.00
6106 spkr 340.00
2151 spkr 355.00
P.A. mixers
PM1000/16 3500.00
PM1000/24 6500.00
PM700 1500.00
PM430 675.00
PM180 400.00
PM170 290.00
EM150 425.00
EM120 335.00
Power Amps
Power amps
P2100 365.00
P2200 530.00
Speakers
S0110T 125.03
SO112T 212.00
S0410H 350.00
54115H 350.00
S6115 675.00
H6115 575.00
S21151-1 275.00
141020 85.00
F1030 317.00

LANEY

Amplifiers (Transistors)
A100 127.22
A100 Reverb 159.03
A200 152.67
A200 Reverb 184.47
Amplifier (Valved)
L100 Klipp 197.55
Amplifiers (Public Address)

143.13
PA100 Reverb 177.98
PA200 Reverb 209.79
Slave Amplifiers
6100 Mono 111.33
5200 Mono 136.77
S200 Stereo 159.03
S400 Stereo 260.81
Combinations
K30 76.73
K30 Reverb 96.96
K50 Reverb 160.70
K50 Bafil0.70
K100 Reverb 210.00
Speakers
C215 (Cabinet) 175.77
C412 (Cabinet) 170.75
C112 (Cabinet) 77.84
C115 (Cabinet) 92.92
C212PA (Columns)
(pr.) 187.49
Telescopic PA Stand
(Pairs) 66.96
(For C212PA)
Columns:
C460PA 100W 2 x 12"
pair 142.47
C470PA 200W 4 x 12"
pair 272.86

MACINNES
(EX. VAT)

CROWN INTIAMCRON
IC1513 Stereo Pre -Amp 285.00
D60 Power Amp 197.00
13150A 310.00
DC300A 520.00
M600 1300.00
M2000 2600.00
VFX-2 Var Elec
Crossover Unit 245.00
0C150 Output Con -
Cent 280.00
Walnut End for D60
Amp 24.00
Walnut Enc for D150A
or IC150 Amp 35.00
Walnut Enc for
DC300A Amp 44.00
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IC150 Acc Packs
ES212 75W two Unit
Sys
IMA Intermod Dist
Analyser

4.00

59800

555.00

MARLBORO

GA2 Amp 59.95
GA3 Amp 67.60
G2OR Amp 127.55
G4OR Amp 161.40
G6OR Amp 195.15
GBO 15 B Amp 130.15
1500 B Amp 115.25
P200W slave 161.90
SM600 mixer 154.95
LS15B cab 104.30
LS20LH cab 137.95
SC40 column 128.20

MAINE

P.A. EQUIPMENT
PA170 mixer amp . .

212PA cab
112M mon cab
Tripod for cab
AMPLIFIERS
Artist 170A
Standard 170S
Booster 170B
Musician 120C combo
Musician Super 120J
combo
LOUDSPEAKER
CABINETS
12 2 x 122 spkrs
12 4 x 12 4 spkrs
4125 4 x 12 spkrs .

115C bass bin
115E bass bin

267.84
147.31
108.81
38.50

199.20
169.07
142.79
289.60

539.03

113.83
192.51
227.66
217.62
150.66

MATAMP (EX. VAT)

AMPLIFIERS
120W 145.80
120W slave 141.75
Mk 1 PA amp 172.50
Mk 2 PA amp 202.50
100W slave 142.50
X6 mixer 142.50
Disco unit 232.50
Microphone kit 62.50
LOUDSPEAKERS
MA 112 107.25
MA 412 131.25
MA 115 D60 113.25
MA 115 G60 110.25
MA 115 D100 142.50
MA 115 G100 139.50

MM ELECTRONICS
IEX. VAT)

Mixing consoles:
MP 175 12 chn
MP175 8 chn
MP175 16 chn
MP185 Super 16
MP175 8/4
MP175 12/4
MP275 12 chn in flight
case
MP285 Super 16 in
flight case
MP175 16/4
MP175 20/4
MP295 16/4
MP385 16/8
MP485 16/8
Amplifiers
AP360 100W
Intermusic combo
Intermusic head
19" Rack Mounting
Equipment:
EP122 2 -way elec.
cross

EP123 3 -way elec.
cross

EP127 7 -way graphic
EQ
EP 130 st. bs bin filter
EP141 st. comp. limiter
EP161 sub mixer
SR271 27 -band graphic

250.00
204.00
310.00
490.00
350.00
390.00

390.00

630.00
490.00
550.00
940.00
900.00
990.00

180.00
197.00
147.00

49.00

65.00

65.00
46.00
72.00
93.00

190.00

MUSICAID

Ampeg
Guitar Combos
018 lOW 1 x 8"
Solid State
G100 20W 1 x 10"
State
GT10 20W 1 x 10"
Valve
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200.38

VT40 60W 4x 10"
Valve 472.15
VT22 100W 2 x 12"
Valve 524.62
G212 120W 2 x 12"
Solid State 524.62
G410 120W 4 x 10"
Solid State 542.11
Bass Combos
6100 20W 1 x 10"
Solid State 159.94
B15N 30W I x 15"
Valve 473.61
8115 120W 1 x 15"
Solid State 486.15
Amplifiers Only
HDV2 60W Valve . 377,73
HDV4 100W Valve 444.18
HDB25B 55W Valve -
Bass 304.28
HDV4B 100W Valve -
Bass 419.70
H DV6B 240W Solid
State -Bass 430.19
HDSVT 300W Valve-
Elass 640.06
Cabinets
EXV2 4 x 12" Speaker
reflex 318.27
EXV4 4 a 12" Speaker -
use 2 with V4 amp 276.30
EX B2513 2 x 15"
Speaker -bass reflex 251.82
EXV4I3 2 x 15"
Speaker-Altec bass 577.08
EXV6B 2 x 15"
Speaker -bass 356.74
6X5VT 8 x 10"
Speaker -use 2 with
SVT 440.68
Extension Cabinets
EXVT22 2 12" Speaker
VT22 extension cab 206.35
EXV6 2 x 12" Speaker,
radial horn + tweeter 559.59
PA Systems
SR4 100W Four
channel 2 x 10"
Speakers 500.14
SR6 120W Six
channel, 4 x 8"
speakers, 2 tweeters 905.84
Amplifier Head
C-SR4 100W Solid
State 262.31
C-SR6 120W Solid
State 458.17
A-120 120W Slave
amplifier -Solid State 276.30
Speaker Cabinets
S-210 2 a 10" Speakers 118.91
S-48 4 i< 8" Speakers
wtih 2 tweeters 223.84

NORLIN

SELMER
SOLID-STATE
7980 15 SS Combo..
7981 Super Reverb 30
Combo
7982 Lead 100
7983 Bass 100
7984 Slave 100
7610 Futurama 3 Corn-
bo
7985 PA 100
VALVE
7404 Treble "N" Bass
100 SV
7402 Treble "N" Bass
50 SV
7403 Trebble "N" Bass
50 SV Rev
7408 PA100/6 SV Rev
7407 PA100/ 4 SV
SPEAKERS
7990 5412 3 x 12" ..
7991 5212H 2 x 12" hn
7992 S115 1 x 15"
7993 S2H Add on dbl
hn
7994 5115A 1 x 15"
7451 TV -35 PA Col
7450 TV -20 PA Col
(pair)

NOVANEX

Combos
Aut 3
Aut 6

46.00

139.00
129.00
109.00

85.00

26.50
275.00

145.00

129.00

149.00
189.00
159.00

169.00
129.00
135.00

81.00
229.00

55.00

75.00

Aut 10
Aut 20
Aut 2OR
U30
U50
U 70
U80

101.65 U 100W
Solid RG 30

145.37 RG 50
RG 80
RG 100W

B 35
B 70
B 100W
G70 Wildcat
OPS 70
OPS 120
WA44/ 5100

220.00
310.00
450.00
299.00
450.00
550.00
35.00

Power generators, mixers
L 30 165.00
L50
L 75
L 100
L 125
LM 30
LM 40
M 61
M 41
X 41
M 62
M 82
M825
M1235
M163S
M 122
M 162
M1235
M163S
Echo/reverb units
ER 300
ER 500
ER 800
Line source mixers
LS 50
LS 75
LS 100

219.00
290.00
360.00
430.00
149.00
179.00
230.00
180.00
155.00
390.00
470.00
555.00
755.00
955.00
630.00
790.00
755.00
955.00

99.00
169.00
259.00

173.00
260.00
330.00

ORANGE
(EX. VAT)

SPEAKERS
113 Reflex Bass,
2x 15'170W
113/200 Reflex Bass,
2 x 15" 200W
109, 4 x 12" 120W
114/4H, 1 x 15" inc
horn, 4 horns and
cross

106, 4 x 12" anti
feedback col
107/SH 2 x 12" +
hns
109/2004 x 12"200W
131H 1 x 15" + hns
131/100H 1 x 15"
100W
114 1 x 15" 85W ..
114/100 1 x 15" 100W
124 1 x 12" monitor
124/H 1 x 12" mon +
hns
121/A 2hn + x -over
AMPS
102, 120W granphic
PA
103T, 200W, Slave
111, 120W, graphic
Slave
112, 120, 120W
112.8080W graphic
115, 80W combo
115/R 80W, combo
with Hammond Reverb
115, 120, 120W com-
bo
112/120M Overdrive
112/80M overdrive ..
129/100 Reverb amp
115/80M overdrive
115/120M overdrive
115/80MR overdrive
reverb
125 50W combo
125/ 100 100W combo
130/B 120W PA
104/8 120W valve PA
MIXERS
1313/A 6-chan
12/2
OMEC
150W inst. amp
150EQ + equalizer
S150 + effects
S150EQ w. both
PA150 4 ch. Wrvb
PA150 EQ
OMI digital amp
0M2 Remote unit .
Speakers
OCI 2 x 12 PA
0C22 x 12 stage
0C32 x 12 140W.. .
0C415" bass

259.17

314.00
185.13

348.00

184.65

185.01
223.47
193.50

203.28
198.0

253.28
69.96

92.85

191.18
213.15
191.18
291.45

332.97

349.26
216.45
193.68
247.86
295.26
352.89

336.60
318.33
353.37
278.70
344.97

170.07
376.50

137.98
156.94
185.19
205.74
165.08
182.03
397.22
39.83

92.11
95.71

109.71
118.11

55.00
69..

860000 PEAVEY
115.00
149.00
220.00 exc VAT
275.00 Combination Amplifiers
324.00 P112 Pacer 45W
350.00 1 x 12" w. reverb .... 170.50
460.00 TNT Tn t 45W 1 x 15"
235.00 bs unit 209.25
285.00 CL212 Classic 50W
360.00 2 x 12" w. reverb +
470.00 Automix 248.00

214.56

CL410 Classic 50W
4 x 10" w. reverb +
Automix
D212 Deuce 120W
2 x 12" w. reverb +
Automix
A112 Artist 120W 1 x 2
w. reverb + Automix
M212 Mace 160W
2 x 12" w. reverb 4-

Automix
M412 Mace 160W
4 x 12" w. reverb +
Automix
SN212 Session 200W
2 x 12 w. reverb
SN 12EV Session 200W
2 x 12" Electro-Voice
spkrs
SN115 Session 200W
1 x 15" JBL or Black
Widow
LTD115 LTD 200W
1 x 15" JBL or Black
Widow
Instrument Amplifier
Heads
CY Century 100W all
purpose
SAP Standard 130W
all purpose + reverb
+ Automix
B Bass 200W w. Eq +
Automix
M Musician 200W w.
Eq + effects +
Automix
MA Mace 160W w.
reverb + Automix .

SN Season 200W w.
rvb
F800G Festival Series
400W w. reverb, ef-
fects and Eq
F800B Festival Series
400W Bs ant w. Eq .

Instrument Speaker
Enclosures
115 1 x 15"
212 2 x 12"
4125 4 x 12" Stackable
412M 4 x 12"
412F 4 x 12"
215 2 x 15"
215H 2 x 15" + Hyper-
bolic Hn
610 6 x 10"
612H 6 x 12" + Hyper-
bolic Hn
810 8 x 10"
1185 1 x 18" Stackable
118FH 1 x 18" Folded
Hn

294.50

333.25

333.25

441.75

527.00-

410.75

519.25

503.75

503.75

166.62

224.75

286.75

313.88

313.88

279.00

480.50

410.75

127.87
147.25
209.25
228.86
228.86
197.62

248.00
201.50

317.75
348.75
286.75

356.60

98.21 Public Address Amplifiers
and Slaves
PA120 100W 4 inputs . 205.38
SPA Standard 130W 8

186.63 inputs 224.75
PA403 200W 12 inputs 326.55
PA700S New stereo
mixer amp 120W/ch 558.00
260B 260 Booster
130W slave 170.50
260S 260 Stereo
Booster 120W /ch
stereo slave 259.62
4008 400 Booster
200W slave 240.25
800B 800 Booster
400W slave 333.25
CS800 Commercial
Power Amp Stereo
400W/ch 480.50
Mixers
600 Mixer 6 ch mono 259.62
600S 600 Stereo Mixer
6 ch stereo facilities 313.87
1300S 800 Stereo Mixer
8 ch stereo facilities 480.50
900 Mixer 9 ch mono 333.25
1200 Mixer 12 ch mono 406.87
1200S 1200 Stereo
Mixer 12 ch stereo
facilities 736.25
2400F Festival Mixer 24
ch full prof unit 3487.50
Public Address Speakers
Enclosures
210 2 x 10" Col each 73.63
410 4 x 10" Col each 116.25
1210TS 1 x 12" +
1 x 10" + 3 x Tweeters
Col 135.62
412 x 12" Col each 139.50
1210T 2 x 12" +
2 x 10" + 3 Tweeters
Col each 178.25
215H 2 x 5" + Hyper-
bolic Hn Cab
1510T 2 x 15" +
2 x 10" + 3 x Tweeters
Cab each 271.25
115HT 1 x 15" +
Hyperbolic Hn
2 x Tweeters Vocal
Proj each 217.00
215HT 2 x 15" +-

2 x Hyperbolic Hns +
2 x Tweeters Vocal
Proj each 333.25

SPI Spider Bin 1 x 15"
+ Radial Hn Theatre

Type encl. each 372.00
T300 Bank of 3 Twas 58.13
T12 Radial Bank of 12
Tweeters each 166.62
Ancilliary Public Address
Equipment
MO Monitor Amp
130W 186.00
112TS Monitor Wedge
Cab 1 x 12" + 2
Tweeters each 135.69
22 Spider 22 High Ef-
ficiency Hn driver 73.63
Al Adaptor for above 7.75
A2 ditto 11.63
A3 ditto 13.95
PMH Peavey Micro-
phone High Imp 56.58
PML Peavey Micro-
phone Low Imp 56.58
BMH Peavey Ball
Microphone High Im-
pedance 56.58
BML Peavey Ball
Microphone Low Imp . 56.58

RESLOSOUND

S81/M Cardioid med
mic
S91/ H Condenser mic
S91/ L -M Condenser
mic
UDI-H Cardioid mic
UDI-M Cardioid mic
RGP71 Super Cardioid
mic
ECON Omni-direc. mic
Cabaret Exec mic
TX100
TX100 (Gold mic.
transmitter)
TXT
RXA Receiver w. aerial
PA
Horn 1/ p.
482025W
4820/T 25W
SU25 Driver 25W ...
SU25T 25W
SAbitlb Spark
diaphragm

1986 50W bass 191.95
1987 50W Lead 191.95
2204 50W M /Vol . . 191.95
2205 100W Slave 156.40
Instrument Cabinets
1982-828 120W 4 x 12. 191.50
1960-6013 100W 4 x 12. 176.25
1935-35B 100W 4 x 12. 176.25
1979-796 200W 4X15. 285.00
2095-95B 100W 2 x 12. 176.25
2065-65B 125W
Powercel 190.90
2064-658 100W
Powercel 165.15
1990100W 8 x 10 187.70
2069120W Artist . 173.85
2052 125W Powercel 228.75
2056 250W Powercel 386.50
2196 100W Lead/bass 146.95
Combo Amplifiers
2200 100W Super
Trans 276.50
2077 100W 4 x 12 Bass 299.95
2078 100W 4 x 12 Ld 299.95
2201 30W Trans Ld 147.50
220230W Trans Bs 147.50
2199 30W 2 x 12 166.95
2103 100W Valve 378.75
2104 50W Valve 270.95
PA Amps Er Mixers
2003 1130W 6 Ch Amp . 235.95
198550W 4 Ch Amp 191.95
2071 6 Ch Mixer 92.35

42.55 2051 250W Slave 245.95
52.87 2125 8 ch rvb mixer

amp 255.95
PA Cabs Et Bins
2097 pr 8 x 8 125VV . 211.90
2043 pr 2 x 10 2 x 12
200W 299.95

24.00 2047 pr 1 x 10 1 x 12
12.85 100W 197.80

356.40 2121 100W Slave
174.96 Monitor 212.90

2122 30W Slave
174.96 Monitor 159.50
174.50 212350W Monitor 82.75
166.32 2126 Bass Bins 130.25

2127 Supahorn 80.50
2128 Supahihorn . 66.30

56.00 2120100W Supabin 172.75
65.50 2057 HF horn 195.95
23.50 Prices of MXR effects, De Ar-
32.25 mond effects and pick-ups and

AKG microphones available on
4.33 application.

52.87
28.00
28.00

ROOST

AMPLIFICATION
(Valve)
50W 2 Chann + over-
drive fac
50W 2 chann + in-
tegral reverb
100W 2 ch
100W 2 ch w. rvb
150W 2 chan + over-
drive fac
150W 2 chan + in-
tegral reverb
100W 6 than PA
150W Slave
Session Master 50W
comb 2 x 12"
Session Master as
above w. reverb
SM100 100W combo
SM100R w. rvb
SM104 100W combo
SM104R w. rvb
Solid State
8 chan mixer
As above + 100W
amp
Stereo slave
2 x 12" 50W
2 x 12" 150W
4 x 12" 100W
4 x 12" 300W
1x 12" 300/600/900/
stage monitors pr
1 x 15" 100 Folded hn
bass bin
2 x 15" 170W bs cab
4 hn dispersion cab
100W folded cab +
tweeters
100W ported cab + 2
hn
Radial Flare add on hn.
50W
As above but 1013W
Prices ex covers

120.33

155.65
144.37
179.37

160.42

196.07
187.74
132.87

184.37

213.26
216.63
245.34
285.94
314.81

137.27

225.99
199.62
73.66
88.30

129.74
155.60

S.A.I. (EX. VAT)

Disco Units
Maverick disco 144.00
Disco IVS 189.00
Disco IVSP 210.00
Disco IVSP dual dcks 237.00
Stereo disco 270.00
Amps
50W twin ch 85.00
50W slave 81.00
FC 150 slave 96.00
Cabinets
Eliminator w. horn 264.00
Eliminator w. horn 168.00
Mini Elim. w horn . 164.00
Mini Elim. w. horns 144.00
15" 188.00
2 x 12 + 2H 237.00
2 x 12 std 144.00
1 x 12 + 1H 144.00
Tweeter box 39.00
18" hn 252.00
Mini bass cab 102.00
Super lead bass 96.00

SHARMA

ORGAN SPEAKER
CABINETS
500 274.35
650 322.84

107.14 Sharmette 331.84
900 391.92
2200 d/I 357.35
2200 pro 335.92
2000 pro 415.72
2000 d /1 424.58
5000 GT 524.05
2300 512.07
3000 570.54
7000 690.03

127.99
154.84
71.98

225.99

102.53

131.73
155.68 SHURE

24" ROSE -MORRIS

MARSHALL
Instrument Amp Tops
1959 100W Lead
2203 100W M /Vol. .
1989 50W keyboard .

2195 1COW Trans
2098 1013W Trans Lead
1992 100W Bass
2099 100W Trans Bass

VOCAL MASTER
VA300-S 212.40
VA301-S 155.40
VA302E6 1014.00
VA302E6-C 616.20

235 95 VA305HF 93.00
235.95 PM300E6 257.40
191.95 A3PC 48.00
119.95 A3PC-C 14.40
182.95 A3PC-S 17.40
235.95 A3S-C 45.00
182.95 A3S-S 16.80



A3S-T 21.60
A31PC-S 15.60
A50-XC 18.60
P300R 10.20
SR SERIES
SR101-2E 1017.00
SR102 279.00
SR103 234.00
SR105C-E6 390.00
SR106-2E 129.00
SR107 2E 204.00
SR108 582.00
SR109 2E 534.00
SR110-2E 153.00
SR112 234.00
SR116 264.00
A101A 82.20
A10113 16.20
A120A 28.80
A103A 24.60
A105A 57.60
A112A 39.60
A1126 57.00
A112C 15.60
A30A 52.80

DAVE SIMMS
MUSIC PRODUCTS
(EX. VAT)

August Amplification
PA 100 4 ch 119.99
2 x 12 A Cols prs 154.40
2x 12 PA Hn Cols prs 172.50
1 x 12 PA Cols prs 99.99
1 x 12 PA Cols pr 119.25
2 x 12 inst. Cab 82.25
"V" 4x 12 Inst. Cab 140.00
1 x 15 Folded Hn Bin 145.00
Add on Hn per pr 64.80
Full -mix PA 100 149.99
Power slave 125 amp 94.50
1x 15 Super bin w hn . 167.00
1 x 15 Mini bin 124.30
1 x 15 Super mini bin 145.80
August Disco Consoles
MD3 Garrard dks 218.45
MD1 153.25
MD3 100 286.25

SOLA SOUND

Reverb mixer 45.20
6-ch mixer 37.79
Graphic equaliser 45.20
Mighty Atom amp 27.90
Compact 10 41.85
Sole 30W amp 89.64
Buckeroo 7W amp . . 33.13

SOUNDOUT (EX. VAT)

M200 Mono slave
S400 Stereo slave
M174M 4-chan mic
mixer
M174 170W mixer amp
M206 200W c ch. w.
rubs
Speakers
DL6 100W full range
DL8 200W full range

System 100 stack . 129.00
System 200 stack 412.50
SP2 tweeter 33.00
SP4 tweeter 51.00
SP5 tweeter 37.50

SIMON KING
MUSIC

2 x 12 Inst. cab. 75W . 77.00
2 x 12 PA cols pr.
100W 148.00
4 x 12PA cols split pm
200W 293.00
4 x 12 inst. cab. 150W 135.00
Loudspeakers
HE1c, 1 x 12, 50W 60.00
HE2c, 2 x 12, 100W 93.00
DL3, 100W F/rng 183.00
DL6, 100W F/rng 108.00
Series VI - 246.00
Series Vla 186.00
SP 18 pre amp 135.00

SOU NDCRAFT

16/2 mixer 1000.(X
12/4 mixer 1500.00
16/4 mixer 1800.00
Soundcraft/ Court Acoustic
PA's prices on application.

Options arranged
SP)) 50W hn 30.00
SPIV 100W hn 51.00

STRAMP

2100-A, 100W amp top
2120-A, 120W amp top
3120-A, 120W, 4-chn
amp, top
SL100, 120W slave
amp
SL200, 240W slave
amp
MP10, 10-chan mixer
MP -16, 16-chan mix .
EX -2 Cross -over
K-85 Power Baby com-
bo
K-95 Bass Baby combo
2050 -BB, 100W cab .

2100 -GB, 200W cab . .

2100 -BB, 100W bs cab
370-B 70W horn p.a.
cab
3140-13H, 140W hn
p.a. cab
3140-B 140W p.a. cab
3200-B. 120W bass
horn cab
I-1-50 70W tweeter horn
FI-100 120W tweeter
horn

213.60
199.30

192.30

127.90

177.90
577.15

1427.90
113.60

265.45
285.00
163.60
206.60
213.60

142.15

186.45
156.45

427.90
156.45

227.15

141.00 STRINGS & THINGS
217.50

97.50 MUSIC MAN
165.50 Combo Amps

112-65
210.00 115-65

210-65
117.00 212-65
216.00 410-65

428.62
471.90
471.90
558.49
558.49

210HD 130
212HD-130
41OHD-130
112RP-65
112RD-65
112RP-100EVM
112RD-100EVM
212HD 130EVM
Heads
65
65REV
HD130
HD1OREV
Speaker Enclosures
115RH65
212RH130
412GS
115RH-65EVM
210RH-130
212RH-130EVM
4128

558.49
649.41
649.41

349.95
349.95
449.95
449.95
699.41

316.05
385.27
402.63
471.90

267.84
318.06
342.04
297.84
199.95
363.06
369.95

THEATRE
PROJECTS (Ex. VAT)

STUDIO MONITORS
9844A 30W 400.00
984550W 470.00
9846-8A 100W 495.00
9849A 60W 330.00
CROSSOVERS AND
MIXERS
1650 28 band equalizer 530.00
729A 2 chan. 24 freq.
equalizer 668.00
N500F 250W X -over . 120.00
N501 -8A 100W X -over 47.00
N800D 75W X -over.. . 57.00
AMPLIFIERS
9440A 2 x 225W 635.00
1224 60W/30W bi-amp 240.00
1609 100W/50W bi-
amp 470.00
MUSIC SPEAKERS AND
COMPONENTS
4133A 8" 12W 9.00
405-8G 4" lOW 9.50
411 15" 100W 96.00
414 12" 50W 75.00
416 15" 75W 85.00
515 15" 75W 135.00
604-80 15" 65W 220.00
617A 12" 60W 97.00
619-8A 15" 75W 130.00
755E 8" 20W 36.00
288 HF 15W 183.00
290-4G HF 120W 190.00
291-16B HF 50W 190.00
32B sect. hn 50.00
311-60 sect. hn 120.00
311-90 sect. hn 185.00
811E sect. hn 100.00
5038 Multi hn 195.00
80513 Multi hn 180.00

TRAYNOR (EX. VATI

Combos:
YGM-3 30W rvb
YGM-4 40W rvb
YRM-1SC
YGL-3 Twin rvb 90W
YBA-2B Bs mate 30W
YBA-4 50W 15", spkr.
Amplifiers
YBA 1 50W, bs
YRM 1 50W Id whvb
YBA 1A 100W bs

126.00
147.00
231.00
276.00
126.00
195.00

120.00
147.00
150.00

YGL-3A 100W head-
rvb/tram
YBA 3
Speaker Systems:
YS -15P 15" ported bs.
YT -152x15" Id/bs .

YF-10 4 x 10" Id/bs
YC-810 8 x 10" bs..
Y-212 2 x 12" Id
YF 124 x 12" Id
YB-18 1 x 18"
YCN-212 2 x 12" Vega
cab 200W
P.A. Amps:
YVN 3 P.A. rvb 30W .
YVM-44-ch w/rvb .
YVM 6 6-ch whvb
YPM-1 100W slave
P.A. Speaker Systems:
YSC-2 4 x 12" cols (pr)
YSC 3 4 x 8" cols (pr) .
YSC 8 6 x 8" cols (pr).
YSC-9 15 x 12" x hn
cabs (pr)
YM-1 Mtr cabs (eel..
YSC-7A Cols (pr) . .

YSP-1 Sibilance Pro-
jector
YM-2 100W mon
4200 mixer -amp
BW4 cab (pr)
6400 mixer -amp
BW3 cab (pr)
BW2 cab (pr)
PM300 slave
PS600 stereo slave .
BW1 cab (pr)
TSL-400
6401 6-ch mixer

186.00
171.00

108.00
132.00
132.00
165.00
120.00
165.00
147.00

192.00

108.00
165.00
258.0(
108.00

162.00
126.00
198.06

480.00
69.00

240.00

63.00
114.00
165.00
144.00
237.00
186.00
324.00
174.00
345.00
402.00

9.00
165.00

TURNER (Ex. VAT)

1 x 15 Bs Hn 180.00
2 x 15 Bs Hn 340.00
1 x 12 Mid Ring, Hn . 160.00
2 x 12 Mid Ring. Hn 280.00
1 x 10 Mid Ring. Hn 150.00
Rad. Hn. + VHF
Tweets 300.00
Wedge 12" ATC + Hn 220.00
Wedge 12" ATC + Diff
Hn 320.00
Wedge 12"
Gauss + Diff Hn 400.00
Hexagonal Mt 230.00
A200 Ster. power amp 245.00
8300 Pro. Power amp. 260.00
A300 Pro. Power amp. 350.00
A500 Pro. Power amp. 480.00
TPS 12/2 mixer 1740.00
TPS 16/2 mixer 2125.50
TPS 20/2 mixer 2500.00
TPS 24/2 mixer 2875.00
TPM 10/2 mixer 1931.25
TPM 16/2 mixer 2562.00
TPM 20/2 mixer 2981.25
TPM 24/2 mixer 3400.00
Belden Multiway
Cables on app
Cannon Pigs - stg.
Boxes
Guass Spkrs
JBL Spkrs

VITAVOX (EX. VATI

Tunderbolt
AK 15615"

540.00
127.00

AK 157 15"
500 Dividing Network
1000 Dividing Network
53 Pressure driver
4 cell horn
4Kh horn
8 cell horn
10 cell horn
12 cell horn
15 cell horn
Horn throat adaptors

127.00
42.00
32.00

137.00
86.00
54.00

290.00
329.00
383.00
514.00

15.00

W.E.M.

Copicat Echo 94.50
Dominator 30 165.00
Dominator 30 reverb 182.00
Dominator 50 lead 126.50
Dominator 50 Combo 198.00
GX 40 104.50
GX 100 133.00
AX 40 104.50
AX 100 133.00
Dominator Mk III 107.00
Dominator Bass 119.00
Slave Power Stage 100 118.00
Slave Power Stage 200 206.00
Bandmixer 100 Mk II 169.50
Reverbmaster 254.00
Audiomaster Mk 2 . 435.00
Super Dual 12 97.00
Super 40 97.00
Starfinder 100 Bass 115.50
Starfinder Twin 15 137.50
Super Starfinder 200 192.50
1 x 12" 53.00
1 x 12" x/ vol control 66.00
Club System 97.00
Club 2 x 12" 79.50
Band System 115.50
Band 2x 12" 99.00
4 x 12" A Super 121.00
Intruder reflex 50 176.00
Intruder reflex 100 198.00
X39 reflex 100 346.50
X39 reflex 200 412.00
SISGO
Revolving organ cabinets:
SM /30 70W Leslie 377.00
SM/100 70W 624.00
SM /300 120W Leslie 856.00
S M /3090 200W 1163.00

WHITE

INST AMPLIFIERS
LW50 w sustain 70W
LW100 w sustain
120W 158.55
CM30 Combo w reverb 213.00
P.A. AMPLIFIERS
PA100 6 ch PA amp
100W
PA150 6 ch A amp
150W
PA200 6 ch PA amp
200W
POWER SLAVE
AMPLIFIERS
PS100 100W
PS150 150W
PS250 250W
PS300 300W (st)
INSTRUMENT
ENCLOSURES
A2004 x 12" 200W .
A150 x 15" fldd hn bs
enc 150W

A150H as A150 w mid
range hn 269.73
A250 1 x 18" fld hn bs
enc 200W 277.50
P.A. ENCLOSURES
550 1 x 12" 60W 59.85
S1C0 2 x 12" 120W 84.82
S150 1 x 15" w H.F.
hrns 100W 174.21
S200 4 x 12" 240W 157.65
M50 1 x 12" monitor
60W 61.74
H50 H.F. twin horn 66.45
Projector 100 1 x 15" 2
hn 154.50
Projector 200 2 x 15" 3
hn 258.00
CONCERT RANGE
PA ENCLOSURES
812 1 x 12" Mid rnge
hn 200W 196.20
B15 1 x 15" bs hn
200W 240.12
B30 2 x 15" bs hn
400W 398.58
H100E Radial horn
30W 136.23
H100V Radial horn
70W 187.23
T70 H.F. horn 70W.. 171.48
0 36" horn 70W 314.85
MONITOR
ENCLOSURES
M100/12 1 x 12"
Wedge 100W 370.71
M100/15 1 x 15"
M200/15 1 x 15"
D24 St 24 ch 1275.00
Multi wedge 200W 184.98
Mon Horn "A"
Mid/H.F 12.78
Mon Horn "B" Ext .. 58.68
MIXING DESKS
D8 Mono 8 ch 185.79
D8 D -L Mono 8 ch 229.80
D16 St 16 ch 870.00

WOODS

GUYATONE
GA280 47.58
GA380 64.97
GA480 90.36
GA580 127.17
GA5806 149.60
GA680 165.80
GA880 234.00
GA1050DR 279.45
GA1100DR 309.58

139.50 PS.101 Phaser 20.49

ZOOT-HORN IEX. VAT)

122.49 All prices available on appl.
BB 1 1 x 15" bin TBA

168.99 BB 22 x 15" bin
FB 5 mon. 75W

189.00 FB 6 mon. 150W
MB 1 2 x 12" ATC
MB 2 2 x 12" Gauss

106.92 HU8 driver + hn
119.43 ST203 Super drivers .
148.50 CB15 1 x 15" bass enc
184.22 SD18 1 x 18" bass enc

SF1 4 -way PA cab . .

Modular custom
157.68 mixers

Electronic crossovers
216.63 Studio consoles

PERCUSSION INSTRUMENTS
CongalBongo 4042 Recording 604.00 7390 14" 39.01 73928 15"

ASBA Tumbador
Quinto

118.55
102.40

4043 Studio 710.00 7391 13" 51.06
7391 14" Hihat pr 102.12

7392 15" Hihat pr .

7393B 16"
Bongos 48.17 7392 15" 56.16 73948 17"

Asba Metal BOOSEY EtMetal bongos 36.62 739215" Hihat pr 112.36 7395B 18"

24 x 14 bass
22 x 14 bass

184.53
171.92

HAWKES 739316" 58.10
739417" 61.10

73958 18" Swich
73966 20"

20 x 14 bass 167.79 BALDWIN 739518" 68.40 9376BS 20" Swish . .

BEVERLEY
COMPLETE OUTFITS
8001 5 -drum 336.50
8002 4 -drum 291.30
80036 -drum 421.85
8004 5 -drum 346.50
8005 14 -drum 837.00
AVEDIS ZILDJIAN

18 x 14 bass
14 x 9 Tom Tom
13 x 9 Tom Tom
16 x 16 Tom Tom ..
12 x 8 Tom Tom
10x 8 Tom Tom
15 x 10 Tom Tom ...
14 x 14 Tom Tom .

161.49
99.65
95.51

151.05
92.36
89.21

103.78
142.57

7395S 18" Swish 75.55
7399 19" 75.55
7396 20" 81.71
7396P 20" Pang 85.76
7396520" Swish 85.76
7400 21" 89.90
7397 22" 102.15
7397S 22" Swish .. 102.15

7397822"
7397BS 22" Swish .

GRETSCH
Outfits:
4023 Black Hawk ... .

4016 Name Band ... .

4026 Progressive Jazz.
4019 Broadcaster . .

814.00
649.00
649.00
882.00

C.B.S. ARBITER
IEX. VAT)

ROGERS
15 x 15 Tom Tom .
18 x 16 Tom Tom ...

146.72
157.35

4017 Big Band
4021 Grand Prix

810.00
859.00

CYMBALS
(Prices for all types except

AVEDIS ZILDJIAN
'BRILLIANT' CYMBALS

Outfits:
Studio X

Snares 4036 Monster II 1046.00 Swich and Pang as stated) (Prices for all types except Londoner V
14 x 5 wood 128.01 4031 Rock Concert 1543.00 (Available in Types and Swich and Pang as stated) Ultrapower VII
14 x 5 metal 128.01 4032 Jazz Rock 1190.00 Weights as Catalogue) 73876 10" 34.99 Starlighter IV
14 x 61/2 136.28 4033 Disco Rock 1028.00 7386 8" 24.51 73908 13" 44.99 Greater London V
Stands 4034 Monster Plus 1294.00 /36/ 10" 29.00 73918 14" 59.24 Headliner IV
Snare 31.50 4038 Nighthawk 867.00 7389 12" 35.00 7391 14" Hihat pr 118.45 Londoner VI

64.35
128.69

57.00
62.00
67.50
78.01
88.30
88.30

110.30
96.03

1035.89
619.43
918.76
560.98
658.75
455.33
695.13

Londoner VII
Ultrapower VIII
Drums:
Dynasonic snare
5 x 14"
Dynasonic snare
6 x 14"
Superten snare
61/2 x 14"

Powertone, 14 x 20 bs
Powertone, 14 x 22 bs
Powertone 8 x 12 t. t. .

Powertone, 9 x 13 t.t
Powertone, 10 x 14 t.t
Powertone, 12 x 15 t.t
Powertone, 16 x 16 t.t
Powertone, 16 x 18
Powertone, 18 x 20 t.t
Accusonic timpani 20
inch
Accusonic timpani 23
inch
Accusonic timpani 26
inch

822.37
983.15

113.94

113.94

87.50

135.50
147.84
61.60
64.66
70.84
80.07
98.55

110.89
154.02

504.86

533.20

643.17

89



Accusonic timpani 29
inch
Concert Tom -Toms:

10"
12"
13"
14"
15"
Paiste Cymbals and Gongs:
2002:
13" Hi -Hat Sound
Edge 96.91
14" Hi -Hat Sound
Edge 105.69
15" Hi -Hat Sound
Edge 112.34
13" Hi Hat 59.23
14" Hi Hat 63.07
15" Hi -Hat 70.49
16" Crash, Med/Ride 40.25
18" Crash, Med/Rode 48.48
20" Crash, Med/Ride . 60.11
22" Crash, Med/Ride . 76.90
24" Crash, Med/Ride . 92.71
18" China type 70.08
20" China type 89.04
8" Bell cymbal 30.23
11" Splash cymbal 35.96
Formula 602:
13" Hi -Hat Sound
Edge
14" Hi -Hat Sound
Edge
15" Hi -Hat Sound
Edge 112.34
13" Hi -Hat 75.92
14" Hi -Hat 80.90
15" Hi -Hat 90.49
16" Thin 51.66
18" Thin 62.15
20" Thin 77.52
22" Thin 99.32
24" Thin 119.44
18" Flat Ride Med. 70.10
20" Flat Ride Med. 89.05
18" China type 70.10
20" China type 89.05
No. 1 Seven Snd. set 30.32
No. 2 Seven Snd. set 35.67
No. 3 Seven Snd. set 61.60
No. 4 Seven Snd. set 70.08
No. 5 Seven Snd set 70.08
No. 6 Seven Snd. set 70.08
No. 7 Seven Snd. set 89.05
14" Joe Morello Hi -Hat 88.97
17" Joe Morello 51.81
18" Joe Morello 59.08
20" Joe Morello 75.02
2" Finger Cymbals .. 6.88
22" Dark Ride 129.16
Cup Chimes with stana 176.14
Dixie Cymbals:
14" Hi -Hat 28.40
16" Hi -Hat 20.07
18" Hi -Hat 25.39
20" Hi -Hat 33.25
Stambal:
14" Hi -Hat 40.55
16" Hi -Hat 25.93
18" Hi -Hat 32.21
20" Hi -Hat 40.39

FLETCHER,
COPPOCK
NEWMAN

KENT
N5201 Apollo 5
N2501 Superstar
N2501 Apollo 4

229.00
295.00
156.00

GIGSVILLE

ARIA
005501 5 -drum kit 449.50
00 5800 8 Concert
toms 329.80

HOHNER

SONOR
Outfits:
XK984 metallic/
celluloid 569.75
XK984 acrylic 599.75
XK1084 rosewood 734.45
XK924 metallic/
celluloid 597.45
XK924 acrylic 657.80
XK1024 rosewood 759.25
XK925 metallic/
celluloid 729.50
XK925 acrylic 772.40
XK1025 rosewood 944.45
XK metallic/
celluloid 913.75
XK946 acrylic 974.00
XK1046 rosewood 1212.95
XK947 metallic/
celluloid 1125.10

90

XK947 acrylic 1198.90
666.50 XK1047 rosewood 1498.75

XK9207 metallic/
39.08 celluloid 904.40
42.84 XK9207 acrylic 958.35
45.40 XK0207 rosewood 1181.10
47.91 XK9409 metallic/
54.22 celluloid 1087.15
62.43 XK9404 acrylic 1150.95

XK0409 rosewood 1413.10
XK9212 metallic/
celluloid 13 79 . 70
XK9212 acrylic 1465.40
XK0212 rosewood 1815.05
Snare-drims.
D50014" x 5" 89.30
D50514" x 5%" 89.95
D50614" x 6%" 97.50
D52514" x 5%" 162.90
13561 Acrylic 89.95
Bass drums:
G318 18" x 14" 153.65
G320 20" x 14" 167.30
G32222" x 14" 167.30
G32424" x 14" 181.70
Tom-toms: (single headed)
T706 6" x 514 63.55
17088" x 5 Set 63.55
T71010" x 61/2" 42.60
T71212" x 8" 42.60
1713 13" x 9" 45.95

96.91 171414" x 10" 53.50
171515" x 12" 64.95

105.69 1716 16" x 14" 78.15

Torn -toms: (double headed)
-172212" x 8" 56.40
1723 13" x 9" 66.35
T72414" x 10" 78.45
T625 15" x 12" 92.90
T73414" x 14" 105.55
173616" x 16" 115.35
173818" x 16" 128.65
Cymbals:
Zymbor
Z1002 12" 4.75
21003 13" 6.10
21005 14" 7.30
21007 16" 10.20
Z1009 18" 14.55
2101120" 16.50

HORNBY SKEWES

TFL102 75.00
TFL104 snare 22.00
HOSHINO
5075 389.00
8050 399.00
HM300 169.00
JK510 snare 43.00
S480 Snare stand . 26.00
H280 Hihat stand . 34.00
T360 Drum stool 41.00
C580 Boom stand 40.50

KEMBLE

YAMAHA

Kits - 9000 Series
YD91245 Drums 745.00
Y09122w 5 Drums 657.00
Bass drums
BD918A 180.00
BD920A 192.00
BD922A 212.00
BD924A 255.00
BD926A 263.00
Tom toms
TT912AE 79.00
TT913A E 85.00
TT914AE 111.00
TT915AE 125.00
FT914AE 115.00
FT916AE 135.00
FT918AE 150.00
Snare drums
SD050M B 119.00
SD055MB 122.00
S D065M B 126.00
S D05013 112.00
SD055B 114.00
SD065B 116.00
Kits - 7000 series
YD7124W 5 Drums 640.00
YD7122W 5 Drums 534.00
Bass drums
BD718A 133.00
BD72013 162.00
BD722B 180.00
807248 220.00
Tom toms
TT712AE 65.00
TT713AE 69.00
TT714AE 94.00
FT714AE 95.00
FT716AE 112.00
F1718AE 148.00
Snare drums
SD755M8 88.00
SD765MB 89.00
SD750MB 85.00
SD750B 72.00
SD755B 72.00
SD765B 82.00

Concert toms
ET906C
ET908C
ET910C
ET912C
ET913C
ET914C
ET915C
ET916C
Simo cymbals
14" High hat(per pair)
16" Medium ride
(each)
18" Medium ride
(Each)
20" Medium ride
(Each)
16" Crash ride (Each)
18" Crash ride (Each)
20" Crash ride lEach)
Simo standard
14" High hat (Pair) ..
16" Medium ride
(Each)
18" Medium ride
(Each)
20" Medium ride
(Each)
16" Crash (Each)
18" Crash (Each)
20" Sizzle (Each)

NORLIN

PEARL DRUM OUTFITS
6303/ PFW 22" Bs. .

6300 SFW 22 Bs .

6301 'PFVV 24" Bs. . .

6301 SFW 24" Bs . .

6302, PFW 22" Bs. .

6302: SFW 22" Bs
6302/ PF 22" Bs
6302/SF 22" Bs
6302/ PNP 22" Bs
6302/ SNP 22" Bs . .

6304/ PEW 24" Bs. .

6304/ SEW 25" Bs
6304/ SEW 25" Bs .

6304/ SF 24" Bs
6304 / PNP 24" Bs .
6304/SNP 24" Bs
6312/ PEW 24" Bs..
6312/SEW 22" Bs
6312/ PF 22" Bs
6312/SF 22" Bs
6312/ PNP 22" Bs .
6312/SNP 22" Bs
6314,, PFW 24" Bs
6314/ SEW 24" Bs .

6314/ PE 24" Bs
6314/SF 24" Bs
6314/ PNP 24" Bs . .

6314/SNP 24" Bs . .

6324 PW 24" Bs
324/ SW Bs

6324/ PEW 24" Bs..
6324, sW 24" Bs
6324/PE 24" Bs
6324/SF 24" Bs
6324/ PNP 24" Bs
6324/ SNP 24" Bs
6332: PFW 22" Bs
6332/ SFVV 22" Bs
6332/ PE 22" Bs
6332/SF 22" Bs
6332 PNP 22" Bs .
6332/SNP 22" Bs
6342/ PW 22" Bs
6342/SW 22" Bs
6342/PFW 22" B
6342/ SFW 22" Bs
6342/ PE 22" Bs
6342/SF 22" Bs
6355/ PNP Concert
Tom-toms
6355/SNP Concert
Tom-toms
Snare Drums:
6356 Cust Metal Snare
5 14"
6357 Cust Brass Snare
5x14"
6358 Cust Brass Snare
6 1/2 . 14"
Accessories:
6360 Bs Drm Pedal .
6361 Hi -Hat stand ..
6362 Cymbal floor
stand
6363 Snare Drum
stand
6364 Cymbal Boom
stand
6365 Drummer's Stool

PEARL MAXWIN
Outfits:
6400 Stage -705 22" Bs
Drum
6401 Stage -70422" Bs
Drum
6402 Studio -504 22"
Bs Drum
6403 Studio -503
Bs Drum
Snare Drums:
6410 Snare Drum Kit
5 x 14, 12"

36.00
38.00
43.00
51.00
56.00
63.00
73.00
88.00

38.00

24.00

29.00

36.00
24.00
29.00
36.00

25.00

15.00

21.00

25.00
15.00
21.00
27.00

873.00
952.00
902.00
984.00
623.00
678.00
688.00
742.00
653.00
708.00
638.00
693.00
704.00
759.00
666.00
722.00
557.00
546.00
633.00
671.00
603.00
643.00
591.00
642.00
677.00
728.00
642.00
642.00
529.00
571.00
529.00
571.00
603.00
633.00
568.00
610.00
494.00
525.00
557.00
589.00
531.00
562.00
440.00
468.00
440.00
468.00
496.00
524.00

429.00

468.00

51.00

71.00

71.00

25.75
31.75

16.00

18.25

30.75
39.50

245.00

218.00

199.00

126.00

36.75

6411 Metal Snare
Drum, 5'1 x 14",
Chrome
6412 Wood Snare
Drum, 5'h x 14"
6413 Wood Snare
Drum, 5'/ x 14"
Accessories:
6420 Bs Drum Pedal .

6422 Hi -Hat Stand .. .

6423 Cym Floor Std .

6424 Snare Drm Std .

TOSCO CYMBALS
14" Hi -Hats
15" Hi -Hats
16" Crash Ride
18" Medium Ride . .

20" Medium Ride . .

ORANGE

31.00

27.75

23.50

12.00
13.00

7.25
8.25

38.00
40.00
23.00
33.00
39.50

Single drum kit To order
Double drum kit To order

PREMIER
IVATI

Snares:
33, 14 x 51/2
35, 14 x 5 1/2
36, 14 . 6
1002, 14 5'h
1005, 14.51/2
1035,14x5%"
1036, 14 5 1/2"
2000, 14 x 51/2
2001, 14 x 5 1/2"
2003, 14 x 5 1/2"
2005, 14 .8"
2001, 14 4"
Outfits Iw/ out cymbals)
202 2 20" BD
B202 w 22" BD
D202 w 24" BD
201
B201
B203
0203
8204
0204
304
B304
D304
305
8305
D305
308
13308
D308
604
B604
0604
605
13605
0605
606
8606
0606
717 w 20"BD
6717 w 22" BD
D717 w 24" BD
808 w 20" BD
B808 w 22" BD
D808 w 24" BD
103020" BD
6103022' BD
D103024" BD
1031 w 20" BD
B1031 w 22" BD
1033 w 20" BD
B1033 w 22" BD
B3304
133305
D3717
Bass Drums:
124, 28 x 14"
125, 24 x 14"
126, 26 x 14"
127, 18 x 12"
130, 20 x14"
132, 22 x 14"
142, 22 x 14"
144, 24 x 14"
1150, 20"
1152, 22"
1154, 24"
1161, 20x 14"
1163, 22 x 14"
1170, 20 x 12"
1171, 20 x 14"
1173, 22 x 14"
1175, 24 x 12"
Timbales:
531, 138.14x 6
532, 138.14 x 6
531C
532C
Tom Toms:
112
113
114
115
116

72.50
76.50
80.00
37.50
38.50
59.00
63.00
78.50
79.00
85.50
87.00
80.00

400.50
402.00
414.00
388.50
390.00
494.50
503.50
580.00
589.00
488.50
490.00
502.00
535.50
537.00
549.00
573.50
575.00
587.00
473.00
474.00
486.50
563.00
564.50
576.50
704.00
707.00
731.00
648.50
650.00
662.00
865.50
868.50
892.50
369.00
373.50
378.50
246.00
250.00
292.00
296.00
546.50
600.50
739.50

118
333
340
342
346
348
433, 13 x 9"
435, 14 x 14"
436 16 x 20"
440, 14 x 10"
442, 12 x 8
444, 14.9"
445, 15 x 12"
446
448, 18 x 16"
1433, 13 x 8"
1333
1340
1346
1435, 14 x 14"
1440, 14 x 10"
1441, 12 x 8"
1442, 12 x 8"
1445, 16 x 16"
1446, 16 x 16"
1448, 18 x 16"

57.00
54.50
60.00
51.00
77.00
86.00
48.50
63.50
76.50
54.00
44.50
51.00
61.50
69.50
76.50
31.00
37.00
39.00
53.00
44.50
39.50
23.00
29.50
37.50
46.50
48.50

ROSE -MORRIS

LUDWIG
Outfits:
995 Jazzette 690.00
980 Super Classic . 755.00
983 Hollywood 860.00
1000 Mach IV 935.00
1005 Mach V 1050.00
2001 Otcaplus 1699.59
2005 Quadraplus 1120.00
993 Pro Beat 1099.95
990 Deluxe Classic . . 785.00
989 Big Beat 899.95
985 Rock -Duo 1160.00
964 Super Big Beat 935.00
975 Triple Tom 1065.03
1001 Rock Machine 950.00
1007 Smoke 'n Fire . 970.00
2007 Overdrive 1150.00
2003 Power Factory 1330.00
987 Super Classic 20" 740.00
999 Deluxe Classic 24" 805.00
997 Big Beat 24" bs 910.00
981 /TP Tivoli 22" ... 1295.00
982/TP Tivoli 24" 1310.00
1003 Mach IV 24" 950.00
1006 Mach V 24" 1075.00
1004 Rock Machine . 960.00
1009 Smoke 'n fire 26" 990.00
2006 Quadraplus 24" . 1140
2008 Overdrive 24" . . . 1160.00
2009 Overdrive 26" .. 1170.00
2100 Sound Projector. 1175.00
2101 Sound Projector . 1195.00
2110 Sound Projector . 1495.00
2111 Sound Projector. 1515.00
2004 Power Factory
24" 1345.00
992 Rock Duo 24". . 1190.00
2002 Octaplus 24" 1725.00
Snare Drums:
410 Supersensitive 5" . 193.00
411 Supersensitive
61/2" 199.95
400 Supaphonic 5" 123.95
402 Supaphonic 6%" 129.95
404 Acrolite 96.50
405 Piccolo 3" 113.95
418 Black Beauty 5" 220.00
419 Black Beauty 61h" 224.00
416 Superphonic Black
Beauty 5" 149.50
417 Superphonic Black
Beauty 61/2" 154.00
407 White Vistalite 5" 84.00
Stands and Fittings:
201 Speed King Pedal . 42.95
205 Ghost Pedal 59.95
1130 Tubular Hi -Hat
stand 49.95
1374 Tubular s/d stnd 40.95

100.50 1405 Tubular cymbal
96.00 stand 36.95
99.50 1410 Tubular boom
73.50 stand 49.95
82.50 1020 Tubular throne 39.95
84.00 Tom -Toms:
96.00 942 12 x 8 Tom Tom

105.00 Super Classic 107.50
69.50 944 13 x 9 Tom Tom
74.00 Super Classic 109.95
79.00 946 14 x 10 Tom Tom
61.00 Super Classic 114.50
63.50 947 15 x 12 Tom Tom
54.50 Super Classic 123.50
55.00 948 14 x 14 Floor Tom
59.00 Tom Super Classic . 145.95
64.00 950 16 x 16 Floor Tom

Tom Super Classic 159.95
110.00 952 18 x 16 Floor Tom
102.00 Tom Super Classic . . 184.50
110.00 954 20x 18 Floor Tom
102.00 Tom Super Classic . 214.50

487 6 . 51/2 Melodic
3160 Tom Tom 48.50
36.50 488 8 x 5 Y, Melodic
44.00 Tom Tom 49.95
51.00 489 10 x 6 Y2 Melodic
54.00 Tom Tom 66.50

461 12 x 8 Melodic
Tom Tom 72.00
462 13 x 9 Melodic
Tom Tom 78.95
463 14 x 10 Melodic
Tom Tom 84.95
464 15 x 12 Melodic
Tom Tom 97.95
465 16 x 14 Melodic
Tom Tom 114.50
Bass Drums:
920 20 x 14 Bass Drum
Super Classic 205.50
922 22 x 14 Bass Drum
Super Classic 219.95
924 24 x 14 Bass Drum
Super Classic 237.50
926 26 x 14 Bass Drum
Super Classic 252.95
For price of stainless steel
drums, add approx. 10%.

CYMBALS.
Avedis Zildjian Products
5241 8"
5242 10"
5344 12"
5243 13"
5244 14"
5245 15"
5246 16"
5247 17"
5248 18"
5249 19"
5220 20"
5261 21"
5221 22"
5345 24"
5346 26"
5347 28"
5348 30"
Zilco
5321 8"
5322 13" hi -hats pr
5323 14" hi -hats pr
5324 16"
5325 18"
5326 20"
5327 22"
5330 Pro -Set 1
5331 Pro -Set 2

29.00
35.00
39.00
45.00
48.00
51.00
56.00
61.00
67.00
74.00
80.00
90.00

106.00
123.00
143.00
163.00

14.10
44.20
52.20
30.20
36.20
42.30
52.30
79.65

123.00

ROSETTI

EMI HAMMA
880 Kit 524.95
W880 Kit (wood -shell
side drum) 524.95
770 Kit 399.95
W770 Kit (wood -shell
side drum) 399.95
660 Kit 339.95
W660 Kit (wood -shell
side drum) 339.95
Drums and Accessories:
7152 22" bass drum 81.50
7154 24" bass drum 86.50
7442 12 x 8 tom tom 39.50
7443 13 x 9 tom tom . 43.25
7440 14 x 10 tom tom 45.65
7446 16 x 16 floor tom
tom 63.00
7448 18 x 16 floor tom
tom 70.50
7035 14 x 5'h snare 60.00
7033 14 x 5 'h wood -
shell snare 58.35
7521 bass drum pedal 18.35
K ZILDJIAN
10" crash 24.00
13" hi -hat 36.00
14" hi hat 43.00
16" hi hat 50.00
16" crash 50.00
18" crash/ride 62.00
20" crash/ride 72.00
22" crash/ride 89.00
IZMIR
12"
13"
14"
15"
16"
18"
20"

11.95
13.95
20.00
21.50
24.50
30.95
38.95
55.00

BRONZE 800
13" 10.75
14" 13.50
16" 15.50
18" 24.50
20" 28.95
18" Flat 24.50
20" Flat 28.95
18" Swish 24.50
20" Swish 28.95
20" Pang 28.95

SUMMERFIELD

SUPERSTAR
9034 drum outfit
9040 drum outfit
9049 drum outfit

615.95
729.00

1237.46



9294 drum outfit 694.90
9295 drum outfit 766,65
9296 drum outfit 864.98
IMPERIAL STAR
8904 drum outfit 586.85
8936 drum outfit 728.64
8989 drum outfit 932.08
8993 drum outfit 1273.44
8987 drum outfit 824.69
8908 drum outfit 932.00
8935 drum outfit 647.62
8705 drum outfit 588.57
8704 drum outfit 528.00
ROYAL STAR
7917 drum outfit 613.55
7925 drum outfit 447.85
7935 drum outfit 484.65
SWING STARS 
7245 drum outfit 331.00
SUPERSTAR
9520 bass drum 139.36
9522 bass drum 158.58
9524 bass drum 169.85
9618 bass drum 126.90
9620 bass drum 136.26
9622 bass drum 153.20
9624 bass drum 165.06

2922 CS bass drum..
9224CS bass drum
IMPERIAL STAR
8518 bass drum
8520 bass drum
8522 bass drum
£1.522CS bass drum
8524 bass drum
8524CS bass drum
8526 bass drum
8822 bass drum
8824 bass drum
ROYAL AND SWING
STAR
SA7520 bass drum
7520 bass drum
SA7522 bass drum
T07822 bass drum ..
7522 bass drum
7522CS bass drum ..
7220 bass drum
7320 bass drum
7322 bass drum
SUPERSTAR
9275 snare drum
9650 snare drum
9606 snare drum

KEYBOARDS

BALDWIN

Models:
124A
EIO
124B
124BC
E1OR
E1OL
EIOLR
125A
E1OLB
E1OLB
130A
130AC
126
1300
1300C
56A
56D
711
CT100A
CT1000
CT1000
C630
4E
210D
PR200A
C620
E110 (Piano)
E105 (Piano)
Cabinets:
3ET
3S
3PR
3ETE

TBA

BOOSEY Et
HAWKES
IELECTROSONICS)

Cavendish 750
Cavendish 1000
Cavendish 1500
Cavendish 2000
Cavendish Portable
Sonorous Speakers
601
602

465.00
549.00
720.00
805.00
995.00

425.00
560.00

BRODR
JORGENSEN

ROLAND
Guitar synth 1701.65
MC8 micro -composer 4522.85
Rhythm Units:
TR33 Rhythm box 202.20
TR55 250.09
TR66 w/auto rhy .. 250.09
TAP 371.41
Keyboards
SH 1000 Syn 675.77
SH3A Syn 690.66
SH2000 Syn 799.00
SH 5A Syn 1063.14
System 100 1803.85
System 700 14436.34
EP 30 Elec piano 637.45
RS 202 String 675.00
MPA100 amp 514.01
MP700 1072.00
MP700 + amp 1586.01
VK6 organ 2499.00
VK9 organ 4499.00
REVO SYSTEMS
RDI50 999.00
RD150W 1099.00

C.B.S. ARBITER

Rhodes Suitcase
Piano, 88 note
Rhodes Suitcase
Piano, 73 note
Rhodes Stage Piano,
88 note
Rhodes Stage, Piano,
73 note
Super Satellite Power
Spkrs
Rhodes Piano Bass..
Vox Concord organ .

Pianovox

J. T. COPPOCK

ELGAM
237 Console
Ringo w rthm
3049 R
Melody
Talisman
Talisman S
Royal
Snoopy piano
Broadway 444
Cosmic 333
Mistral
Serenade
Fantasy
Symphony
610R
Recital d/I
Recital
Broadway 21:10
Mistral 20()
Prelude C
Symphony 200
Prelude
Ruby
Montreal piano
Carousel rhythm unit
Rhythm machine

ELKA ORLA

X705
X55 P Portable
Concorde 602
Capri 101P
Elkapiano119
Elkarhapsody 490
Preludio 22L
Elkarhapsody 610
Elkasoloist 505
Elka 'String Bass'
Pedalboard
Crescendo 303
Artist 606
Artist 707
Rm. 100 amp
Elkatone 610PR
Elkatone 615PRS
Elkavox 77P

FARFISA

Balmoral
Beresford
Buckingham
Church 25
Church 5

180.16 9645 snare drum 86.47 ROYAL AND SWING 8513 tom tom 57.00 9636 floor tom toms .. 109.97
194.60 9675 snare drum 80.72 STAR 8513CS tom tom 58.56 9638 floor tom toms .. 118.07

9676 snare drum 87.55 7075 snare drum 60.40 8813 tom tom 59.58 9234CS floor tom toms 108.57
110.70 9678 snare drum 119.50 7588 snare drum 60.40 8514 torn tom 66.58 9234S floor tom toms . 108.57
116.23 9205 snare drum 105.06 SA7576 snare drum . 47.29 8514CS tom tom 68.13 9236CS floor tom toms 126.90
130.88 9206 snare drum 113.42 TD7876 snare drum . 54.58 8814 tom tom 68.87 9238CS floor torn toms 139.21
133.17 9245 snare drum 85.30 7576 snare drum 47.29 8515 tom tom 71.22 IMPERIAL STAR
141.20 7204 snare drum 37.64 8515CS tom tom 72.77 85344 floor tom tom . . 83.89
143.78 IMPERIAL STAR 7306 snare drum 41.10 8516 torn tom 76.68 8536 floor tom tom .. . 90.67
150.92 8005 snare drum 117.92 7308 snare drum 44.56 ROYAL AND SWING 8536CS floor tom torn. 92.22
135.16 8006 snare drum 113.10 SUPERSTAR STAR 8538 floor torn torn . 99.66
145.99 8045 snare drum 94.38 9512 tom tom 70.56 SA7521 tom tom drm . 42.2850. 8538 motem. 101.50

8046 snare drum 106.59 9513 torn torn 74.61 TD7812 tom tom drm . 8836 floorCSflotoormtotto 92.88
8505 snare drum 102.00 9612 tom tom 68.06 7512 tom tom 42.28 ROYAL AND SWING

98.70 8506 snare drum 110.36 9613 tom tom 72.40 7512CS torn tom drm .
98.70

112.40
8545 snare drum
8546 snare drum

82.25
90.60

9514 tom tom
9614 tom tom

86.40
84.70

SA7513 tom tom drm .
T078I3 tom tom drm . 544447.:0,83441

floor torn tom
7SS534ATA7534Rfloor tom tom ..

69.53
69.53

155.49 , 8588 snare drum 133.18 9515 tom torn 91.55 7513 tom torn drm 44.34 SA7536 floor tom torn 74.83
112.40
116.23

8578 snare drum
8585 snare drum

111.16
102.80

9615 tom tom
9212CS torn tom

89.34
64.82

7513CS tom tom drm
7212 tom tom

46. 70
34.84

T0783600o ftlotoorm omtotmterns

7536
110.26
74.83

81.02
88.68

8075 snare drum
8575 snare drum

80.72
77.67

9213CS tom torn
9214CS tom tom

71.59
83.89

7213 tom tom
7312 tom tom

7536CSftlotoormtotmomtem
7234 floor

78.22
52.96

97.00 8555 snare drum 89.15 9215CS tom tom 96.27 7313 tom tom 40.00 7334 floor tom torn .. . 56.42
8675 snare drum 95.98 IMPERIAL STAR SUPERSTAR 7336 floor torn tom .. . 63.71

81.83
106.50

8678 snare drum
8685 snare drum

120.43
117.33

8512 tom tom
8512CS tom tom

53.84
55.24

8536 floor tom toms ..
9538 floor tom toms ..

110918:4445 9S5U56P Eo I to oS oToAr Rtom

32.85
114.98 8688 snare drum 150.40 8812 tom tom 56.27 9634 floor toms 100.10 9558 concert torn tom. 36.39

VIP 600 873.96 3400 Tivol: Star 220.00 Sequencer 589.00

MACARIPro Elec Piano
Colt

476.85
444.00

3162 Tivoli Elite
Portable organs

330.00 Avatar 1395.00

Minstrel 550.00 3260 EKO New Tiger
EMS Synthi AKS
EMS V.0 S 3
EMS D.K .2 Keyboard .
Sola Compact-elecpno

961.20
810.00
248.40
175.00

900.55

818.40

981.15

818.40

899.00
457.25
232.50
216.61

Maestro
Dorchester
Coronet
Coronet & p/board..
Studio organ
VIP 205R
VIP 370
PRO 11OR
Church 32
SMI Soundmaker ..
Syntorchestra
AMPLIFIERS
TR 70
95/HO
80/CO
C16

744.00
1334.00
2994.00
3632.00

514.00
424.00
596.00

1244.00
2995.00
1043.00
495.00

351.00
291.00
291.00
55.00

49 385.00
3261 EKO New Tiger
61 475.00
3262 EKO New Tiger
Duo 550.00
Electronic Console Organs
3201 Tivoli 49R 145.00
3058 Tivot; 49S 215.00
3024 EKO Altair 495.00
200MPH Crumar
Rapids 399.03
Electronic Piano
RP10 Crumar Road-
runner 279.00
RP20 Crumar Road -
racer 333.00
Add-on Electronic Keyboard

THOMAS

1129 Cavalier
1135 Falcon
1155 Rapier
1160 Le Grande Royale
1165 Sabre
1184 Troubadour . . .

1263 Cameo Royale
1265 Cameo Supreme
184 Troubadour
267 Californian Quad
287 Californian Theatre
371 Monticello w
Moog Synthesizer .. .

419.00
559.00
629.00
799.99
945.00

1229.00
1110.00
1499.00
1110.00
2159.00
2765.00

2559.00

NORLI N

LOWREY
Orch Holiday + Genie
Symp Holiday + Genie
Magic Genie
Debut
Carnival
Encore
Jamboree

2668.00
3282.00
795.00
795.00
985.00

1350.00
1799.00

10.026 Logan String Jubilee 2200.00 372 Monticello Theatre
HAM MOND

Melody II 549.00 Coronation
Contempo 80

4515.00
4604.00

w Moog synthesizer . .

871 Celebrity Royale w
2749.00

Promenade 6450.00 Moog synthesizer ... . 5399.00
499.00 SPINET MODELS KEMBLE Celebration 8750.00 2001 Odyssey 3349.00
150.00 123J2 695.00 MOOG SYNTHESISERS 1055 Synti synthesizer
325.00 124JM2 975.00 Mini Moog 1150.00 w pre sets 449.00
495.00 125JM 1425.00 YAMAHA Sonic Six 1166.00 652 Cordovox portable

1095.00 126JM 1850.00 CP30 975.00 Taurus Pedal Synth 659.00 (with stand) 949.00
960.00 8022KM 1995.00 CS50 1200.00 Micro Moog 648.00 284 Californian deluxe. 2485.00

1390.00 8122M 2935.00 CS60 1950.00

180.00 8272M 3435.00 CS80 4500.00

1190.00
835.00

CONSOLE MODELS
B-3000 with HL -722

CS30
CS301

650.00
735.00 P.K.P. WOODS

689.00 Leslie Speaker 4950.00 CSl0 360.00
415.00
385.00
595.00
445.00

2100.00
1675.00
900.00
615.00
590.00

16462
I Fx5.77M

11222M
2307M
PORTABLE MODELS
B-200
HL -822 Leslie Speaker
SPECIAL PRODUCTS
Sounder I

4595.00
4595.00
5755.00
6995.00

1675.00
975.00

399.00

SS30
CP7OB Elec. grand
CP20 piano
YC45D organ
B P 1

250
275
290
2000 rvb

760.00
2850.00

725.00
1870.00

130.00
282.84
290.58
312.55
466.19

Kitten synthesizer...
Cat. SRM synthesizer
Multivox
MX20 piano
MX30 piano
MX202 strings
MX2000 synth
MX3000 synth

495.00
745.00

399.00
499.00
559.00
649.00
995.00

Condor T
Condor Duo
Imperative
Personal Duo
President
Syntex
Vedette

384.75
467.43

1146.96
558.90
780.84
690.18
273.78
413.10

665.00 Piper II 675.00 5000 rvb 573.88 Symphony Stereo 612.36
535.00
220.00
250.00

ACCESSORY PRODUCTS
HL -722 Leslie Speaker 1050.00
Auto -Van 64 275.00

ROSE -MORRIS

. . .

MG.40T
New Festival
Fiesta

421.87
514.68
572.06KENTUCKY

295.00
95.00

SM 3300 BS
SM 3300 BL

1020.93
1095.18330 Avon, with rthm.. 149.95

201 Challenger 930.00 Synthesisers Melodic 2406 1061.43
HOHNER 301 Explorer 1230.00 281 Mini-Korg 7006 .. 497.95 Melodic 240L 1134.00

101 Adventurer 1650.00 279 Mini-Korg 800 836.80 Prestige 340S 1393.87
400 Petit 4 335.00 277 Korg Bass 337.70 Prestige 365L 2111.62

Clavinet D6 495.00 1001 Sound Processor 301 Korg Preset 528.50 Gran Festival 685.12
Pianet T 345.85 36 370.00 306 Korg Polyphonic.. 867.85 Gran Fiesta 826.87

2420.28 KORG 500 Chester 575.00 305 Korg Tuning
1160.17 700S 497.95 525 Winchester 850.00 Trainer 85.75
432.88 770 474.55 307 Korg Polyphonic II 945.85
512.95 8000V 836.80 308 Korg 770 474.55 WU R LITZER
302.33 VCF 97.35 LIVINGSTONE 313 Korg Micro Preset 295.00
368.80 Bass synth 337.70 314 Korg PS3100 Poly. 1925.00

1063.29 Pre-set synth 528.50 278 Korg VCF Effector 97.35 305 480.73
607.73 Poly I ensemble 867.85 Chorister 61MB 469.00 309 Korg Mr. Multi 320 686.25
369.31 Poly II ensemble 945.85 Abbey Chapel 728.00 pedal 59.85 360 859.50

Multi -effects 59.85 Abbey Chapel 800.00 375 1098.00
73.18 Tuning trainer 85.75 Chorale 30 1240.00 400 1123.87

ROSETTI1725.64
2061.69

Rhythm trainer
Piano

83.60 Chorister 2-69
Custom Instruments

1750.00 415
542

1357.87
1588.50

2905.86 K1 255.70 from 2850.00 545D 1472.75

9700 MX30
9701 Rockyboard

425.00
399.95

303.82
592.17
734.83

K2
K4

Bass 2

499.75
299.75
199.50

SPEAKER CABINETS
2 Chan Wall Cab
3 Chan Wall Cab

150.00
180.00

5550
605
800

1957.50
2505.37
2747.25

1741.72 Stand 34.90 2 Chan Stnd Cab 802 2747.25
Piano legs 26.10 (Pedals only) 150.00 805 3244.50

2 Chan Stnd Cab (5 ft( 150.00 STATESIDE 4700 4432.37
3 Chan Stnd Cab (5 ft) 180.00 200 Electronic piano . . 551.25

HORNBY-SKEWES EXTRAS IOW
Melodic Bs. 51.00 IEX. VAT)

429 Adventurer
Pianos:

991.00

Rev (Echo) 45.00 ARP M106 1081.04

3718P Rainbow Reed
Organ £69.90
EKO Electronic chord organs

966.00
1594.01
2094.00
1625.00

Encl/Unencl Sw
Add Express Ped
Headpho Sock
Headpho I Ster/ Mon)

10.00
51.00
10.00

Axxe
Odyssey
2600
Pro/ DGX

534.75
1015.25
2108.00
891.25

2109
2126 Fruitwood
2126 Ital. prov. walnut
2850

713.08
851.88
905.04
988.20

394.00 3161 Auto Tivoli 18A. 179.00 from 6.00 Omni 1480.25 270 Butterfly 977.00
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eGUltimate
The Hamer guitar is handbuilt to exacting specifications. The body is

one piece of select British Honduras mahogany accented by a one piece curly
maple overlay which is trimmed with creme binding. The neck is carved from
the same choice mahogany and is reinforced with a fully adjustable truss rod.
The fingerboard is constructed of rosewood and is offered in two different inlay
patterns, "dot" and "crown". 22 wide arched frets are used on a 24-3/4" scale.

A fully adjustable, 6 ounce, solid brass bridge provides rock -stable
intonation as well as endless sustain.

The electronics consist of two specially designed Di Marzio pickups, a
three position toggle switch, two volume and one master tone controls. The
instrument is hand finished in a striking cherry sunburst using only natural
lacquers.

We believe that by using only the finest materials and construction
methods we have constructed an instrument that is special for the serious
musician. It is set apart from mass produced instruments in design as well as
construction. It feels right, it balances well both physically and visually. The
components, neck and body design give the guitar a sound and playability that
is unapproachable. The Hamer guitar does not rely on its name or past
triumphs for its appeal. With each instrument comes our pride of workman-
ship and our attention to detail. These guitars are not built to schedules nor
are they marketing compromises. They are simply the finest instruments
we can build.

\ GHAMElts,
burst

Distributed by

hornbg skewes
Available from your local music shop, or write for details to.

JOHN HORNBY SKEWES & CO LTD Salem House Garforth
Leeds LS25 1PX England Tel Leeds(0532) 865381 Telex 556167



SIX WAYS TO CLEAN-UP YOUR ACT
If you play electric piano, organ, bass,

rhythm or lead guitar, or sing-JBL K Series
loudspeakers can make you sound better.

Each of these high -efficiency speakers
is specifically built, as only JBL can, to provide

the cleanest, clearest, and best possible
reproduction of your music.

And that's exactly why more professional
musicians and performers choose JBL.

Maybe you should, too.

JBL K -Series Loudspeakers are available in six different sizes,
from 10" to 18".
U.K. Distribution - Harman (Audio) UK Ltd., St. John's Rd.,
Tylers Green, High Wycombe, Bucks. IIBL

GET IT ALL.

lames B. sin Sound. Inc. Prof -,0%,,5ieal Di alboa Boulevard. Northridge. California 91329
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INDEX TO ADVERTISERS
AKC.3 15 Hammond 39 Peavey 81

Rod Argent 56 Hohner 19 PKP 56
Hornby Skewes 92

Baldwin OBC
Bird Brothers 83 James How 3 Rosenburg Studios 73
Black Echoes 42 JBL 93 Rose Morris 76
Brodr. Jorgensen 67 Shergold 67
Burman 41 Kemble Yamaha 51,77 Shure 27

Keynote 47 Dave Simms 55
Cetec IFC Kingfisher 60 Simon King 48,49,50
Chase Musicians 3, 4, 5, 6 Sinus Studios 69

Sonor 82
Trevor Daniels 56 Lawrence IBC Soundwave 59

Logan 35 Strings Er Things 9,31,37,70
Eastwood 11 Supermouse 60
Electro-Harmonix 64 Macinnes 62

Elka Orla 78 MM Electronics 8,24
Musical Sounds 58 Van Reas 6b

Fletcher, Coppock and Newman 47 Music Ground 75 Vitavox 56
Forest Studios 72 Music Market 10

Free'n Easy 61 Music Stop 18

Western Musical Services 58
GMS 94 Bill Ockleshaw 83 Woodroffes 60
Gigsville 57 Orange 14 Woods of Bolton 60

has always bought the only strings he'll playp
icato

strings -sounds
of success in
Black Sabbath

Ai

Available from
your dealer now.

) General Music Strings,
Treforest, Mid -Glamorgan.

94
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PERFECTION IN DESIGN AND CRAFTSMANSHIP

FT 145
Mounts in seconds
without loosening strings.
Natural sound without feedback.

Unretouched photo by
international photo haus

Nashville, Tenn.

Exclusive USA Distributor
L & L SALES CO.

1003 Saunders Ave.
Madison, Tenn. 37115

615/868-6976

Exclusive Canadian Distributor

Pe
 Longest ustain
 Longest Life!
A brilliant acoustic
string with the
highest electrical
output!

Exclusive Australian Distributor
WAREHOUSE SOUND CO.

338 Brunswick Street
Fitzroy, Victoria 3065

Australia

Exclusive French Distributor
STAINLESS

PHOSPHO.



Write for Free Color Catalog

SI/Yri iNiffiNN/0/1 gil
1801 Gilbert Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio 45202 U.S.A.


